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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Bryan Shroyer Der: Computational design of zinc binding sites at protein interfaces and 
enzyme active sites 
(Under the direction of Dr. Brian Kuhlman) 
 
 
 
 
 
Engineered proteins will continue to expand the molecular toolkit for applications 
in medicine, biotechnology, and basic research.  While protein engineering efforts often 
use a “parts list” limited to the twenty amino acids, metal ions expand the parts list and 
are critical for the folding and function of 30-40% of known proteins.  In particular, zinc 
ions are common as structural metal sites and catalytic metal sites.  Thus, the work 
described here uses and develops computational methods to engineer structural zinc sites 
at protein interfaces and catalytic zinc sites at potential active sites.  The first chapter 
discusses the design of a de novo zinc-mediated heterodimeric interaction that targets 
wild-type ubiquitin.  Although zinc binding was successful, a lack of cooperativity 
resulted in a modest effect of zinc on ubiquitin binding affinity.  The second chapter 
presents a de novo zinc-mediated homodimer as an alternative protein interface design 
strategy with more cooperative metal binding.  Zinc binding improved the homodimer 
binding affinity by >100-fold, and crystal structures demonstrate moderate accuracy in 
the design of the zinc sites and the protein-protein interaction.  The third chapter reveals 
the serendipitous discovery of de novo catalysis by this designed zinc-mediated 
 iv 
homodimer.  This discovery emphasizes the usefulness of protein interfaces for active 
site formation, the power of zinc for catalysis, and the modest rates achieved thus far in 
the field of de novo enzyme design.  The fourth chapter introduces our efforts to 
purposefully design a new catalytic motif in a deeper protein cleft.  Our approach differs 
from most enzyme design studies that instead rely on existing catalytic motifs and modify 
substrate-binding residues.  A conformational change shown in the crystal structure of a 
designed zinc site in a TIM-barrel scaffold emphasizes the importance of second-shell 
hydrogen bonds to support the primary coordination shell for robust metal binding in 
deeper protein clefts.  In summary, we have endeavored to better understand and more 
reliably engineer protein structure and function using a predictive computational 
approach, and as we improve our ability to design zinc sites in proteins, more 
sophisticated protein functions can be engineered for applied purposes. 
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CHAPTER 1 1 
 
INTRODUCTION TO PROTEIN INTERFACE DESIGN AND ENZYME DESIGN 
 
 
 
1.1 Protein interface design 
 
Nature has provided a wealth of protein interfaces and enzyme active sites that 
support life, and Nature’s binders and catalysts can be used for applications in medicine 
and biotechnology.  However, most protein drugs and enzymes, even if they are derived 
from natural proteins, require some level of engineering to optimize activity, 
pharmacokinetics, solubility, thermostability, specificity, and other properties.  For 
example, subunit interaction affinities were altered to generate fast-acting and slow-
acting variants of insulin for improved treatment of diabetic patients [1, 2].  More 
ambitiously, new protein drugs and catalysts can be designed from scratch rather than by 
incremental modification of native proteins.  Working toward this long-term goal, I used 
and developed computational methods to design zinc-binding sites as the basis for new 
protein interfaces and new enzyme active sites. 
Designed protein-protein interactions can have myriad applications, serving as 
biosensors, biomaterials, competitive inhibitors, cell signaling molecules, and tools for 
co-localization and cell targeting.  Novel protein-protein interactions are primarily 
                                                
1 Some content previously appeared in an article in Current Opinion in Structural Biology.  The original 
citation is as follows: Der BS, Kuhlman B.  “Strategies to control the binding mode of de novo designed 
protein interactions”.  Curr Opin Struct Biol.  2013 Aug;23(4):639-46. 
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generated by rational design, directed evolution, and computational design.  Rational or 
intuitive design has a limited level of complexity and reproducibility, though rational 
charge swaps can alter specificity and other rational mutations can disrupt undesired 
interactions.  Directed evolution is the most common route to new binders: widely used 
library selection strategies such as phage display are effective for generating new target-
binding interactions using antibody scaffolds [3] and non-antibody scaffolds [4], and 
binders identified with these approaches have shown promise in clinical trials [5].  
Computational interface design is an alternative approach that is currently not as robust 
as experimental selection and screening, but it is advantageous in certain design scenarios 
and successes have emerged rapidly in recent years.  Considering cases of computational 
de novo interface design (excluding classical coiled-coils [6]), only three examples prior 
to 2011 were reported [7-9], and these have weak affinity and/or lack crystallographic 
validation.  However, since 2011, more than ten published results with crystallographic 
validation have emerged, some with high affinity [10-19].  The recent momentum in 
computational interface design highlights the promise of this method to transition from 
basic science to applied science, thus renewing motivation to innovate in this emerging 
field. 
 
1.1.1 Motivation for computational protein interface design 
 
Computational design is advantageous over directed evolution for precise control 
of binding location and binding mode, and for design goals without selection methods 
such as homo-multimeric assemblies [11, 16, 17], arrays [15], fibril caps [20], multi-
specificity [21], and biological functionalization of materials such as carbon nanotubes 
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[14].  For example, with the goal of developing a protein-based inhibitor of the flu, 
protein interactions can be engineered to target the hemagglutinin receptor on the viral 
surface, which is required for viral entry.  Most directed evolution approaches generate 
binders for the large, glycosylated, variable head domain.  Viruses can easily change the 
composition of this head domain, so targeting the small, conserved stem region would 
lead to a more effective and broadly neutralizing protein therapeutic.  This goal was 
recently accomplished using computational methods, and the protein engineered to bind 
the conserved stem region could become a flu treatment [12] (Figure 1.1). 
 
 
Figure 1.1.  A computationally engineered protein binds the conserved stem region 
of influenza hemagglutinin as a potential flu treatment.   
The variable head region (gray, left side) is typically targeted by directed evolution 
methods, but computational methods were used to generate a binder (red) that targets the 
conserved stem to more broadly inhibit flu entry. 
 
Secondly, computational design is advantageous when generating homo-
multimeric assemblies.  Homodimers and homo-multimers are very common in nature, 
representing an estimated one-third of known proteins [22]; functional reasons for 
homomeric interaction include avidity in binding, a mechanism for cell signaling, 
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catalysis at the subunit interface, membrane insertion, nucleic acid binding, and steric 
protection from proteases (Figure 1.2).  Computational methods have successfully 
generated homomultimers, including a homodimer [11], classical coiled-coils with three 
to six subunits [23, 24], and protein cages with 12 or 24 subunits [16].  These design 
goals would be challenging for directed evolution methods, which are better suited for 
heterodimers. 
 
 
Figure 1.2.  Examples of homomultimer formation and function in nature. 
Cyclic multimers shown here range from dimer to heptamer, a single subunit is colored 
red and all other subunits are colored gray.   
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1.1.2 Previous strategies for computational protein interface design 
 
In most computational protein interface design studies, new protein interactions 
have been created by mutating the amino acids on the surfaces of naturally occurring 
proteins so that favorable interactions occur upon formation of the target complex.  The 
computational task involves iterating between sequence optimization and energy 
evaluation.  Despite continued improvements in conformational searching and energy 
evaluation [25], limited conformational sampling and inaccurate energy evaluation are 
major pitfalls for computational interface design.  In particular, the design of interfaces 
that make use of cooperative hydrogen bonding networks has been especially challenging 
[26].  As a result, successful designs to date have relied on carefully chosen strategies in 
which a desired high-probability binding mode limits the conformational search and is 
somewhat robust to inaccuracies in energy calculations. 
Classical coiled-coils are amenable to computational design due to the relative 
simplicity of the scaffold and empirical sequence-structure relationships.  The history of 
coiled-coil design using computational methods dates back to 1993 [27], though the first 
known classical coiled-coil hexamer was engineered recently [24].  Another early 
strategy for protein interface design is ‘grafting’, reusing a known hotspot to generate a 
new interacting partner [7, 18, 28].  Grafting has since matured into hotspot-based design, 
in which novel hotspots anchor the new interacting pair [29].  For example, a tyrosine 
residue can simultaneously form a hydrogen bond and hydrophobic interactions and was 
successfully used as an engineered hotspot [10].  Beyond hotspot-based design, targeting 
a hydrophobic groove with a hydrophobic helix is also a friendly design goal [9, 12, 13].  
Specificity is sometimes limited in such designs, but helix-groove shape complementarity 
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and knobs-into-holes side-chain interactions can confer some interaction specificity.  
Design of hydrogen bonds will often be required for interaction specificity, but design of 
new hydrogen bonds remains one of the major challenges in protein design.  One proven 
strategy uses beta-strand pairing at the interface for cooperative hydrogen bond formation 
without entropic penalties associated with side-chain hydrogen bonds [11].  Coiled-coils, 
grafting, hydrophobic grooves, and beta-strand pairs offer a limited set of strategies for 
reliable protein interface design, so additional strategies must be developed (Figure 1.3).   
 
 
Figure 1.3.  Validated strategies for computational design of new protein-protein 
interactions. 
Grafting reuses known hotspots on different protein scaffolds to generate a new binding 
pair.  Helices bind favorably in hydrophobic grooves and avoid the need to design 
hydrogen bonds.  Beta-strand pairing is the easiest way to incorporate multiple hydrogen 
bonds at an interface.  Metal coordination bonds can replace hydrogen bonds, they can 
provide specificity and also increase affinity.  The relationship between methods 
development and application is illustrated, though the applied examples are not yet in 
clinical use.   
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1.1.3 My contributions to computational protein interface design 
 
My work aims to design metal binding sites instead of hydrogen bonds at protein 
interfaces to enhance orientation specificity and binding affinity.  Metal coordination 
geometry is well-defined [30, 31], coordination bonds are stronger than hydrogen bonds, 
and metal binding sites were an early success in computational protein design [32, 33].   
My first design goal was to generate a new binder for wild-type ubiquitin using an 
interfacial zinc-binding site.  Structural zinc sites feature four coordination bonds, so the 
designed binder had three coordinating residues, and the surface histidine on ubiquitin 
was intended as the fourth coordinating residue.  Overall this design was successful 
because the three designed residues bound zinc with high-affinity and the designed binder 
targeted the intended surface of ubiquitin [34].  However, the zinc site did not contribute 
much to ubiquitin binding affinity, and we concluded that a single zinc coordination bond 
is not a robust hotspot due to a lack of cooperativity, or ‘chelate effect’. 
To better capture the cooperative chelate effect in zinc binding, my next design 
goal was a homodimer with two interface zinc sites [17].  Rather than one coordination 
bond bridging the interface, this design model featured four coordination bonds bridging 
the interface (two at each zinc site).  The binding affinity for homodimerization was <30 
nM, representing the highest reported affinity for a de novo interface designed only with 
computation and without directed evolution.  Hydrophobic interactions led to weak 
affinity without zinc (4 µM), but zinc improved the binding affinity by >100-fold.  
Furthermore, crystal structures validated the overall binding orientation and designed 
interface contacts, though there were differences between the model and experimental 
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structure at the atomic level [17].  Thus, computationally designed interface zinc sites 
offer a new strategy for computational protein interface design.   
 
1.2 Enzyme design 
 
Novel enzyme active sites also have broad applications in medicine and 
biotechnology.  Due to their impressive rate accelerations and specificity under mild, 
aqueous conditions, enzymes are used for ‘green’ chemistry synthesis of high-value 
products, natural products, and small molecule drugs, as well as biofuel production and 
bioremediation of polluted environmental sites.   
 
1.2.1 Rational design and directed evolution of enzymes 
 
As with protein interfaces, the available strategies for design of novel enzymes 
include rational design, directed evolution, and computational design.  Rational methods 
have been used to synthesize small macrocycles that mimic metal coordination sites in 
proteins [35-38], though these cannot desolvate the substrate and have limited potential 
as enzyme-like catalysts.  Rational design of catalytic peptides also received early 
attention, but again these catalysts lack capacity for substrate binding and desolvation 
[39-44].  A unique rational design study used a single aspartate mutation in a 
hydrophobic pocket of calmodulin, which demonstrated Kemp elimination activity [45].   
Directed evolution [46-49] has been the most common and most successful 
method for enzyme design [50]; mainstream directed evolution methods combine library 
generation methods (often error-prone PCR and site-saturation mutagenesis) with 
selection techniques, and this has proven effective for a wide range of reactions, 
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including non-natural reactions [51].  Directed evolution is suited for optimization of 
existing enzymes, rather than generating new enzymes de novo.  The major exception is 
directed evolution of catalytic antibodies, in which the non-catalytic antibody scaffold is 
imparted with catalytic function by varying a small number of residues.  More 
specifically, the variable CDR loops of an antibody scaffold are varied in large libraries 
and screened for binding of transition state analogues.  Many successful catalytic 
antibodies have been engineered in this way [52, 53], though product inhibition is a 
common pitfall because high affinity often requires recognition of substrate components 
far from the site of reaction [53]. 
 
1.2.2 Computational enzyme design 
 
Computational enzyme design provides an alternative to directed evolution, but 
given the proven effectiveness of directed evolution for enzyme design, why are 
computational methods for enzyme design important to pursue?  First, directed evolution 
proceeds through incremental changes to substrate specificity and/or rate enhancement, 
and additive accumulation of point mutations leads to large net changes in specificity or 
rate [54].  However, for designing drastically different enzymes or de novo enzymes, 
large changes in conformation or sequence are more accessible with computational 
modeling.  Secondly, effective selection schemes and screens are not always available 
[55], so testing a smaller number of discrete designs is sometimes necessary instead of 
screening large libraries.  Thirdly, mutations generated by directed evolution can occur 
far from the active site and can thus be challenging to rationalize and understand, so 
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predictive design offers a better route to rigorously test and improve our understanding of 
enzymatic catalysis. 
The Baker lab has developed an enzyme engineering workflow featuring 
computational design followed by directed evolution.  The computational step 
reengineers natural enzyme active sites to perform a different type of reaction, 
incorporating many simultaneous mutations that would be challenging to evolve.  
Typically, 50 to 100 variants are individually tested to find one or two variants with 
detectable activity, which is required for subsequent optimization by directed evolution.  
This workflow has successfully generated retroaldolases [56, 57], a Kemp eliminase [58, 
59], Diels Alderase [60], and organophosphatase [61], and a catalyst for carbon addition 
by the Morita-Baylis-Hillman mechanism [62, 63]. 
 
1.2.3 My contributions to enzyme design 
 
My work in computational enzyme design attempts to harness the catalytic power 
of metal ions, specifically mononuclear zinc ions.  To briefly summarize my 
contributions, the previously described de novo zinc-mediated homodimer [17] 
serendipitously functioned as a zinc hydrolase with 104 - 105 rate enhancements of model 
carboxyester and phosphoester substrates [64].  Secondly, I designed a catalytic zinc 
motif in the deep cleft of a TIM-barrel scaffold, though this design demonstrated an 
unexpected conformational change upon zinc binding and had low activity.  In ongoing 
work, I am designing zinc sites containing two second-shell hydrogen bonds to support 
the coordination residues.  Rather than endeavoring to design a complete active site with 
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a new metal center and new substrate binding residues, my efforts focus on designing 
new three-histidine zinc sites and ignore target substrates. 
My work in enzyme design, albeit in early stages of development, is motivated by 
current limitations in the field of enzyme design.  Regarding the serendipitous zinc-
mediated hydrolysis in a designed protein [64], this discovery puts into perspective the 
moderate rates that have been achieved thus far in de novo enzyme design, and the 
impressive rates achieved by some of Nature’s best enzymes [65, 66].  This discovery 
also emphasizes the catalytic power of metal ions, the usefulness of protein interfaces for 
active site formation, and suggests a plausible route for the natural evolution of 
primordial enzymes.  Secondly, computational design of new metal sites alone (structural 
or catalytic) remains a difficult challenge, despite intermittent successes over the course 
of ~25 years.  Most reported successes over the years have lacked crystallographic 
validation [32-34, 67-76], often because detection of activity was emphasized over 
structural accuracy.  While co-crystallization with a transition state analogue is very 
challenging, crystallization of the ground state enzyme has also been rare in 
metalloenzyme design.  Thirdly, most computationally designed metalloenzymes are 
oxidoreductases [39, 40, 77-81] containing iron, diiron, heme-iron, copper, or heme-
copper metal sites, rather than mononuclear zinc sites that most commonly confer 
hydrolytic activity.  One exception is the computational conversion of a native deaminase 
into an organophosphatase [61], but this work repurposed a native mononuclear zinc site 
and only altered substrate-binding residues, whereas my work seeks to design new metal 
centers.  Likewise, directed evolution of metalloenzymes such as cytochrome P450 
(featuring an iron-heme catalytic site and a deep hydrophobic substrate binding cleft) 
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typically leaves the native metal center intact and alters substrate-binding residues [82, 
83].  Fourthly, my work seeks to design second-shell hydrogen bonds that support the 
metal coordinating residues.  This phenomenon is well-known in natural proteins [84-90], 
but these are often anecdotal accounts of individual metal sites.  My work adds a more 
comprehensive analysis of second-shell interactions among zinc-containing proteins in 
the Protein Data Bank.  Furthermore, despite awareness of second-shell effects, 
computational design and crystallographic validation of metal sites supported by second-
shell hydrogen bonds remains an outstanding challenge. 
In summary, my work in enzyme design started with a serendipitous discovery 
but developed into a purposeful pursuit to design new catalytic zinc sites.  My work aims 
to add to the field of computational enzyme design by focusing on catalytic residues and 
hydrolysis reactions, emphasizing second-shell hydrogen bond support of the metal 
coordination site, and including crystallographic validation.   
The following chapters present a designed heterodimer and designed homodimer 
that establish zinc binding as a useful route to protein interface design, and they present 
two de novo catalytic zinc sites with crystal structures that provide important lessons and 
perspectives on computational enzyme design (Figure 1.4). 
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Figure 1.4.  Illustrative summary of the dissertation chapters. 
Chapters 2 and 3 discuss the design of structural zinc sites at protein interfaces.  Chapters 
4 and 5 discuss the design of catalytic zinc sites at enzyme active sites. 
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CHAPTER 2 2 
 
COMBINED COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN OF A ZINC BINDING SITE AND A 
PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTIONS: ONE OPEN ZINC COORDINATION 
SITE WAS NOT A ROBUST HOTSPOT FOR DE NOVO UBIQUITIN BINDING 
 
 
 
2.1 Overview 
 
We computationally designed a de novo protein-protein interaction between wild-
type ubiquitin and a redesigned scaffold.  Our strategy was to incorporate zinc at the 
designed interface to promote affinity and orientation specificity.  A large set of 
monomeric scaffold surfaces were computationally engineered with three-residue zinc 
coordination sites, and the ubiquitin residue H68 was docked to the open coordination 
site to complete a tetrahedral zinc site.  This single coordination bond was intended as a 
hotspot and polar interaction for ubiquitin binding, and surrounding residues on the 
scaffold were optimized primarily as hydrophobic residues using a rotamer-based 
sequence design protocol in Rosetta.  From thousands of independent design simulations, 
four sequences were selected for experimental characterization.   The best performing 
design, called Spelter, binds tightly to zinc (Kd < 10 nM) and binds ubiquitin with a Kd of 
                                                
2 This chapter previously appeared as an article in the journal of PROTEINS: Structure Function and 
Bioinformatics.  The original citation is as follows: Der BS, Jha RK, Lewis SM, Thompson PM, Guntas G, 
Kuhlman B.  “Combined computational design of a zinc binding site and a protein-protein interaction”.  
Proteins.  2013 Jul;81(7):1245-55. 
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20 µM in the presence of zinc and 68 µM in the absence of zinc.  Mutagenesis studies 
and NMR chemical shift perturbation experiments indicate that Spelter interacts with 
H68 and the target surface on ubiquitin, however, H68 does not form a hotspot as 
intended.  Instead, mutation of H68 to alanine results in tighter binding.  While a 3/1 zinc 
coordination arrangement at an interface cannot be ruled out as a means to improve 
affinity, our study led us to conclude that 2/2 coordination arrangements or multiple-zinc 
designs are more likely to promote high-affinity protein interactions. 
 
 
 
2.2 Introduction 
 
Understanding the physical basis of protein-protein interaction is a continued 
pursuit in molecular biology.  A ground-up approach for understanding protein binding 
will help clarify mechanisms of cellular functions and lead to new therapeutic and 
diagnostic uses of proteins in medicine.  Studies of natural interactions have provided 
valuable insights into how proteins interact, from detailed dissection of individual 
binding partners such as barnase and barstar [1-3], to broad studies of hundreds of 
complexes [4-9].  Although much research has been aimed at studying protein 
interactions observed in nature, a complementary approach is to rationally design and 
build new interactions [10].   
Redesigning existing interactions for improved affinity or altered specificity is a 
good test of current understanding of protein binding [11-13]; however, the most rigorous 
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test of our understanding is to design new protein-protein interactions from scratch.  De 
novo computational interface design is still a young endeavor but has already seen a 
number of successes.  Many of these studies strategically use pre-existing knowledge of 
patterns of recognition by using sequence profiles [14], augmenting a native complex [15, 
16], using known binding grooves [17-19], side-chain interaction motifs [19-21], or 
backbone interaction motifs (strand-strand pairing, linear epitopes, glycine helix-helix 
contact, helix stacking) [21-24].  Karanicolas et al. used ankyrin repeat protein as a 
known versatile binding protein for design, but they ambitiously avoided using pre-
existing interaction motifs already observed in natural protein-protein interactions [25]. 
Although efforts in computational interface design have been encouraging, there 
is a significant need for improvement for reliable computational engineering of new 
interactions.  Broad conclusions cannot be reliably drawn from a small number of 
attempts in de novo interface design, so continued efforts that explore different 
approaches and different modes of interaction will be critical in accumulating deeper 
knowledge about the physical basis of protein-protein interactions [26].  One repeated 
lesson from protein-protein interaction studies is that a few hotspot residues dominate the 
binding event [27, 28] – hotspot-based approaches have been used to design new 
interfaces, and these hotspots can be grafted from natural interfaces [19, 20, 29] and 
developed from scratch [19, 30].  Here we designed a three-residue zinc site from scratch 
where the open coordination site was the intended hotspot for target protein binding.  
Computational methods have been used to design new tetrahedral zinc binding 
sites [31, 32], and zinc sites have previously been shown to promote affinity and 
orientation specificity in designed homo-oligomeric interactions.  For cytochrome cb562 
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self-assembly, metal-mediated binding modes have been determined empirically but not 
predicted rationally [33-35].  In our previous homodimer design, two metal sites were 
used to promote binding in the desired orientation [36].  In this work, our one-zinc 
approach is for a heterodimeric interaction with a wild-type target. 
We chose ubiquitin as a target because it has one surface histidine that may 
participate in zinc binding and because it is a small, stable protein that has been 
structurally characterized by crystallography and NMR.  We observed a moderate 
binding affinity between wild-type ubiquitin and our redesigned scaffold named Spelter, 
where the presence of zinc resulted in 3-fold increase in affinity (Kd = 20 µM in the 
presence of zinc, Kd = 68 µM  in the absence of zinc).  Despite successful zinc binding in 
the redesigned scaffold (Kd < 10 nM), we conclude that this engineered zinc site did not 
provide a robust hotspot for target binding.  Moderate affinity in a one-sided de novo 
interface design is a significant achievement for computation-only protein interface 
design.  However, micromolar affinity has thus far been an affinity barrier for successful 
small hydrophobic designs, and designing polar interface contacts from scratch remains a 
significant challenge in protein interface design. 
 
 
2.3 Methods 
 
2.3.1 Scaffolds and target for protein interface design 
 A set of 635 scaffold proteins from the Protein Data Bank [37] were used in the 
computational design of a ubiquitin (target) binding protein.  The PDB query required 
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these scaffolds to be listed as monomeric, expressible in E. coli, <2.5 Å resolution, 
without disulfides, without ligands, and between 80-250 residues.  The list of scaffolds 
can be obtained from the Supporting Material of our previous work [36].   
 
2.3.2 RosettaMatch 
 These 635 scaffolds were used in RosettaMatch to search for possible three-
residue histidine/cysteine zinc binding sites on the scaffold surfaces.  RosettaMatch is a 
protocol typically used in enzyme design [38, 39] within the Rosetta modeling suite [40].  
It uses a transition state model (TS) to search for designable residue sets on a scaffold 
protein that might stabilize the TS and hence catalyze the reaction.  In our case, the 
pseudo-TS consisted of a HisT (histidine from ‘target’) positioned at an optimal 
coordination distance and orientation with a zinc atom consistent with the geometry of 
zinc coordination.   
 Distance, angle, and torsion constraints were used to correctly build the HisT 
downstream of all possible histidine or cysteine rotamers at each allowed residue 
position.  Each HisT placement was followed by clash detection between the HisT and the 
scaffold backbone, and the clash-free HisT locations were recorded in a 6-dimensional bin 
(3 dimensions for Cartesian position, 3 dimensions for rotational orientation) (Figure 
S2.1).  If HisT locations from three different residues were hashed into the same 6-D bin, 
this was a match. 
After matching, a geometry-based evaluation of all output matches was performed 
to select the matches with coordination bond lengths, angles, and dihedrals that were 
close to ideal (Figure S2.2).  This was done using the ZincMatchFilter application in 
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Rosetta.  Among 635 scaffolds, ~2,000 high-quality tetrahedral three-residue zinc 
matches were identified.  Half of these matches, however, featured cysteine residues at i, 
i+1 positions.  We excluded these matches from the final list of 1,015 because we did not 
identify the Cys/Cys at i, i+1 as a naturally occurring zinc coordination motif.  The 
Rosetta 2.3 version of RosettaMatch was used for this study, however, the current version 
of Rosetta (3.4) contains an updated implementation of the RosettaMatch algorithm.  
Input files and command lines for the equivalent Rosetta3 implementation of 
RosettaMatch are also given in the Supporting Material. 
 
2.3.3 ZincHeterodimerDesign 
 ZincHeterodimerDesign is the name of the Rosetta protocol that was written for 
the protein interface design stage.  Reorganization of the Rosetta code into discrete 
protocols simplified the addition of new design protocols [40].  The required inputs for 
ZincHeterodimerDesign are the atomic coordinates of a scaffold protein, a three-residue 
zinc match from the scaffold, and ubiquitin.  Other command-line options are given in the 
Supporting Information.  In Step 1 of the protocol, the zinc match atomic coordinates 
were grafted onto the scaffold.  In Step 2, the HisT transition state residue was replaced 
by the H68 residue of ubiquitin, which docked the ubiquitin to the scaffold with a zinc 
coordination site bridging the interface.  This pseudo-docking step ignored protein 
complementarity, so in Step 3, a Monte Carlo rigid-body search was performed to relieve 
steric clashes between the scaffold and ubiquitin while preserving the zinc binding site.  
The zinc binding site was conserved by limiting the degrees of freedom to rotation about 
the H68-zinc coordination bond and the H68 chi 1 and chi 2 torsion angles.  H68 torsion 
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angles were limited to rotamers from the 2002 Dunbrack library used in Rosetta [41, 42], 
and “inverse rotamer” sampling moved the ubiquitin and kept the imidazole ring fixed in 
space.  In this rigid-body search, both scaffold and ubiquitin side chains were scored as 
centroids to evaluate overall shape complementarity and ignore clashes between side 
chains that could be redesigned.  These centroid protein representations were 
kinematically coupled to the full-atom representations required to explore the torsional 
rotations of the H68 side chain.  The lowest-energy centroid docking arrangement was 
chosen from the Monte Carlo search, and Step 4 of the protocol was full-atom design of 
the scaffold interface residues and repacking of the ubiquitin interface residues.  Interface 
residues were identified as those within 10 Å of the other partner based on Cβ-Cβ 
distances, and this design step used the standard fixed-backbone rotamer packing 
functionality in Rosetta.  In summary, this protocol used zinc binding and emphasized 
docking and side-chain degrees of freedom but did not include backbone sampling.  The 
best models were chosen based on computed binding energy per Å2 of interface surface 
area, followed by visual inspection.  
 
2.3.4 Cloning, Expression, Purification, Mutagenesis 
We synthesized genes of the four designs, the wild-type scaffold (PDB code 
2D4X, the bacterial flageller hook-filament junction protein), and wild-type ubiquitin by 
oligo-assembly [43].  The genes were cloned into the pQE-80L vector (Qiagen) 
supplemented with an N-terminal MBP (maltose binding protein) fusion to aid expression 
and solubility.  Ubiquitin with a G76C mutation for fluorescence polarization 
experiments was previously cloned into the pET21b+ vector (Novagen).  Mutageneses 
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were performed by overlapping PCR using internal primers encoding the desired 
mutations.  These proteins were expressed in BL21(DE3)pLysS (Invitrogen) cells with 
induction using 333 µM IPTG for six hours at 25 oC.  The 6xHis-MBP-design fusions 
were purified by Ni2+-NTA high-affinity chromatography (HisTrap columns, GE 
Healthcare Biosciences).  The eluent was supplemented with 1 mM DTT to prevent 
disulfide formation and 0.5 mM EDTA to scavenge metal ions.  The 6xHis-MBP tag was 
cleaved by overnight incubation by TEV protease.  For ubiquitin G76C, the His-tag was 
cleaved by overnight thrombin proteolysis.  The proteolyzed samples were dialyzed back 
into HisTrap column buffer, and a second HisTrap purification removed the 6xHis-MBP 
tag or uncleaved protein.  The flow-through containing the desired protein was again 
supplemented with 1 mM DTT and 0.5 mM EDTA before concentration to <4 ml for gel 
filtration using column Superdex 75 Hiload 16/60 (Amersham Biosciences).  The final 
protein buffer was 20 mM MOPS, pH 6.9, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM TCEP (thiol-free 
reducing agent). 
 
2.3.5 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 
 Isothermal titration calorimetry experiments to measure zinc binding were 
performed using a MicroCal VP-ITC (GE Healthcare).  2.3 ml of 20 µM protein was 
loaded into the sample chamber, and 250 µM ZnSO4 injectant was diluted from a high 
concentration stock using the protein dialysis buffer.  29 titrations of 10 µl volume were 
performed with 150 seconds equilibration, and the resulting titration curves were fit using 
one-site binding in the Microcal Origin 5.0 software. 
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2.3.6 Circular Dichroism 
Thermal denaturation experiments were performed using circular dichroism with 
a JASCO J-815 CD spectrometer.  Temperature was ramped at 1 oC/min under the 
control of a JASCO Peltier device and water bath.  Protein concentration for the 2D4X-
variants was 15 µM in a 1-mm quartz cuvette, and for experiments containing zinc, 
ZnSO4 was added to 16.5 µM (protein to metal ratio of 1 to 1.1).  Protein unfolding was 
monitored at wavelength 222 nm with units converted to mean molar ellipticity to 
provide apparent melting temperatures as a measure of thermostability. 
 
2.3.7 Fluorescence Polarization 
Wild-type ubiquitin was altered with a G76C mutation for covalent attachment of 
thiol-reactive Bodipy (507/545, Molecular Probes).  Bodipy conjugation was performed 
as previously described [17], and labeling efficiency of 20% was observed.  Fluorescence 
polarization binding assays were performed using a SPEX FluoroLog-3 instrument.  The 
180 µl starting sample in a 3x3-mm quartz cuvette contained 5 µM ubiquitin (1 µM 
fluorescently labeled ubiquitin).  Slits of 2.5 nm were used with excitation/emission 
wavelengths of 508/545 nm.  Each polarization reading had 0.1 s integration time, and 
readings were taken in triplicate.  Plots of polarization versus concentration of titrant 
were modeled with a single-site binding equation with nonlinear fitting using SigmaPlot 
2001 Version 7.1 software to obtain apparent Kd values [17].   
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2.3.8 NMR: HNCACB backbone assignment 
 Uniformly labeled 15N- and 13C- ubiquitin was expressed using minimal media as 
described in our previous work [36] and was purified as described above.  Ubiquitin 
concentration was 1.1 mM, and the sample buffer contained 20 mM MOPS, pH 6.9, 50 
mM NaCl, 0.5 mM TCEP, and 10% D2O.  To assign sequence-specific resonances of 
1HN, 15N, 13Cα, and 13Cβ, we performed the three-dimensional HNCACB experiment 
[44].  Data collection proceeded for 70 hours on a Varian INOVA 700 MHz spectrometer 
with a cold probe.  Data were processed using the NMRPipe/NMRDraw software [45], 
and assignments were made using the Sparky software [46].  A subset of strips showing 
peak quartets spanning residues 63-73 and a list of chemical shift values are given in the 
Supporting Material. 
 
2.3.9 NMR: 15N- and 13C-HSQC 
 2D [15N, 1H]- and [13C, 1H]-HSQC spectra were recorded at 25 oC on a Varian 
INOVA 700 MHz spectrometer with a cold probe.  Titration of Spelter with equimolar 
zinc was performed to monitor chemical shift perturbations upon binding.  Data were 
processed using the NMRPipe/NMRDraw software [45], and peak-picking was 
performed using the NMRViewJ software [47].  Peaks in the 15N-HSQC spectra were 
assigned based on chemical shift values from our HNCACB 3-D backbone assignment.  
Peaks in the 13C-HSQC were assigned using CA and CB chemical shift values from our 
HNCACB experiment combined with published values for proton, CG, CD, and CE 
values [48].  Compound changes in chemical shift (Δδcomp) were measured as distances 
according to Eq. 1 [49, 50].  In cases of two peaks from two protons on the same heavy 
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atom – for example, two peaks for a CB side-chain atom in histidine – these measured 
distances were averaged.  Due to peak broadening upon formation of a complex larger 
than 30 kDa, we compared chemical shifts from the ubiquitin-only spectrum with a 
limited titration in which Spelter was present at a 30% molar ratio with ubiquitin.  Our 
limited titration along with intermediate exchange resulted in small changes in chemical 
shift (Eq. S1), so we also analyzed changes in peak intensities as a second method to 
determine the ubiquitin residues at the Spelter binding interface.  Peak intensities were 
calculated using the NMRViewJ software [47].
 
 
€ 
Δδ comp = Δδ proton( )
2
+ Δδ heavy /Rscale( )
2
15N :Rscale = 6.5
13C :Rscale = 5.4   
Eq. 1
 
 
2.4 Results 
 
2.4.1 Choosing a target and scaffold for interface design 
We aimed to bind a wild-type target protein using a computationally redesigned 
scaffold protein where one metal coordination group is supplied by the target protein and 
the other three coordinating groups are supplied by the redesigned scaffold (Figure 
2.1A). This 3/1 metal coordination arrangement seemed attractive for designing a 
heterodimeric interaction with a wild-type target because many target surfaces will have 
one or more metal-coordinating side chains (histidine, aspartate, glutamate, cysteine).  
The criterion for a good target protein was a surface histidine for metal binding near 
surface hydrophobic residues.  Ubiquitin is a well-studied protein that has a surface 
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histidine (H68) near surface hydrophobic residues (V8, I44, L70).  I44 has been shown to 
be a hotspot residue for protein interactions with ubiquitin [51]. 
 
2.4.2 RosettaMatch for zinc site design 
We used RosettaMatch to find potential three-residue zinc binding sites on the 
surfaces of 635 small, monomeric scaffold proteins from the Protein Data Bank (Figure 
2.1B).  Using histidine and cysteine side chains as zinc-coordinating groups, 1,015 high-
quality zinc-binding matches consisting of His/Cys triplets were identified among these 
635 scaffolds.  The RosettaMatch algorithm has been previously described [38, 39] and is 
summarized in the Methods section of this work. 
 
2.4.3 Interface design 
The second step after RosttaMatch was to rebuild the target ubiquitin (PDB code 
1UBQ [52]) starting from its native surface histidine H68, replacing the idealized 
histidine (HisT) from the RosettaMatch transition state.  This pseudo-docking step 
completed the four-coordination of zinc and resulted in one zinc coordination bond 
bridging the protein interface.  The coordinating bond, chi 1, and chi 2 angles of the 
ubiquitin H68 residue (Figure 2.1C) were degrees of freedom for rigid-body 
optimization.  The orientation with the best overall complementarity (Figure 2.1D) was 
the starting point for full-atom design.  During design, scaffold protein interface residues 
could change to any amino acid except histidine and cysteine, and the wild-type ubiquitin 
residues could change conformation but not identity (Figure 2.1E).  Thus, this protocol 
used zinc binding and emphasized docking and side-chain degrees of freedom but did not 
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include backbone sampling.  For all 1,015 zinc matches on different scaffolds, 10 
ZincHeterodimerDesign design trajectories were performed, resulting in ~10,000 total 
design models. 
 
 
Figure 2.1.  Zinc heterodimer computational design protocol. 
A) Sketch to summarize the full computational interface design protocol.  B) 
RosettaMatch design of a zinc binding site with an open coordination site within an 
existing protein backbone.  Among 635 scaffolds, 1015 high-quality zinc binding sites 
were identified.  Shown in cartoon is the bacterial flagellar hook-filament junction 
protein (PDB code 2D4X), a 3-residue zinc binding designed by RosettaMatch (C135, 
C137, H192), and the target histidine (HisT) supplied by the target binding protein.  This 
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designed zinc binding protein is called 2D4X-CCH.  C) The H68 residue of ubiquitin 
(blue sticks) replaced the ideally positioned histidine from the RosettaMatch simulations.  
This starting orientation satisfied ideal zinc coordination and ignored protein orientation.  
Protein orientation was optimized while the zinc coordination geometry remained fixed.  
Degrees of freedom were rotation about the H68-zinc coordination bond and H68 chi 1 
and chi 2 side-chain torsion angles (black arrows).  D) After rigid-body optimization, the 
lowest-energy centroid docked orientation was chosen for interface design.  E) During 
interface design, the proteins were modeled in full-atom representation.  The scaffold 
interface side chains could change identity to favorably interact with the ubiquitin native 
side chains, which could only change conformation.  In the design called Spelter, the 
prominent interactions were formed between W199 and W203 (green sticks) of Spelter 
with the hydrophobic patch of ubiquitin (blue sticks).   
 
2.4.4 Selection criteria for designed interfaces 
The 10,000 designed interfaces were evaluated based on binding energy 
calculations using the Rosetta energy function.  The zinc binding site was ignored in 
these calculations – favorable zinc coordination geometry was established by 
RosettaMatch and was left intact during the interface design protocol, and a histidine-zinc 
coordination bond was assumed to offer a similar contribution to affinity across different 
designs.  The binding energy density (binding energy / buried surface area), number of 
unsatisfied hydrogen bonding groups, and number of scaffold mutations (lower score 
preferred in all selection criteria) were considered for determining the quality of the 
designed interface.  After visual inspection, four designs using three different starting 
scaffolds (PDB codes 2D4X, 2FZ4, 2ONU) were selected for experimental 
characterization (Table S2.1, Figure S2.3).   
 
2.4.5 Experimental validation 
We experimentally tested four designs: one was insoluble and could not be 
purified, and the other three designs showed moderate to low affinity for ubiquitin.  The 
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low-affinity interaction was not further investigated, and the two moderate-affinity 
interactions used the same starting scaffold (PDB code 2D4X [53]) and the same zinc-
binding motif but featured a different predicted ubiquitin orientation (Figure S2.3).  We 
chose to only investigate the higher affinity interaction in further detail, and we refer to 
this design as Spelter.  In addition to the zinc binding site, the major interface contacts in 
this design model feature two designed tryptophan residues that make hydrophobic 
contacts with ubiquitin, especially I44, a known hotspot residue for ubiquitin binding 
[51].  This design model does not resemble naturally-occurring ubiquitin 
heterocomplexes [54] (Figure S2.4).   
 
2.4.6 Validation of the designed zinc binding site 
To validate the designed zinc binding motif on the scaffold, we generated a 
mutant called 2D4X-CCH (2D4X is the starting scaffold PDB code) that contained all 
wild-type residues except for the C135, C137, and H192 mutations (CCH) for zinc 
binding (we renumbered such that the first residue in the 2D4X crystal structure was 
residue 1).  Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments titrating zinc (ZnSO4) into 
2D4X-CCH indicated a binding affinity <10 nM with a molar ratio of 1.0 (Figure 2.2A).  
Point mutants reverting each zinc coordinating residue back to the wild-type residue 
(denoted with an x) showed substantial decrease in binding affinity for zinc: the 2D4X-
CCx mutant bound to zinc approximately 10-fold weaker, and the other two mutants, 
2D4X-xCH and 2D4X-CxH did not show any evidence of zinc binding (Table 2.1).  As 
expected, 2D4X-CCH and Spelter showed similar affinities for zinc in ITC (Figure 
S2.5). 
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Table 2.1.  The designed 3-residue zinc binding site 
 
Protein CD, ΔTm with zinc ITC, Kd for zinc 
2D4X-CCH* 4oC <10 nM 
2D4X-xCH** 0oC not detectable 
2D4X-CxH 0oC not detectable 
2D4X-CCx 0oC 68 nM 
 
*2D4X-CCH is the wild-type scaffold (2D4X) with three zinc-binding residues (CCH) 
**x indicates mutation back to the wild-type residue 
 
Zinc binding stabilized 2D4X-CCH and Spelter as shown by an increase in 
melting temperature (Tm).  We performed thermal denaturation of the protein using far-
UV circular dichroism (CD) using a 222 nm wavelength.  In response to zinc, 2D4X-
CCH showed a 4 oC increase in melting temperature (Figure 2.2B).  Individual point 
mutations reverting each Cys or His to the wild-type residue abolished the stabilizing 
effect of zinc as measured by thermal denaturation, indicating that the designed 2-Cys/1-
His motif binds zinc (Table 2.1).  As expected, 2D4X-CCH and Spelter showed similar 
stabilization upon addition of zinc (Figure S2.5).  The zinc binding site was also specific 
for zinc: other metal ions did not change the Tm by more than 1 oC in CD thermal 
denaturation experiments (Figure S2.6).  
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Figure 2.2.  Zinc binding by a 2-Cys/1-His mutant, 2D4X-CCH. 
A) Titration of ZnSO4 (250 µM) into 2D4X-CCH protein (20 µM) measured by 
isothermal titration calorimetry indicates a binding affinity (Kd) of <10 nM and molar 
ratio of 1.1.  B) Thermal denaturation monitored by circular dichroism at 222 nm 
indicates a 4 oC increase in melting temperature (Tm) upon addition of equimolar zinc 
(16.5 µM).  See Table 2.2 for additional zinc binding data upon mutagenesis of each zinc 
binding residue. 
 
2.4.7 Mutagenesis studies show zinc-mediated interaction of Spelter with ubiquitin 
We measured the binding affinity of Spelter for ubiquitin using fluorescence 
polarization (Table 2.2).  The ubiquitin G76C mutant was covalently labeled with thiol-
reactive Bodipy, and titration of the designed protein led to an increase in fluorescence 
polarization due to heterocomplex formation.  Curves were fit to a single-site binding 
equation [17].   The 2D4X-CCH protein, which contained only the metal coordinating 
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motif and no other designed residues, did not bind ubiquitin in fluorescence polarization 
(Figure 2.3), demonstrating that the residues designed in Spelter for protein-protein 
contacts with ubiquitin were critical for binding.  The affinity (Kd) of Spelter for ubiquitin 
was 20 µM with zinc and 68 µM without zinc.  Thus, zinc provided a ~3-fold increase in 
binding affinity, corresponding to ~0.7 kcal/mol of binding energy (Figure 2.3). A 
mutant of Spelter in which the two cysteines were reverted to their wild-type identity 
(Spelter-xxH) binds with a similar affinity as Spelter in the absence of zinc (Kd = 51 µM).  
The affinity of this mutant was unaffected by zinc, as expected.  Individual tryptophan to 
alanine point mutations were tested for ubiquitin affinity.  In the presence of zinc, 
W199A weakened affinity by 2-fold, but W203A did not change binding affinity.   In the 
absence of zinc, binding affinities were 2-fold weaker for both tryptophan point mutants 
(Kd = 110 µM, Figure S2.7a).  Adding both tryptophan residues to the 2D4X wild-type 
scaffold (2D4X-WW) resulted in weak binding (Kd ≈ 300 µM), so while these tryptophan 
residues offered a starting point for binding, additional interface mutations also 
contributed.  Overall, the mutagenesis studies indicate that the designed surface patch on 
Spelter participated in ubiquitin binding, though details of the binding orientation were 
not elucidated and no Spelter residues were identified as hotspots. 
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Figure 2.3.  Binding affinities of Spelter and Spelter mutants for Bodipy-labeled 
ubiquitin measured by fluorescence polarization. 
Bodipy-labeled ubiquitin was present at 1.1 µM starting concentration, and polarization 
increases upon heterocomplex formation with titrated protein.  Assays were performed in 
buffer containing 10 mM MOPS pH 6.9, 25 mM NaCl, and 0.5 mM TCEP.  Fluorescence 
polarization titration curves were fit to a single-site binding equation to determine 
apparent Kd values [17]. 
 
2.4.8 Structural study of Spelter-ubiquitin interface 
To investigate whether the correct surface patch of ubiquitin participates in 
binding, we performed NMR chemical shift perturbation analysis of ubiquitin upon 
titration of Spelter.  Changes to the binding mode upon mutagenesis can lead to unclear 
interpretation of the role of each residue, but the HSQC titration study does not require 
any mutation to assess the binding contributions of individual residues in the designed 
interaction.  Ubiquitin residues have already been assigned by NMR, but due to subtle 
differences between our spectra and published spectra from differing experimental 
conditions [48], we performed a 3D-HNCACB experiment to ensure the correct 
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assignment of all backbone peaks in our 15N-HSQC spectra (Figure S2.8, Table S2.2).  
Additionally, C-alpha (CA) and C-beta (CB) chemical shifts from our 3D-HNCACB 
experiment helped identify peaks in our 13C-HSQC spectra when combined with 
previously published proton chemical shifts.  A subset of C-gamma, C-delta, and C-
epsilon (CE) peaks were assigned based on previously published chemical shifts [48].  
We analyzed the 15N- and 13C-HSQC spectra before and after titration of Spelter with 
zinc to discern which residues experience a change in environment upon complex 
formation (Figure 2.4A).  Changes in peak intensity (Figure 2.4B) and changes in 
chemical shift (Figure 2.4C) were used to identify the binding surface of ubiquitin (Eq. 
1, Methods).  Most of the ubiquitin residues that experienced changes in peak intensity 
and chemical shift are located at the computationally predicted protein interface in both 
the 15N-HSQC and 13C-HSQC spectra (Figure 2.4D).  The largest changes in chemical 
shift occurred in the H68 CE and CB side-chain atoms, implicating this residue as a key 
component of the designed interface.  However, H68 could either interact directly with 
zinc or with an unintended Spelter protein residue to cause this chemical shift change. 
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Figure 2.4.  NMR peak intensity and chemical shift changes of 15N- and 13C-labeled 
ubiquitin upon titration of zinc-bound Spelter. 
15N, left; 13C, right.  Isotopically enriched ubiquitin was present at 1.1 mM 
concentration, and Spelter with zinc was titrated to 0.3 mM.  A) Regions of the 2D-
HSQC spectra showing peaks that change and do not change upon Spelter titration.  B) 
Ratio of HSQC peak intensities before and after titration of Spelter.  Peaks with the 
largest intensity changes are colored in red and orange.  C) Compound chemical shift 
changes before and after titration of Spelter (Eq. 1, Methods).  Peaks with the largest 
chemical shift changes are colored in red and orange.  D) Computational model of the 
Spelter-ubiquitin interaction where ubiquitin is colored according to chemical shift 
change (red/orange indicate larger changes in compound chemical shift).  Predicted 
interface residues including L8, I44, and H68 have higher changes in chemical shift, 
supporting the computational model. 
 
2.4.9 Ambiguity in the role of ubiquitin H68 at the designed interface  
 Unexpectedly, Spelter bound the ubiquitin-H68A mutant tighter than wild-type 
ubiquitin (Kd value not determined, Figure S2.7b).  Moreover, binding affinity for this 
ubiquitin mutant was still modulated by addition of zinc.  The increase in binding affinity 
upon mutation to alanine suggests that the H68 interactions at the interface are unable to 
overcome the desolvation cost for burying a histidine.  This could be because the zinc-
histidine contact is weak or not present at all.  In either scenario, the open coordination 
site of the zinc site does not provide a robust hotspot for H68 as designed.  One 
contributing factor to a weak or absent zinc-histidine contact could be that the design 
process was not able to identify a back side hydrogen bond for H68, which is partially 
buried at the interface.  In naturally occurring zinc binding sites, zinc-coordinating side 
chains often feature a hydrogen bond with side-chain or backbone groups from the 
protein [55].  Secondly, the sensitivity of ubiquitin-H68A to zinc could be from a direct 
interaction across the interface or could be due to pre-ordering in Spelter.  Interestingly, a 
variant of Spelter with E136 mutated to alanine does not show zinc dependent binding to 
ubiquitin-H68A (Figure S2.9a, Table 2.2).  E136 is adjacent to the metal binding site in 
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a loop region, and in the design model E136 is predicted to form a salt bridge with K6 
from ubiquitin (Figure S2.9b) – K6 does experience a change in chemical shift upon 
binding to ubiquitin (Figure 2.4C).  Zinc binding could be pre-ordering this interaction.  
Though the role of ubiquitin H68 remains ambiguous, we conclude that the intended 
single coordination bond did not provide a robust hotspot.   
 
Table 2.2.  The designed zinc binding site and other designed residues contribute to 
ubiquitin binding 
 
Titrated protein Fluorescently-
labeled protein 
Kd with zinc 
(µM) 
Kd without zinc 
(µM) 
Spelter Ubiquitin 20 68 
Spelter-xxH Ubiquitin 51 51 
Spelter-W199A Ubiquitin 42 107 
Spelter-W203A Ubiquitin 18 110 
Spelter-E136A Ubiquitin 59 138 
Spelter-E136A Ubiquitin-H68A 62 79 
Spelter Ubiquitin-H68A biphasic * 50 
2D4X-CCH Ubiquitin > 500 > 500 
2D4X-WW Ubiquitin ~250 ~400 
2D4X-CCHEWW Ubiquitin ~250 ~200 
* biphasic, apparent binding affinity <10 µM 
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2.5 Discussion 
 
We cannot rule out 3/1 zinc coordination as a useful strategy for protein interface 
design.  The hydrophobic interaction of Spelter with ubiquitin likely occurred with a 
different orientation than the predicted model, and the preferred orientation without zinc 
may not have been compatible with H68 zinc coordination.  This hypothesis is indirectly 
supported by the weak affinity with and without zinc of the minimalist mutant 2D4X-
CCHEWW (Figure 2.3, Table 2.2) – these six residues are predicted to be the most 
important in the computational model.  Thus, although 3/1 coordination may be useful in 
other designs, here we discuss drawbacks to the 3/1 approach and suggest that 2/2 
coordination arrangements or multiple-zinc designs will be more effective for de novo 
interface design. 
The “chelate effect” states that polydentate ligands have a cooperative energetic 
advantage over an equal number of monodentate ligands [56]; thus, a monodentate 
interaction (H68 from ubiquitin) is at a disadvantage to a 2/2 bidentate interaction.  An 
example of a zinc-mediated heterodimer from nature is the human growth hormone and 
prolactin receptor complex (PDB code 1BP3), and the (His/Glu)-(His/Asp) site 
contributes two coordination bonds per protein subunit to increase the affinity 8000-fold 
[57, 58].  In previous interface design studies, metal-based strategies used multiple metal 
sites and did not feature three coordination bonds to one metal ion contributed by one 
protein chain.  In our previously designed homodimer, two zinc sites at the interface 
improved binding affinity >100-fold [36].  Also, cytochrome cb562 helix bundles have 
been engineered to self-associate in response to metal ions.  These metal sites do not 
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feature three coordination bonds from one protein subunit, and multiple metal sites 
provide additional cooperative benefit for binding [35, 36, 59].  Thus, while metals can 
be used as powerful agents for protein assembly, devoting three scaffold interface 
residues to bind zinc and gaining only one coordinating bond across an interface may not 
be a robust route to high affinity interactions. 
In addition to lack of cooperativity from a 3/1 coordination approach, perhaps our 
open zinc coordination site was not an effective energy contributor for protein binding 
due to desolvation penalties of the histidine residue and zinc ion. The backside delta-
nitrogen of histidine is partially buried in the computational model and does not have a 
hydrogen bond partner (Figure S2.10).  Furthermore, three-residue zinc coordination 
sites often contain a zinc-bound water molecule [60], and this water would also have to 
be removed in this 3/1 coordination approach.  Minor errors in chemical complementarity 
such as desolvation of a single polar atom can cripple a binding interaction yet go 
overlooked in an overall computed score of a protein interface.  Overcoming the 
desolvation penalty and satisfying the hydrogen bonding potential of both interacting 
partners is an outstanding challenge in protein interface design, and this is why successful 
designs have been mostly hydrophobic [61].  We attempted to complement a 
heterodimeric hydrophobic interface with a single metal coordination site, rather than 
attempt accurate design of multiple hydrogen bonds, but our 3/1 coordination approach 
did not produce the intended hotspot interaction.  Although a 3/1 coordination site may 
be capable of providing an interface hotspot, we suggest that 2/2 coordination 
arrangements or multiple-zinc designs will be more effective. 
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In summary, why is computational interface design so challenging, what was our 
approach, and how well did it work?  De novo interface design can be an overwhelming 
endeavor given the vast degrees of freedom to sample.  Assuming a target protein has 
been chosen, there are still hundreds of possible scaffolds to consider, and for each 
scaffold an extensive search of docking orientation is required.  These docking searches 
are exacerbated by the vast sequence space to explore during design, especially if 
backbone flexibility is allowed.  Furthermore, unavoidable inaccuracies in energy 
evaluation will mislead the conformational sampling.  To address these challenges, 
effective strategies for protein interface design must limit the conformational search and 
provide reliable energetically favorable hotspots.  Furthermore, designs can be mostly 
hydrophobic, but small hydrophobic designed interactions seem to have a micromolar 
affinity barrier [17, 19, 62],  and polar residues often specify binding orientation [22, 36] 
and promote solubility of the unbound partners [63].  Our strategy used a zinc binding 
site to limit the conformational search, to provide a hotspot, and to specify the binding 
orientation. The results show a partial success.  Spelter binds tightly to zinc and binds to 
the targeted ubiquitin surface with an affinity, 20 µM, which is tighter than many 
naturally occurring ubiquitin binders [54] (Figure 2.S11). Thus, we designed a zinc site 
and added to the small number of de novo computational designs that bind a wild-type 
target [17-19].  However, our initial hypothesis that a zinc mediated interaction with H68 
would significantly stabilize and orient the interface is not well supported, and we 
conclude that a more effective strategy is to include two points of contact with the metal.  
By continuing to pursue new strategies for computational interface design, we hope to 
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find reliable strategies that lead to strong interactions for applications in cell biology and 
biotechnology. 
 
 
2.6 Supporting Information 
 
 
 
Figure S2.1.  Illustration of the geometric hashing algorithm in RosettaMatch used 
to design a three-residue zinc binding sites on existing protein scaffolds. 
Step 1: Choose scaffold protein and residue positions to search, numbers 1-4 above. 
Step 2: Enumerate histidine/cysteine sidechain rotamers at each position, shown at left. 
Step 3: Extending “downstream” from each sidechain rotamer, enumerate conformations 
of the transition state, shown at left.  The transition state was zinc + histidine in this 
work, but only zinc is shown in gray spheres above.  Assign each transition state to a 6-
dimensional bin defined by 3 cartesian dimensions and 3 rotation dimensions. 
Step 4: Enumerate “matches”, shown at right.  If a 6-D bin contains three transition states 
from three different residue positions, this is a match.  
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     Cys = 2.33 ± 0.10 Å      tetrahedral zinc = 109o      Cys = 109o          His = 180o 
     His  = 2.05 ± 0.10 Å          His  = 125o 
 
€ 
metal_ score = (dist − ideal)
2
stdev 2∑ +
(tetr _ angle − ideal)2
stdev 2∑ +
(angle − ideal)2
stdev 2∑ +
(dihedral − ideal)2
stdev 2∑
 
 
Figure S2.2.  Ideal geometry for zinc coordination by histidine and cysteine. 
Coordination geometry is defined by coordination bond lengths, angles about zinc, angles 
about the ligating atom, and dihedral angles that put the zinc in the same plane as the 
histidine ring.  Standard deviations are based on statistics we obtained from 1705 four-
coordinated zinc binding sites in structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank.  
Harmonic constraints for distance, angle, and dihedral values are used to evaluate the 
quality of zinc-binding geometry, and the score is divided by the number of coordinating 
residues.  Since there are four geometric features to consider, a score less than 4 would 
reflect a metal site that on average is within standard deviation. 
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Figure S2.3.  Depictions of four experimentally tested designs of zinc-mediated 
ubiquitin binding proteins. 
Top left: 2D4X scaffold, design 1 (Spelter).  Top right: 2D4X scaffold, design 2.  Bottom 
left: 2FZ4 scaffold, design 1.  Bottom right: 2ONU scaffold, design 1. 
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Figure S2.4.  Comparison of interaction motifs featuring a hydrophobic helix 
targeting the hydrophobic surface patch of ubiquitin. 
Our designed interaction (white) does not resemble native interactions with ubiquitin.   
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Figure S2.5.  Zinc binding data for the Spelter design. 
Zinc binding as seen in the 2D4X-CCH design is retained in the Spelter design with 
additional mutagenesis for ubiquitin binding.  A) Circular dichroism thermal melts 
monitoring ellipticity at 222 nm wavelength.  Mutation of both cysteine residues 
abolishes zinc binding.  B) Isothermal titration calorimetry: Spelter was present in the 
sample chamber at 20 µM, ZnSO4 at 250 µM was injected in 2 µl increments.  A fit to the 
titration curve gives values of Kd = 9.5 nM and N = 1.1 (left).  Mutation of both cysteine 
residues abolishes zinc binding (right).  
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Figure S2.6.  The designed metal site is specific for zinc. 
Addition of zinc results in a 4 oC increase in Tm, while addition of other metals results in 
<1 oC increase in Tm. 
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Figure S2.7.  Fluorescence polarization binding curves of point mutants. 
See Table 2.2 of main text.  A) Tryptophan point mutations weaken binding affinity 2-
fold in the absence of zinc.  In the presence of zinc, W199A weakens affinity but W203A 
does not.  B) Spelter binding of Ubq-H68A did not fit a one-site binding model, but the 
affinity is tighter than Spelter binding of Ubq. 
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Figure S2.8.  The 3-D NMR experiment HNCACB used to assign our construct of 
ubiquitin. 
Slight changes to the published peaks list may result from an N-terminal glycine-serine 
extension and our buffer containing 20 mM MOPS pH 6.9, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM TCEP.  
Residues 63 through 74 are shown for illustration purposes.  Red peaks represent CB 
atoms, black peaks represent CA atoms.  In each strip, the larger peak is from residue i 
(relative to the amide group defining the strip) and the smaller peak is from residue i - 1.  
Smaller peaks are matched with larger peaks to walk forward or backward in the protein 
sequence.  Chemical shift values determined from this experiment are listed in Table 
2.S2. 
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Figure S2.9.  Possible mechanism by which zinc improved Spelter binding to 
ubiquitin-H68A. 
A) Zinc dependence of Ubq-H68A binding is lost with the Spelter-E136A mutation.  B) 
Zinc binding may have preoriented the loop to favor hydrogen bonding and electrostatic 
attraction between residue E136 on Spelter and residue K6 on ubiquitin. 
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Figure S2.10.  The backside H68 delta nitrogen is partially buried without a 
hydrogen bond. 
The nitrogen atom has a positive SASA value (solvent accessible surface area) using a 
1.4 Å water probe, suggesting that it is solvent-exposed.  It was not flagged as a buried-
unsatisfied polar atom.  However, it is partially buried by L8 in the computational model, 
which would result in a desolvation penalty.  This may negate the energetic benefit of a 
His-zinc coordination bond and could explain why the H68A ubiquitin mutant bound 
more tightly that wild-type ubiquitin.  Desolvation cost is captured in the Rosetta energy 
function using an implicit solvent model that penalizes burial of polar residues, but this 
penalty may be too lenient.  Accurately capturing solvent effects remains an outstanding 
challenge in protein modeling. 
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Figure S2.11.  Spelter binds ubiquitin with higher affinity than many naturally 
occurring ubiquitin-binding interactions. 
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Equation S2.1.  Digital resolution of proton, nitrogen, and carbon in HSQC chemical 
shift perturbation studies. 
 
€ 
dres_1H =11.7375Hz = 0.0167ppm
dres = sweep_widthnumber _ increments⋅
1
2 (imaginary)⋅
1
2 (linear _ prediction)
dres_15N = 1985Hz80 ⋅
1
4 = 6.2Hz = 0.087ppm
dres_13C = 24638Hz128 ⋅
1
4 = 48.1Hz = 0.27ppm
 
 
15N-HSQC, 1H dimension:   largest change =  0.0163 ppm 
15N-HSQC, 15N dimension:  largest change  =  0.137 ppm 
13C-HSQC, 1H dimension:  largest change =  0.0366 ppm 
13C-HSQC, 13C dimension:  largest change  =  0.126 ppm 
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Table S2.1.  Experimentally tested zinc-mediated ubiquitin binders 
 
Scaffold Zn 
score 
ΔGbind ΔSASA ΔGbind / 
ΔSASA 
Kd + zinc Kd - zinc 
2D4X 
(Spelter) 
1.2 -19 1240 -0.015 20 68 
2D4X 1.2 -17 1150 -0.015 52 102 
2FZ4 4.2 -25 1690 -0.015 107 320 
2ONU 4.3 -22 1470 -0.015 Insoluble Insoluble 
Zn score (Figure S2.2), ΔGbind, and ΔSASA were calculated using Rosetta.  Kd values  
were measured using fluorescence polarization. 
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Table S2.2.  HNCACB chemical shift assignments of ubiquitin. 
 
This ubiquitin construct had an N-terminal glycine-serine extension and the buffer was 20 
mM MOPS pH 6.9, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM TCEP. 
 
Assignment         15N         13C         1H   
         S0N-CA-H    115.850     58.875      8.465  
         1MN-CA-H    120.121     54.427      9.029  
         1MN-CB-H    120.122     35.557      9.030  
         Q2N-CA-H    120.576     54.346      8.317  
         Q2N-CB-H    120.584     30.679      8.317  
         I3N-CA-H    114.299     59.385      8.308  
         I3N-CB-H    114.302     42.046      8.308  
         F4N-CA-H    118.555     55.052      8.588  
         F4N-CB-H    118.549     41.165      8.588  
         V5N-CA-H    121.243     60.369      9.281  
         V5N-CB-H    121.246     34.205      9.282  
         K6N-CA-H    127.919     54.620      8.952  
         K6N-CB-H    127.916     34.282      8.951  
         T7N-CA-H    115.365     60.469      8.721  
         T7N-CB-H    115.367     70.506      8.721  
         L8N-CA-H    121.258     57.476      9.122  
         L8N-CB-H    121.256     41.889      9.122  
         T9N-CA-H    105.826     61.394      7.616  
         T9N-CB-H    105.818     69.053      7.616  
        G10N-CA-H    109.181     45.359      7.812  
        K11N-CA-H    121.853     56.289      7.252  
        K11N-CB-H    121.852     33.420      7.252  
        T12N-CA-H    120.526     62.286      8.617  
        T12N-CB-H    120.531     69.740      8.616  
        I13N-CA-H    127.765     60.008      9.544  
        I13N-CB-H    127.766     40.755      9.545  
        T14N-CA-H    121.970     62.156      8.744  
        T14N-CB-H    121.974     69.546      8.744  
        L15N-CA-H    125.297     52.729      8.792  
        L15N-CB-H    125.293     46.536      8.792  
        E16N-CA-H    121.766     55.412      8.170  
        E16N-CB-H    121.755     46.539      8.169  
        V17N-CA-H    116.618     58.654      8.846  
        V17N-CB-H    116.626     36.426      8.845  
        E18N-CA-H    117.917     53.030      8.511  
        E18N-CB-H    117.914     31.196      8.511  
        S20N-CA-H    103.502     57.291      7.018  
        S20N-CB-H    103.502     63.387      7.018  
        D21N-CA-H    123.752     55.970      7.996  
        D21N-CB-H    123.763     40.888      7.996  
        T22N-CA-H    108.962     59.589      7.836  
        T22N-CB-H    108.962     71.192      7.832  
        I23N-CA-H    121.185     62.313      8.494  
        I23N-CB-H    121.195     34.565      8.494  
        N25N-CA-H    121.341     55.953      7.913  
        N25N-CB-H    121.325     38.318      7.914  
        V26N-CA-H    122.189     67.632      8.095  
        V26N-CB-H    122.197     30.780      8.095  
        K27N-CA-H    118.998     59.177      8.545  
        K27N-CB-H    118.993     33.663      8.544  
        A28N-CA-H    123.356     55.357      7.950  
        A28N-CB-H    123.362     17.712      7.950  
        K29N-CA-H    120.194     59.730      7.846  
        K29N-CB-H    120.190     33.396      7.846  
        I30N-CA-H    121.224     66.080      8.265  
        I30N-CB-H    121.211     36.780      8.264  
        Q31N-CA-H    123.471     60.021      8.528  
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        Q31N-CB-H    123.471     27.866      8.528  
        D32N-CA-H    119.794     57.437      8.008  
        D32N-CB-H    119.775     41.054      8.009  
        K33N-CA-H    115.450     58.219      7.443  
        K33N-CB-H    115.454     34.029      7.443  
        E34N-CA-H    114.258     55.314      8.705  
        E34N-CB-H    114.262     33.293      8.705  
        G35N-CA-H    108.846     46.023      8.474  
        I36N-CA-H    120.315     57.821      6.133  
        I36N-CB-H    120.312     40.476      6.132  
        D39N-CA-H    113.578     55.776      8.510  
        D39N-CB-H    113.580     39.784      8.511  
        Q40N-CA-H    116.772     55.606      7.798  
        Q40N-CB-H    116.773     30.072      7.798  
        Q41N-CA-H    118.018     56.657      7.464  
        Q41N-CB-H    118.017     31.493      7.464  
        R42N-CA-H    123.064     55.138      8.477  
        R42N-CB-H    123.060     31.653      8.476  
        L43N-CA-H    124.383     53.020      8.788  
        L43N-CB-H    124.382     45.743      8.787  
        I44N-CA-H    122.287     58.912      9.112  
        I44N-CB-H    122.294     41.127      9.111  
        F45N-CA-H    124.810     56.443      8.816  
        F45N-CB-H    124.809     43.596      8.816  
        A46N-CA-H    132.938     52.478      8.978  
        A46N-CB-H    132.954     16.483      8.977  
        G47N-CA-H    102.404     45.345      8.087  
        K48N-CA-H    121.932     54.573      7.949  
        K48N-CB-H    121.931     34.403      7.949  
        Q49N-CA-H    123.070     55.919      8.628  
        Q49N-CB-H    123.062     29.094      8.628  
        L50N-CA-H    125.652     54.188      8.537  
        L50N-CB-H    125.649     41.433      8.538  
        E51N-CA-H    123.070     55.892      8.396  
        E51N-CB-H    123.063     31.927      8.396  
        D52N-CA-H    120.301     56.629      8.150  
        D52N-CB-H    120.309     40.741      8.150  
        R54N-CA-H    119.291     54.271      7.434  
        R54N-CB-H    119.290     32.738      7.434  
        T55N-CA-H    108.786     59.665      8.824  
        T55N-CB-H    108.782     72.399      8.824  
        L56N-CA-H    117.761     58.589      8.154  
        L56N-CB-H    117.752     40.229      8.154  
        S57N-CA-H    113.249     61.124      8.365  
        S57N-CB-H    113.262     62.410      8.365  
        D58N-CA-H    124.586     57.402      7.933  
        D58N-CB-H    124.591     40.343      7.933  
        Y59N-CA-H    115.668     58.305      7.226  
        Y59N-CB-H    115.671     40.018      7.225  
        N60N-CA-H    115.887     54.143      8.138  
        N60N-CB-H    115.878     37.420      8.138  
        I61N-CA-H    118.928     62.439      7.258  
        I61N-CB-H    118.929     36.679      7.258  
        Q62N-CA-H    124.796     53.572      7.603  
        Q62N-CB-H    124.802     31.644      7.603  
        K63N-CA-H    120.214     57.990      8.444  
        K63N-CB-H    120.228     32.623      8.444  
        E64N-CA-H    114.755     58.350      9.275  
        E64N-CB-H    114.757     26.027      9.275  
        S65N-CA-H    114.987     60.971      7.679  
        S65N-CB-H    114.981     64.905      7.679  
        T66N-CA-H    117.399     62.465      8.690  
        T66N-CB-H    117.404     70.220      8.690  
        L67N-CA-H    127.869     53.828      9.415  
        L67N-CB-H    127.865     44.458      9.414  
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        H68N-CA-H    119.499     56.228      9.195  
        H68N-CB-H    119.496     32.517      9.195  
        L69N-CA-H    123.720     53.741      8.262  
        L69N-CB-H    123.724     44.198      8.261  
        V70N-CA-H    126.550     60.546      9.153  
        V70N-CB-H    126.550     34.806      9.153  
        L71N-CA-H    123.060     54.000      8.108  
        L71N-CB-H    123.060     42.761      8.108  
        R72N-CA-H    123.586     55.692      8.575  
        R72N-CB-H    123.590     31.315      8.575  
        L73N-CA-H    124.480     54.837      8.338  
        L73N-CB-H    124.473     42.436      8.338  
        R74N-CA-H    121.890     56.548      8.417  
        R74N-CB-H    121.888     30.626      8.417  
        G75N-CA-H    110.991     45.222      8.463  
        G76N-CA-H    115.021     46.021      7.929  
 
RosettaMatch inputs 
 
Transition state definition file with geometric constraints (rosetta2.3 version): 
HETATM    1 Nbb  HIS X   1      90.152 -16.025  73.859  1.00  0.00           N 
HETATM    2 CAbb HIS X   1      89.272 -14.919  74.184  1.00  0.00           C 
HETATM    3 CObb HIS X   1      87.893 -15.338  73.676  1.00  0.00           C 
HETATM    4 OCbb HIS X   1      86.913 -15.315  74.424  1.00  0.00           O 
HETATM    5 CH2  HIS X   1      89.737 -13.633  73.498  1.00  0.00           C 
HETATM    6 aroC HIS X   1      88.776 -12.497  73.638  1.00  0.00           C 
HETATM    7 aroC HIS X   1      88.081 -11.797  72.709  1.00  0.00           C 
HETATM    8 Nhis HIS X   1      88.414 -11.977  74.861  1.00  0.00           N 
HETATM    9 aroC HIS X   1      87.537 -11.004  74.680  1.00  0.00           C 
HETATM   10 Ntrp HIS X   1      87.318 -10.877  73.382  1.00  0.00           N 
HETATM   11 Zn2p ZN  X   1      86.159  -9.331  72.702  1.00  0.00          ZN 
 
HETATM   12 VCSG CYS X   1   1  84.309 -10.193  72.920  0.00  0.00       10.00   
11   10    7   
2.33   0.10  1.00   1  
109.  15.00  0.10   1 
-180.  30.0   0.10   0  
110.0  15.0   0.10   1       
0.0  180.0  0.00   10    
0.0  180.0  0.00   10  
 
HETATM   13 VCSG CYS X   1   1  86.211  -8.131  74.370  1.00  0.00       10.00   
11   10    7   
2.33   0.10  1.00   1  
109.  15.00  0.10   1   
-60.  30.0  0.10   0  
110.0 15.0   0.10   1       
0.0  180.0  0.00   10    
0.0  180.0  0.00   10  
 
HETATM   14 VHND HIS X   1   1  87.435  -8.440  71.340  2.00  0.00       10.00   
11   10    7   
2.05   0.15  1.00   1  
109.  15.00  0.10   1    
60.  30.0   0.10   0  
120.0  20.0   0.10   1       
0.0  180.0  0.00   10    
0.0  180.0  1.00   10  
END 
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RosettaMatch command line (rosetta2.3 version): 
 
/ifs1/scr/bder/novozyme_1_0/rosetta2.3/novozyme.gcc   
-linmem_ig 10  
-match  
-enzyme  
-enzyme_constraint  
-heterofile vhne2.pdb  
-fa_input  
-fa_output  
-nstruct 1  
-s scaffold.pdb  
-scbb_bump_cutoff 10.0  
-ligbb_bump_cutoff 10.0  
-scsc_bump_cutoff 10.0  
-ligsc_bump_cutoff 10.0  
-grid_bin 0.75  
-euler_bin 7.5  
-Wlig_vir 3.0  
-extrachi_cutoff 1.0  
-enzyme_virE_cut 20.0  
-enzyme_repE_cut 40.0  
-short_range_interf  
-full_filename  
-max_ghost_threshold 4  
-max_ghost_score 5  
-pi_stack  
-multiple_posfiles  
-greedy_matching  
-try_both_his_tautomers  
-ex1 -ex2  
–output_structures  
-overwrite  
-include_ligand_rotamers  
-cst_header  
-dump_ligand_only  
-virt_rmsd_cutoff 4 > log 
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Transition state definition file (Rosetta3 version): 
 
NAME HIZ 
IO_STRING HIZ Z 
TYPE LIGAND 
AA UNK 
ATOM  C3  CH1   X   -0.08 
ATOM  C4  aroC  X   -0.11 
ATOM  C5  aroC  X   -0.11 
ATOM  N3  Npro  X   -0.36 
ATOM ZN1  Zn2p  X    2.01 
ATOM  C6  aroC  X   -0.11 
ATOM  N2  Nhis  X   -0.52 
ATOM  C1  CH1   X   -0.08 
ATOM  N1  Nhis  X   -0.52 
ATOM  C2  COO   X    0.63 
ATOM  O1  OOC   X   -0.75 
BOND ZN1   N3  
BOND  N3   C5  
BOND  N3   C6  
BOND  C5   C4  
BOND  C6   N2  
BOND  C4   N2  
BOND  C4   C3  
BOND  C3   C1  
BOND  C1   N1  
BOND  C1   C2  
BOND  C2   O1  
CHI 1  C1   C3   C4   C5  
CHI 2  C4   C3   C1   N1  
CHI 3  C3   C1   C2   O1  
NBR_ATOM  C3  
NBR_RADIUS 5.702154 
ICOOR_INTERNAL    C3     0.000000    0.000000    0.000000   C3    C4    C5  
ICOOR_INTERNAL    C4     0.000000  180.000000    1.496322   C3    C4    C5  
ICOOR_INTERNAL    C5     0.000000   48.795003    1.354720   C4    C3    C5  
ICOOR_INTERNAL    N3  -179.999733   72.843471    1.372710   C5    C4    C3  
ICOOR_INTERNAL   ZN1   175.168088   52.225179    2.054638   N3    C5    C4  
ICOOR_INTERNAL    C6  -175.172736   71.010796    1.320724   N3    C5   ZN1  
ICOOR_INTERNAL    N2    -0.002469   71.609690    1.320963   C6    N3    C5  
ICOOR_INTERNAL    C1    94.539397   66.267766    1.531925   C3    C4    C5  
ICOOR_INTERNAL    N1   -77.556247   67.818929    1.449817   C1    C3    C4  
ICOOR_INTERNAL    C2  -117.920336   68.327902    1.527477   C1    C3    N1  
ICOOR_INTERNAL    O1  -111.165309   59.322363    1.234196   C2    C1    C3  
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RosettaMatch geometric constraints file (Rosetta3 version): 
 
 
#1 
############################################################################### 
#block 1 of 3 
VARIABLE_CST::BEGIN 
#Allows His or Cys 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_name: ZN1 C5 C4 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue3:  HIZ 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: Nhis 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue3:  HIS  
  
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:   2.05   0.15  40.0  0     
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:   109.5  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:   125.0  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:   0.0    20.0  40.0  10.0  
  CONSTRAINT:: torsion_AB:   60.0   20.0  40.0  120.   
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_B:   0.0    20.0  40.0  180.  
CST::END 
 
#Block 1 Cys 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_name: ZN1 C5 C4 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue3:  HIZ 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: S 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue1:  C 
  
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:   2.33   0.15  40.0  0     
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:   109.5  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:   109.5  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:   0.0    20.0  40.0  10.0  
  CONSTRAINT:: torsion_AB:   60.0   20.0  40.0  120.   
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_B:   180.   20.0  40.0  10.0  
CST::END 
VARIABLE_CST::END 
 
 
 
#2 
############################################################################### 
#block 2 of 3 
VARIABLE_CST::BEGIN 
#Allows His or Cys 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_name: ZN1 C5 C4 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue3:  HIZ 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: Nhis 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue3:  HIS  
  
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:   2.05   0.15  40.0  0     
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:   109.5  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:   125.0  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:   0.0    20.0  40.0  10.0  
  CONSTRAINT:: torsion_AB:   60.0   20.0  40.0  120.   
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_B:   180.   20.0  40.0  180.  
CST::END 
 
#Block 1 Cys 
CST::BEGIN 
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  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_name: ZN1 C5 C4 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue3:  HIZ 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: S 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue1:  C 
  
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:   2.33   0.15  40.0  0     
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:   109.5  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:   109.5  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:   0.0    20.0  40.0  10.0  
  CONSTRAINT:: torsion_AB:   60.0   20.0  40.0  120.   
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_B:   180.   20.0  40.0  10.0  
CST::END 
VARIABLE_CST::END 
 
 
 
#3 
############################################################################### 
#block 3 of 3 
VARIABLE_CST::BEGIN 
#Allows His or Cys 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_name: ZN1 C5 C4 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue3:  HIZ 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: Nhis 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue3:  HIS  
  
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:   2.05   0.15  40.0  0     
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:   109.5  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:   125.0  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:   0.0    20.0  40.0  10.0  
  CONSTRAINT:: torsion_AB:   60.0   20.0  40.0  120.   
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_B:   180.   20.0  40.0  180.  
CST::END 
 
#Block 2 Cys 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_name: ZN1 C5 C4 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue3:  HIZ 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: S 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue1:  C 
  
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:   2.33   0.15  40.0  0     
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:   109.5  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:   109.5  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:   0.0    20.0  40.0  10.0  
  CONSTRAINT:: torsion_AB:   60.0   20.0  40.0  120.   
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_B:   180.   20.0  40.0  10.0  
CST::END 
VARIABLE_CST::END 
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RosettaMatch command line (Rosetta3 version): 
 
-database /Users/bder/copy_1/rosetta_database 
-match::lig_name HIZ 
-match::grid_boundary gridlig 
-match::scaffold_active_site_residues residue_positions.txt 
-match::geometric_constraint_file HIZ_3res.cst 
-extra_res_fa HIZ.params 
-output_matches_per_group 10 
-ex1 
-ex2 
-euclid_bin_size 1.0 
-euler_bin_size 10.0 
-bump_tolerance 0.5 
-match:output_format PDB 
-match:consolidate_matches 
-match:output_matchres_only 
#-out:file:output_virtual true 
-s 2D4X.pdb 
 
 
 
 
 
Zinc-mediated heterodimer interface design protocol in Rosetta3 
 
ZincHeterodimerDesign command line: 
 
-database <path to database> 
-partner1 2D4X.pdb                                 #scaffold PDB 
-partner2 1UBQ.pdb                                #target PDB 
-match 2D4X_C135_C137_H192_match.pdb    #3-residue RosettaMatch PDB (zinc site) 
-partner2_residue 68                               #residue on the target protein that coordinates zinc 
-skip_sitegraft_repack false                    #repacks region surrounding the zinc match 
-AnchoredDesign:perturb_cycles 100   #number of rigid-body moves 
-AnchoredDesign::perturb_show false  #this writes PDBs for all sampled rigid-body orientations 
-AnchoredDesign::refine_cycles 3         #how many times PackRotamersMover is applied 
-ndruns 10                                                #ten separate trajectories, best energy structure is output 
-ex1                                                           #extra rotamers for chi 1 and chi 2 and native sidechain conformers 
-ex2 
-use_input_sc 
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CHAPTER 3 3 
 
METAL-MEDIATED AFFINITY AND ORIENTATION SPECIFICITY IN A 
COMPUTATIONALLY DESIGNED PROTEIN HOMODIMER 
 
 
 
3.1 Overview 
 
 Computationally designing protein-protein interactions with high affinity and 
desired orientation is a challenging task.  Incorporating metal-binding sites at the target 
interface may be one approach for increasing affinity and specifying the binding mode, 
thereby improving robustness of designed interactions for use as tools in basic research as 
well as in applications from biotechnology to medicine.  Here we describe a Rosetta-
based approach for the rational design of a protein monomer to form a zinc-mediated, 
symmetric homodimer.  Our metal interface design, named MID1 (NESG target ID 
OR37), forms a tight dimer in the presence of zinc (MID1-zinc) with a dissociation 
constant <30 nM.  Without zinc the dissociation constant is 4 µM.  The crystal structure 
of MID1-zinc shows good overall agreement with the computational model, but only 
three out of four designed histidines coordinate zinc.  However, a histidine-to-glutamate 
                                                
3 This chapter previously appeared as an article in the Journal of the American Chemical Society.  The 
original citation is as follows: Der BS, Machius M, Miley MJ, Mills JL, Szyperski T, Kuhlman B.  “Metal-
mediated affinity and orientation specificity in a computationally designed protein homodimer”.  J Am 
Chem Soc.  2012 Jan;134(1):375-85. 
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point mutation resulted in four-coordination of zinc, and the resulting metal binding site 
and dimer orientation closely matches the computational model (Cα RMSD = 1.4 Å). 
 
 
3.2 Introduction 
 
Protein-protein interactions are ubiquitous in biology, but the mechanisms of 
interaction are complex and only moderately understood.  Rational design of new 
protein-protein interactions may improve our understanding of protein biophysics and 
may be used as a tool for developing novel competitive inhibitors, biosensors, network 
components, and protein therapeutics [1, 2].  While directed evolution is a powerful 
means to generate new binders, computational design may be used to sample more 
sequence space, to choose the binding location, and to choose the binding orientation for 
the interaction.  Successful binding of a viral protein target with the desired location and 
orientation demonstrates that computational design is emerging as a new means to 
generate interactions for applied purposes [3].  Other successes include redesigning 
existing interfaces [4-11], grafting known sidechain interaction motifs onto new protein 
scaffolds [12], producing modest-affinity binders de novo (Kd > 100 µM) [13, 14], and 
combining computational design with directed evolution [15, 16].   
The computational approach to interface design remains very challenging due to 
sophisticated steric and chemical complementarity required for interaction, combined 
with the enormous conformational sampling required to optimize rigid body, backbone, 
and sidechain degrees of freedom.  Furthermore, designed interactions are modeled with 
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atomic-level detail, and slight modeling inaccuracies can result in no binding, weak 
binding, or binding in an unexpected orientation.  For example, the work of Fleishman et 
al. required 73 yeast-displayed designs to identify two binders with Kd of ~2 µM [3], and 
the work of Karanicolas et al. led to an alternative binding orientation [16].  With these 
challenges in mind, we use metal binding sites at a designed interface to drive association 
despite modeling inaccuracies, and also to achieve high affinity and orientation 
preference in a smaller and more tractable protein interface.  Interactions between metals 
and histidine, cysteine, aspartate, and/or glutamate sidechains are stronger than protein-
protein hydrogen bonds or van der Waals contacts.  Thus, suboptimal hydrogen-bonding 
patterns or packing at the interface may be overcome by metal-binding interactions. 
Metal-binding sites are an attractive computational design goal because 
coordination spheres are well-understood [17-20], protein-metal interactions are stronger 
than protein-protein contacts, and only a handful of mutations are required.  Zinc has a 
well-established structural role in protein tertiary and quaternary structure of naturally 
occurring proteins [17, 21-23], and engineering zinc binding sites was one of the earliest 
goals in computational protein design.  Regan and co-workers and Hellinga and co-
workers designed metal-binding sites in proteins twenty years ago [24-27].  The field has 
matured to designing functional metalloproteins [28].  Promoting quaternary structure 
using metal-binding sites has been explored in several variations by the DeGrado lab, 
including design of diiron- and porphyrin-mediated helical assemblies [29-32].  The 
Tezcan group converted inter-molecular interactions observed in the crystalline state 
(crystal contacts) to solution-state interactions by placing histidines at the surface to form 
intermolecular zinc binding sites [33].  This minimalist interface was then 
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computationally optimized to achieve a metal-independent protein-protein interaction 
[34].  Many designed metal-binding sites in proteins have been reported [35, 36], and 
given a history of success in this endeavor, incorporating zinc binding sites at our 
designed interfaces may provide a foothold to computationally design a protein-protein 
interaction from scratch.   
To test our strategy for metal-mediated protein interface design, we designed the 
surface of a monomer scaffold to symmetrically self-interact in a metal-mediated manner.  
The computational design protocol first uses RosettaMatch [37, 38] to generate two-
residue zinc binding sites on known monomeric scaffold proteins.  These two-residue 
zinc binding sites on the monomer become tetrahedral four-residue zinc sites upon 
simulated dimerization, and symmetric sequence design with backbone minimization in 
Rosetta optimized the protein-protein contacts [39, 40]. 
This symmetric zinc-mediated design approach may be used as a general strategy 
to control pharmacokinetic properties of injected protein therapeutics.  As a compelling 
example, insulin is secreted as a zinc-mediated hexamer that becomes active only upon 
dissociation [41].   Metal binding may help minimize the number of mutations of the 
active monomer required to achieve oligomerization.  There are also practical incentives 
to design a homodimer.  In the design stage, enforcing symmetry limits the vastness of 
conformational space, and furthermore, an interesting study proposes that a symmetric 
complex tends to be lower in energy than an asymmetric complex [42]. 
Our broader scientific goal is to develop computational methods for protein 
interface design, and the specific strategy discussed here features the design of a 
symmetric metal-mediated homodimer.  Our success with this exploratory strategy is a 
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step toward more advanced and reliable protein interface design methodology for diverse 
applications in medicine, biotechnology, and basic research. 
 
 
3.3 Methods 
 
3.3.1 Identifying two-residue zinc binding sites 
 The computational design protocol is summarized in the flowchart shown in 
Figure 3.2.  The first step in the protocol was to design two-residue zinc binding sites on 
scaffold-protein surfaces using RosettaMatch.  RosettaMatch [38, 43] searches residue 
positions on a fixed backbone for sidechains that can satisfy geometric requirements of 
an input “transition state”.  For a zinc binding site, the transition state is composed of a 
zinc atom and tetrahedrally arranged virtual atoms.  Residue types were limited to 
cysteine and histidine.  Ideal geometries were as follows: distances were 2.33 Å and 2.05 
Å for sulfur-zinc and nitrogen-zinc coordination bonds, respectively.  Angles vertexed at 
zinc were 109o, angles vertexed at histidine nitrogens were 125o, and angles vertexed at 
cysteine sulfurs were 109o.  Histidine dihedrals were measured from zinc-nitrogen-
carbon-carbon for either Nε2 or Nδ1 coordination.  Ideal Nε2 dihedrals were 180o and 
ideal Nδ1 dihedrals were 0o (Figure S3.1).  These values were specified using a zinc 
transition-state parameter file and a geometric constraint file (Supplemental Methods).  
RosettaMatch also requires inputs for residue positions to search, so the surface of all 
scaffolds was divided into patches that were searched independently.  Each surface 
residue (<16 neighboring residues) was treated as the center of a patch, and the patch 
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included all of its surface neighbors (Cβ-Cβ distance < 10 Å).  Despite the geometric 
constraints that are inputs for RosettaMatch, the output matches are not all geometrically 
accurate.  Output matches were thus filtered according to the desired distance, angle, and 
dihedral measurements using a Rosetta application called ZincMatchFilter.  Deviations 
from the ideal measurement were normalized by standard deviations, so a score <2.0 for a 
two-residue match is within standard deviation, on average.  Furthermore, two-cysteine 
matches at consecutive residue positions were omitted because we did not observe this 
motif in natural zinc sites.  Command lines and inputs for SurfaceGroups, RosettaMatch, 
and ZincMatchFilter are given in the Supplemental Methods. 
 
3.3.2 Generating starting structures with two zinc ions per interface 
 Step 2 in the Rosetta protocol named SymMetalInterface_TwoZN_setup was 
summarized in the Computational Approach section of the Results section.  Additionally, 
in the two-zinc protocol, dimers with zinc-zinc distances < 10 Å apart were thrown out.  
The remaining were rotated by 5o increments about the zinc-zinc axis, thus exploring 72 
orientations per 2-residue match pair. 
 
3.3.3 Generating starting structures with one zinc ion per interface 
 To design interfaces containing one zinc instead of two, we used a different 
protocol named SymMetalInterface_OneZN_setup for generating starting structures.  
One two-residue match was grafted onto the scaffold surface, this chain was duplicated, 
and the duplicated chain was rotated 180o about an axis that passes through the zinc and 
is parallel to the nitrogen-nitrogen vector (if histidines form the metal-binding site).  This 
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rotation results in a square-planar arrangement about zinc.  To achieve two different 
tetrahedral arrangements, the second chain was rotated by ±90o about an axis that passes 
through zinc and bisects the previously mentioned nitrogen-nitrogen pair.  Thus, two 
symmetric tetrahedral starting structures per match were generated.  Constraints of 2-by-2 
residue zinc binding sites leave little freedom for rigid-body searching.  However, 
alignment was optimized while keeping the tetrahedral geometry within one standard 
deviation (15o per angle).  A combinatorial grid-search of +10o, 0o, and -10o rotations 
about three orthogonal axes intersecting at the zinc position (giving 27 orientations per 
starting dimer) were explored, and orientations without backbone clashes were accepted 
as designable starting structures. 
 
3.3.4 Symmetric protein interface design 
Symmetry-definition files describe the symmetry of a complex, and a script 
within Rosetta (make_NCS.pl) was used to create symmetry-definition files for all 
designable starting structures.  A symmetric interface was designed for all designable 
starting structures using Monte-Carlo simulated-annealing iterated with gradient-based 
backbone minimization using the protocols SymMetalInterface_OneZN_design and 
SymMetalInterface_TwoZN_design.  Symmetry is maintained by assigning identical 
torsion angles to the sidechains and backbones of symmetry-related residue positions [39, 
40].  Sequence positions were allowed for design only if the Cβ sidechain atom was 
within 10 Å of a Cβ atom on the opposing chain, and the native amino acid was given a 
bonus weight of 1.5 to limit mutations.  To prevent worsening of zinc binding geometry 
due to backbone minimization, the distances, angles and dihedrals in the zinc binding 
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sites were harmonically constrained.  Each constraint was given a weight of 1.0.  
Simulations were performed using the UNC Topsail supercomputing cluster.  
 
3.3.5 Design filtering and evaluation 
 To evaluate and rank a large number of design models, binding energy was 
computed as the energy of the complex minus the energy of both separated chains.  For 
speed of calculation, the separated partners were neither repacked nor minimized.  
Energetic contributions from zinc were not considered in this calculation.  Interfaces with 
ΔGbind < -20 Rosetta energy units (R.e.u.) were kept.  Evaluating solely on computed 
binding energy biases toward large interfaces, so binding energy per Å2 of interface 
surface area (binding energy density, R.e.u. / Å2) was also a critical metric.  Interfaces 
with binding-energy density < -0.015 were kept.  With a more manageable list of designs, 
other metrics were considered, such as final zinc binding geometry, packing quality [44] 
(packing score > 0.5), and the number of unsatisfied hydrogen bonds at the interface (<= 
6).  When making final selections for designs to test, we opted for variety in the zinc 
ligands (histidine versus cysteine), and favored designs that required relatively few 
mutations.  In the end, we tested four designs from the two-zinc protocol, and four 
designs from the one-zinc protocol (Table S3.1). 
 
3.3.6 Symmetry and crossing angle analysis 
 Symmetry deviation was calculated as previously described [45].  If A and B are 
two atoms in one chain, and A’ and B’ are the corresponding atoms in the other chain, 
then symmetry deviation (Sdev) was calculated as the average of |distance(A, B’) – 
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distance(A’, B)| for all helical Cα carbons.  Only helical positions were considered to 
avoid consideration of flexible termini and a crystal packing artifact in chain B of MID1-
H12E. 
 To compare the dimeric crossing angle in our MID1 crystal structures with that in 
the model, first a vector was computed for each helix.  This vector was defined as the 
vector between the center of the first four Cα atoms and the center of the last four Cα 
atoms of the helix.  For each pair of helix vectors (chain A helix 1 with chain B helix 1, 
chain A helix 1 with chain B helix 2, chain A helix 2 with chain B helix 1, and chain A 
helix 2 with chain B helix 2), an angle between the two vectors and vector scalar product 
was calculated: 
€ 
cosθ = A • BAlengthBlength
. 
Each of the four computed angles was subtracted from the corresponding angle from the 
zinc model, and a root mean square deviation was obtained.  The values for the root mean 
square deviation from the model are reported in Table 3.2. 
 
3.3.7 Gene synthesis and cloning, protein expression and purification 
 Genes were ordered from GenScript, USA optimized for expression in E. coli 
with an N-terminal BamHI restriction site, a C-terminal stop codon, and a C-terminal SalI 
restriction site.  The pQE-80L expression vector was altered by adding an N-terminal 6x-
His tag and an MBP fusion with a TEV protease cleavage site (pQE-H6MBP).  Insertion 
of genes into the pQE-H6MBP vector was confirmed by DNA sequencing analysis.  
Plasmids were transformed into BL21(DE3) pLysS cells for gene expression.  Cells were 
grown at 37oC in LB broth containing 67 mg/L ampicillin to OD600 = 0.6-0.8 and were 
then induced with 0.3 mM IPTG.  Growth continued at 18oC for 16 hours.  Cell pellets 
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were resuspended in lysis buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) 
glycerol, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.5 mM PMSF, and 1 mM benzamidine.  Following sonication, 2 
units of RNase and DNase were added for a 20-minute incubation at room temperature 
followed by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 20 minutes (Sorvall RC-5B Plus series).  
The cleared lysate was subjected to immobilized-metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) 
using a Ni-NTA HisTrap HP column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 20 mM Tris, pH 
8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 25 mM imidazole (His-column loading buffer).  1 mM DTT and 
EDTA were added to the eluted protein, and TEV proteolysis (0.05 mg/ml TEV) 
occurred overnight at 4oC with gentle rotation.  The protein was dialyzed against His-
column loading buffer and subjected to IMAC a second time to remove the cleaved 
6xHis-MBP fusion.  The flow-through was supplemented with 1 mM DTT and 1 mM 
EDTA to eliminate endogenously bound metal ions and maintain reducing conditions.  
The flow-through was concentrated for size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex-75 
column (GE Healthcare, HiLoad 16/60 prep grade).  Appropriate fractions were 
combined and concentrated (Amicon Ultra, Millipore).  Purity was assessed using SDS-
PAGE, and protein concentrations were estimated by absorbance at 280 nm using 
theoretical molar extinction coefficients [46].  
 
3.3.8 Multiple angle light scattering (MALS) 
Protein sample of MID1 and MID1-zinc (12 mg/ml) in buffer containing 20 mM 
MOPS, pH 6.9, 100 mM NaCl, and 0.2 g/L sodium azide was injected onto a 25-ml 
Superdex-75 size exclusion column (GE Healthcare) connected to a multi-angle light 
scattering instrument (DAWN HELEOS II, Wyatt Technologies) and a refractometer 
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(OPTILAB rEX, Wyatt Technologies).  For both runs, a single elution peak was analyzed 
using the ASTRA software package (Wyatt Technologies), giving a molecular weight 
calculated based on light scattering and refractive index. 
 
3.3.9 Circular dichroism 
 Circular dichroism data were collected on a JASCO J-815 CD spectrometer with 
the temperature controlled by a JASCO Peltier device and water bath.  Experiments were 
performed in a 1-mm cuvette at 25 µM protein concentration in a buffer containing 10 
mM MOPS pH 6.9, 25 mM NaCl, and 0.5 mM TCEP.  Additions of metal were 
equimolar to the protein concentration, 25 µM.  Far-UV scans from 190-250 nm of MID1 
confirmed the helical character of MID1.  Thermal denaturation of MID1 was monitoring 
at a wavelength of 222 nm to provide estimates of the melting temperature, Tm.  The 
temperature ramp-rate was 3oC/min, and data points were taken every 1oC.  Data are 
reported in units of mean residue ellipticity: 
 
 
3.3.10 Fluorescence polarization 
 Fluorescence polarization was used to obtain apparent dissociation constants (Kd) 
of MID1-apo, MID1-zinc, and MID1-cobalt.  The C-terminus of MID1 was extended 
with a glycine-cysteine (MID1-GC) for conjugation of the thiol-reactive fluorophore 
Bodipy (507/545)-iodoacetamide (Molecular Probes).  MID1-GC was buffer-exchanged 
into 50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5 followed by addition of 1 mM TCEP.  A 20 mM stock 
solution of Bodipy dissolved in DMSO was added to 6-fold molar excess of MID1-GC, 
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and labeling proceeded overnight at 4oC with gentle inversion.  The reaction was stopped 
by adding 50 mM BME, followed by centrifugation to remove free dye.  Any remaining 
free dye was removed by desalting using a PD10 column (GE Healthcare) with buffer 
containing 50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5 and 5 mM BME.  The labeling efficiency was 
determined by UV/Vis absorption using an extinction coefficient of 69,000 M-1cm-1 (at 
508 nm) for Bodipy.  Labeling efficiency of 90% was achieved. 
 Binding assays were performed using a SPEX FluoroLog-3 instrument (Jobin 
Yvon Horiba, Edison, NJ).  To observe counts greater than 100,000 per second for a 10 
nM MID1-Bodipy sample, a cuvette of 1 cm pathlength (3 ml volume) was used with 
slits opened to 10 nm.  Excitation and emission wavelengths were 508 and 545 nm.  
During the titrations, each polarization reading was taken as an average of three 
measurements with 0.1 second integration, and readings were taken in triplicate.  Data 
were analyzed to obtain apparent Kd values using a homodimer equilibrium-binding 
model (Supplemental Methods). 
 
3.3.11 NMR Spectroscopy 
 Uniformly 13C,15N-labeled MID1-zinc was generated for NMR studies.  An 
overnight culture of transformed BL21(DE3)pLysS cells was used to inoculate 6 liters of 
LB broth containing ampicillin.  Cells were grown to an OD600 of 0.6 and were pelleted 
by centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 20 minutes (Sorvall RC-3 series, Thermo Scientific).  
The supernatant was removed, and cells were resuspended in 2 liters M9 minimal media 
containing 15N-ammonium chloride (1 g/L) and 13C-glucose (2 g/L).  After a recovery 
period (shaking for 1 hour at 37oC), expression was induced with 0.3 mM IPTG and 
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proceeded overnight at 18oC.  The purification procedure previously described yielded 
uniformly 13C,15N-labeled MID1-zinc.  The final yield was a 1.0 mM solution in a 
Shigemi NMR tube (buffer: 10 mM MOPS pH 6.9, 25 mM NaCl, 10% D20). 
  NMR spectra were recorded at 25°C on a Varian INOVA 750 spectrometer 
equipped with a cryogenic probe. A 2D [15N,1H]-HSQC spectrum was recorded with 1.3 
hours of measurement time, and two through-bond correlation G-matrix Fourier 
transform (GFT) NMR experiments [47, 48] complemented by 3D HNNCO [49] were 
performed for assignment of the polypeptide backbone and 13Cb resonances (total 
measurement time: ~21 hrs). The spectra were processed and analyzed with the programs 
PROSA [50] and CARA [51], respectively. Unambiguous sequence-specific backbone 
(1HN, 15N, 13Ca, and 13C’) and 13Cb resonance assignments were obtained only for Gln 6, 
Gln 7, the polypeptide segment comprising residues 18 to 31 and Asp 46 by using (4,3)D 
HNNCabCa/CabCa(CO)NHN and 3D HNNCO.  
 
3.3.12 X-Ray Crystallography  
For crystallization, MID1 was expressed and purified as described above and 
stored at 4°C in 100 mM ammonium acetate, pH 7.0 at a concentration of 20 mg/ml prior 
to crystallization.  For crystallization of MID1-zinc, MID1-H12E-zinc, MID1-H35E-zinc, 
or MID1-cobalt, zinc sulfate or cobalt chloride were added to this MID1 stock solution at 
equimolar concentration with the protein.  Crystals were obtained by vapor diffusion at 
20°C from hanging drops with ratios of protein to crystallization solution of 2:1, 1:1 or 
1:2 and with drop sizes of 0.3µl to 2µl. Crystals generally appeared within five days and 
grew to final sizes of up to 300 x 100 x 100 µm. 
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Prior to data collection, crystals were plunged into liquid nitrogen directly from 
the crystallization drop, except for MID1-zinc and MID1-H12E-zinc crystals, which were 
first dipped into LV cryo oil (Mitegen). All datasets were collected at beamlines 23IDB 
or IDD (GM/CA-CAT) at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National 
Laboratory (ANL), Argonne, IL. Data were processed using the program HKL2000 [52].  
Structures were determined by molecular replacement with the program Phaser [53], 
using the coordinates of a truncated, wild-type scaffold (PDB code 1YZM) as the search 
model.  Refinement was carried out using the program Phenix consisting of conjugate-
gradient minimization and refinement of individual anisotropic atomic displacement 
parameters, interspersed with manual revisions of the models using the program Coot 
[54].   
Crystallization conditions, space group, resolution, and PDB codes are listed in 
Table 3.1.  For data collection and refinement statistics and a list of residues that could 
not be located in the electron density see Table S3.3. 
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Table 3.1.  Summary of crystal formation of MID1 variants. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
structure crystallization buffer solvent 
content 
space 
group 
# molec. 
asym 
unit 
Bragg 
spacing 
(dmin) 
      
MID1-apo1 
PDB code 3V1A 
0.1 M MES, pH 5.97 
30% (v/v) PEG 600 
7.5% (w/v) PEG 1000 
 5% (v/v) glycerol 
 
22% P212121 1 <0.9 Å 
MID1-apo2 
PDB code 3V1B 
0.1 M MES pH 6.0 
30% (v/v) PEG 600 
5% (w/v) PEG 1000 
10% (v/v) glycerol 
 
22% P212121 2 1.2 Å 
MID1-zinc 
PDB code 3V1C 
0.1 M sodium citrate, pH 5.5  
1.25 M ammonium sulfate 
0.08 M K/Na tartrate 
 
30% P212121 2 1.1 Å 
MID1-cobalt 
PDB code 3V1D 
0.1 M MES, pH 6.0 
30% (v/v) PEG 200 
10% (w/v) PEG 3000 
 
29% P1 8 1.2 Å 
MID1-H12E-zinc 
PDB code 3V1E 
0.1 M bicine, pH 9.0 
27% (w/v) PEG 3350 
 
27% P212121 2 1.0 Å 
MID1-H35E-zinc 
PDB code 3V1F 
0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 4.0 
15% (w/v) PEG 600 
10% isopropanol 
5% (v/v) glycerol 
28% P212121 2 1.0 Å 
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3.4 Results 
 
3.4.1 Computational approach 
 To design a de novo metal-mediated protein interface (Figure 3.1), we first used 
RosettaMatch to design two-residue zinc binding sites on the surface of known 
monomeric protein scaffolds.  Each scaffold surface was divided into patches of 
approximately 10 residues using a Rosetta application called SurfaceGroups.  Each 
surface residue was treated as the center of a surface patch.  For each surface patch, the 
residue positions were searched by RosettaMatch for “matches”, residue pairs that can be 
mutated to histidine or cysteine to coordinate a zinc ion with proper coordination 
distances and angles as well as histidine dihedrals (Figure S3.1).  Upon enumeration of 
hundreds of thousands of two-residue zinc matches, a strict geometric evaluation was 
used to delete those matches with suboptimal geometry.  This evaluation was performed 
using another Rosetta application called ZincMatchFilter, which sums deviations from 
ideal distances, angles, and dihedrals, normalized by standard-deviation values (Figure 
S3.1).  The end-result of our RosettaMatch runs was 42,000 high-quality two-residue 
matches among more than 600 protein scaffolds (PDB codes given in Supplemental 
Information). 
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Figure 3.1.  Computational model of MID1 (metal interface design 1). 
A) The scaffold protein for this design is the 46-residue helix-turn-helix Rab4-binding 
domain of rabenosyn (PDB code 1YZM).  The design is a symmetric homodimer with 
two interface zinc sites each coordinated by four histidines at i, i+4 positions on each 
helix.  B) The protein-protein contacts feature a small hydrophobic core: Met38 interacts 
with the equivalent methionine in the opposing monomer; likewise, the Tyr41 hydroxyl 
groups are within hydrogen bonding distance of each other, and Phe42 packs against the 
opposing helix.  In a top-down view, the top chain is tan, and the bottom chain is black. 
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Figure 3.2.  Flow chart of the protocol for the design of the symmetric metal-
mediated interface. 
In Step 1, 600 monomer scaffold surfaces were scanned for two-residue cysteine/histidine 
zinc binding sites using the RosettaMatch algorithm.  In Step 2, all pairs of two-residue 
zinc binding sites for a given scaffold were grafted onto the surface, and the monomer 
was converted to a C2-symmetric dimer by rotation (see Methods).  The second chain 
was rotated about the zinc-zinc axis to maintain symmetry while grid-searching the rigid-
body alignment for relief of clashes and proper zinc coordination geometry.  In Step 3, 
symmetric interface design was iterated with symmetric backbone minimization using 
Monte-Carlo simulated annealing.  In Step 4, a large number of design models were 
filtered based on two primary metrics: computed binding energy, excluding contribution 
from zinc (ΔGbind) and binding energy per unit of interface surface area (ΔGbind/ΔSASA). 
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In the second step of the protocol (Figure 3.2), all pairs of matches on a given 
scaffold were combinatorially enumerated and grafted onto the scaffold surface.  In this 
case, the goal was to create a dimer with two metal sites at the interface.   A symmetric 
zinc-mediated dimer was generated by duplicating the twice-grafted scaffold then 
rotating the second chain 180o about an axis bisecting and orthogonal to the zinc-zinc 
axis.  The result of this rotation was a C2 symmetric dimer where match 1 on chain A 
coordinates zinc with match 2 on chain B, and match 2 on chain A coordinates zinc with 
match 1 on chain B.  The rotation ignored backbone clashes, and although the geometry 
within the individual two-residue matches remained constant, the tetrahedral arrangement 
of match pairs was typically far from ideal.  Thus, to relieve backbone clashes and 
improve the tetrahedral angles about zinc, the second chain was incrementally rotated 
about the zinc-zinc axis to maintain symmetry while also exploring one degree of 
freedom for rigid body alignment.  In the event that an alignment featured no backbone 
clashes and good tetrahedral geometry, this complex was output as a designable starting 
structure.  Designable starting structures were infrequent, but the number of designable 
starting structures was still large due to the extensive number of match pairs combined 
with a fine-grained rotational search.  Among 600 scaffolds, 500,000 designable starting 
structures were identified using our Rosetta protocol, named 
SymMetalInterface_TwoZN_setup. 
 All designable starting structures were inputs for the symmetric interface design 
step (SymMetalInterface_TwoZN_design), which iterated three times between sequence 
optimization and backbone minimization.  During sequence optimization, bias was given 
to the native amino acid to limit the number of mutations.  These simulations required ~1 
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minute per starting structure, ~10,000 cpu hours total, due to the restriction of binding 
orientation by the zinc binding sites, which were constrained during these simulations.  
Design models were evaluated using a Rosetta application called InterfaceAnalyzer, 
which computes binding energy (ΔGbind), interface surface area (ΔSASA, Å2), and 
binding energy density (ΔGbind/ΔSASA).  Design models with ΔGbind better than -20 
Rosetta energy units (R.e.u.) (ignoring contributions from metal binding) and 
ΔGbind/ΔSASA better than -0.015 R.e.u./Å2 were considered.  Other metrics included 
packing quality, number of unsatisfied hydrogen bonds at the interface, and zinc-
coordination geometry.  We also considered the number of mutations and diversity in the 
residue composition of the zinc binding sites (histidine/cysteine combinations).  In the 
end, we chose eight designs to experimentally test.  Four of these designs contain two 
zinc binding sites as described, and four contain one zinc binding site; these four were 
designed using a slightly different setup protocol for Step 2, shown in Figure 3.2 (see 
Computational Methods). 
 The eight designs tested had diverse characteristics (Table S3.1, and Figure 
S3.2).  Hydrophobicity: four interfaces were predominantly hydrophobic, two interfaces 
were predominantly polar, and two interfaces were mixed hydrophobic and polar.  Zinc 
binding sites: five were 4-Cys, two were 4-His, and one was 2-Cys/2-His.  Secondary 
structure: three were helical, two were helical with loops, one was sheet-to-sheet, one was 
primarily loop, and one was mixed with loops, strands, and helices.  Size of interface: the 
largest interface tested was 2430 Å2 with 18 mutations and the smallest was 1230 Å2 with 
10 mutations.   
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3.4.2 Biophysical Characterization 
 Eight designs were expressed as C-terminal fusions to 6xHis-MBP tags to 
promote expression and solubility.  Six out of eight designs either suffered from poor 
expression or formed higher-order oligomers (Table S3.2).  The design derived from the 
Rab4-binding domain of rabenosyn (PDB code 1YZM) – a 46-residue helix-turn-helix 
scaffold – migrated during size-exclusion chromatography with the hydrodynamic radius 
expected for the 6xHis-MBP-fusion protein.  The design model has two 4-histidine zinc 
binding sites, each histidine coordinates zinc with its ε2 nitrogen, and the δ1 nitrogens are 
solvent exposed (Figure 3.1A).  Met38, Tyr41, and Phe42 on both chains interact to form 
a small hydrophobic core with the significant protein-protein contacts in the design 
model; Met38 interacts with the equivalent methionine in the opposing monomer; 
likewise, the Tyr41 hydroxyl groups are within hydrogen bonding distance of each other, 
and Phe42 packs against the opposing helix (Figure 3.1B).  This design is named MID1, 
for metal interface design 1. 
 MID1 was cleaved from the 6xHis-MBP fusion domain by TEV proteolysis, and 
the oligomeric state of MID1 was characterized by size exclusion chromatography 
(Figure S3.3) and multiple angle light scattering (MALS, Figure 3.3A).  The theoretical 
size of the dimer is 10.6 kDa, and MALS indicated a molar mass of 10.5 kDa and 10.0 
kDa for MID1 without metal (MID1-apo) and MID1 with zinc (MID1-zinc), respectively.  
Thus, MID1 forms a dimer at high micromolar concentrations with and without zinc.  For 
evidence of metal binding, thermally-induced unfolding in the presence and absence of 
various metals was monitored by circular  
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Figure 3.3.  Biophysical characterization of MID1 metal binding. 
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A) Multiple angle light scattering data indicate that MID1-apo and MID1-zinc exist as a 
dimer.  B) Thermal denaturation monitored by circular dichroism indicates that cobalt, 
zinc, and nickel increase the melting temperature (Tm) from 57oC to 70oC, 81oC, and 
87oC, respectively.  C) Fluorescence polarization titration experiments provide estimates 
of the dimer dissociation constant, Kd, in the presence and absence of metal.  
Fluorescently-tagged MID1 is diluted to 10 nM to promote a starting monomer state, and 
unlabeled MID1 is titrated in the presence or absence of metal; dimerization increases the 
fluorescence polarization.  To estimate Kd, the binding curves were fit using an equation 
describing a homodimer equilibrium interaction (Supplemental Information).  Cobalt and 
zinc improve the apparent Kd from 4300 nM to 410 nM and <30 nM, respectively.  The 
wild-type scaffold 1YZM shows no dimerization, and 1YZM with the four designed 
histidines (1YZM-4His) binds with a Kd of 1400 nM in the presence of 12 µM zinc. 
 
 
dichroism.  The midpoint of thermal unfolding (Tm) of MID1 (57oC) was similar to 
1YZM wild-type (56oC).  The Tm of reversible unfolding of MID1 increased in response 
to equimolar additions of cobalt (70oC), zinc (81oC), and nickel (87oC) (Figure 3.3B), 
suggesting metal-binding events.  Divalent metal ions often bind to the surface of 
proteins and mediate non-specific interactions. In that respect, it is noteworthy to mention 
that the Tm of MID1 was not affected when manganese, calcium, magnesium, or iron was 
added. 
The equilibrium dissociation constant for MID1 dimerization was measured using 
fluorescence polarization in the presence and absence of metal.  MID1 was recloned with 
a C-terminal glycine-cysteine extension for fluorescent dye conjugation.  MID1-GC-
Bodipy was diluted to 10 nM in the starting sample, and unlabeled MID1 was titrated in 
the absence or presence of 12 µM metal ion.  An increase in polarization was observed, 
indicating the formation of a higher-molecular-weight complex.  Titration curves were fit 
to a homodimer equilibrium model (Supplemental Methods) to obtain estimates for the 
dissociation constant, Kd. The Kd’s for MID1-apo, MID1-cobalt, and MID1-zinc are 4300 
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nM, 410 nM, and <30 nM, respectively (Figure 3.3C) – zinc binding leads to a >200-fold 
increase in binding affinity.  With histidines for zinc coordination but without the 
designed protein-protein contacts (1YZM-4His), binding occurred with a Kd of 1400 nM 
(Figure 3.3C).  Thus, zinc binding alone allows weak association (Kd = 1400 nM), 
protein-protein interaction alone allows weak association (Kd = 4300 nM), but a 
combination of zinc binding and protein-protein interactions allows tight binding (Kd < 
30 nM). 
 
3.4.3 NMR resonance assignments 
Biophysical characterization of MID1 indicated that we had successfully designed 
a metal-mediated high-affinity protein-protein interaction using a computational 
approach.  In order to obtain structural information of MID1-zinc by NMR spectroscopy, 
we nominated the protein as a community outreach target of the Protein Structure 
Initiative (PSI) and collaborated with the Northeast Structural Genomics Consortium 
(NESG: http://www.nesg.org; NESG target ID OR37).  We observed only 26 out of the 
46 expected polypeptide backbone amide peaks in 2D [15N, 1H]-HSQC (Figure S3.4).  
Furthermore, only 17 of those could be assigned, that is, Gln6, Gln7, the polypeptide 
segment comprising residues 18 to 31 and the C-terminal residue Asp46.  Residues 18 to 
31 are located in the helical hairpin and are not part of the designed interface (Figure 
S3.4).  Prediction of helical polypeptide segments using the chemical shift index (CSI 
[55]) confirms that the helical hairpin is present in solution. However, a total of 29 NH 
moieties, including those of the interface, are affected by conformational dynamics to an 
extent that either broadens lines beyond detection, or prevents resonance assignment. 
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3.4.4 X-ray crystallography of MID1 
 The lack of resonance assignments precluded solving the structure of MID1-zinc 
by NMR, so we then used X-ray crystallography to determine the three-dimensional 
structure of MID1 for comparison to the model that we obtained by computational 
methods.  We determined  
six crystal structures – MID1-apo1, MID1-apo2, MID1-cobalt, and MID1-zinc, MID1-
H12E-zinc, and MID1-H35E-zinc, each using diffraction data to 1.28 Å resolution or 
higher (data collection and refinement statistics in Table S3.3).  MID1-apo1 and MID1-
apo2 crystallized in the same buffer condition but in different crystal forms, with MID1-
apo1 containing one molecule in the asymmetric unit, and MID1-apo2 containing two 
molecules in the asymmetric unit.  In both structures, the backbone of the helical hairpin 
is very similar to that in the 1YZM scaffold, indicating that the designed mutations did 
not significantly alter the tertiary structure (Figure S3.5).  The two structures show two 
possible binding modes for MID1-apo dimerization, with the caveat that small interfaces 
(~1000 Å2 in this case) can be difficult to distinguish from crystal contacts [56], i.e., 
interactions that would not be observed free in solution.  In both interfaces, designed 
sidechains form unanticipated hydrophobic contacts and hydrogen bonds (Figure S3.6).  
The dimeric structures of MID1-apo1 and MID1-apo2 do not resemble the computational 
model (Figure 3.4): RMSD upon alignment of 78 equivalent helical Cα backbone atoms 
is 8.6 Å and 7.8 Å, and the crossing angle between the two chains is different from the 
model by 74o (Table 3.2). 
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Figure 3.4.  Binding orientation of MID1-apo1/2, MID1-zinc, MID1-cobalt. 
The crystal structure of MID1-apo (gray) shows two dimer orientations, neither were 
predicted. The presence of zinc (cyan) and cobalt (orange) promotes an orientation that 
resembles the zinc model (tan).  RMSD values for global alignment and dimer crossing 
angle comparisons are given in Table 3.2. 
 
 
Table 3.2.  Parameters describing homodimer binding orientation 
 
 
1Calculated using helical Cα positions.  This removed the flexible termini, as well as the alternative turn 
conformation in chain B of MID1-H12E (apparent in Figure 3.5B, left) due to sterics of crystal packing. 
2Sdev < 0.2 Å is considered symmetric. 
3Dimer crossing angles were computed as described in the Methods section. 
 
 RMSD alignment 
to model (Å)1 
Symmetry 
deviation (Å)1,2 
Dimer crossing 
angle difference3 
Model -- 0.02 0o 
MID1-apo1 8.6 3.98 N/A 
MID1-apo2 7.8 2.28 74o 
MID1-cobalt 2.2 0.12 17o 
MID1-zinc 2.4 0.33 19o 
MID1-H12E-zinc 1.4 0.47  8o 
MID1-H35E-zinc 2.5 0.33 7o 
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Comparing the MID1-apo structures to the MID1-zinc crystal structure, we 
observe a zinc-dependent reorientation of the MID1 dimer that closely resembles the 
MID1-zinc design model (Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5A).  The zinc atoms are in the designed 
positions (Figure 3.5A, left), the structure aligns to the design model with an RMSD of 
2.5 Å for 78 equivalent Cα backbone atoms representing helical positions only, and the 
crossing angle between chains differs from the model by only 19o (Table 3.2).  Thus, 
zinc binding promotes the intended binding orientation.  The zinc-mediated dimer was 
modeled symmetrically, and although it is not perfectly symmetric in the crystal 
structure, the MID1-zinc dimer is much more symmetric than the MID1-apo dimers – 
symmetry deviation is 0.33 Å with zinc, 3.98 Å and 2.28 Å without zinc (Table 3.2).  For 
reference, symmetry deviation of 0.2 Å is considered symmetrical [45].  Despite these 
similarities, we found in the crystal structure that only 3 out of 4 histidines coordinate 
each zinc (Figure 3.5A, center).  H35 does not coordinate zinc; the coordination sphere 
is instead completed by carboxylates from either the C-terminal aspartate of a symmetry-
related molecule (Figure S3.7A) or a tartrate molecule from the crystallization buffer 
(Figure S3.7B).  Furthermore, all four histidines were predicted to coordinate zinc with 
the ε2 nitrogen, but the structure shows one histidine coordinates zinc with the δ1 
nitrogen (Figure 3.5A, center, Table S3.4).  The observed zinc-coordination 
arrangement may be responsible for the small deviation in binding orientation and 
deviations in atomic-level protein-protein interface contacts.  As designed, Met38, Tyr41, 
and Phe42 interact at the interface.  However, the hydroxyls on Tyr41 are not within 
hydrogen bonding distance, and Phe42 on chain A makes direct contacts with Phe42 on 
chain B, an interaction that is not present in the design model (Figure 3.5A, right). 
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3.4.5 Recovery of 4-residue coordination with His to Glu point mutants 
We hypothesized that repairing the zinc binding site to achieve four-coordination 
would improve the agreement of the dimer structure with the computational model.  To 
repair the zinc binding site, the four histidines were individually mutated to glutamate 
(H12E, H16E, H35E, H39E) to form 3-His, 1-Glu zinc binding sites.  We chose 
glutamate instead of aspartate because the sidechain length closely recapitulates the ε2 
nitrogen position.  Crystallization trials led to structures of MID1-H12E-zinc and MID1-
H35E-zinc.  In fact, MID1-H12E does display four-coordination of zinc; the H12E 
glutamate mutation causes H35 to participate in zinc binding. The zinc binding site is 
accurately modeled (Figure 3.5B, center), and the overall orientation closely resembles 
the design model, featuring a crossing angle difference of only 8o and a helical Cα 
RMSD of only 1.4 Å (Table 3.2 and Figure 3.5B, left).  Looking at the sidechain 
interactions, the location of Met38 is partially accurate and Tyr41 does make a hydrogen 
bond as predicted, however Phe42 is again not modeled correctly (Figure 3.5B, right).  
Phe42 is not accurately modeled due to helix unwinding, an unpredicted change to the 
backbone (Figure S3.9). 
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Figure 3.5.  Comparison of the MID1-zinc model to crystal structures. 
A) MID1-zinc, B) MID1-H12E-zinc, and C) MID1-H35E-zinc.   
Left panel: the global alignment of zinc-bound dimers, spheres indicate zinc ions. 
Center panel: the observed zinc-coordination geometry compared to the model.  
Right panel:  the observed interface sidechain contacts compared to the model. 
 
 
The other point mutant that crystallized, MID1-H35E, also displays four-
coordination of zinc, where H35 previously did not participate in zinc binding.  This zinc 
binding site does not agree with the original model as well as MID1-H12E (Figure 3.5C, 
center); however, as predicted, Phe42 only contacts the opposing helix, not its symmetric 
counterpart (Figure 3.5C, right).  Although the H12E and H35E mutations add an 
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additional zinc coordination bond (Figure S3.10), zinc binding does not thermostabilize 
these mutants more than the original MID1 design (Figure 3.6).   
 
Figure 3.6.  Circular dichroism thermal denaturation of MID1, MID1-H12E, and 
MID1-H35E with and without zinc. 
Despite adding an additional zinc coordination bond, the H12E and H35E mutations do 
not result in increased thermostability in response to zinc. 
 
As a second approach to recover the H35 coordination of zinc, we crystallized 
MID1 bound to cobalt (MID1-cobalt).  Cobalt prefers six-coordination, and the MID1-
cobalt crystal structure shows that all four histidines do coordinate cobalt with the ε2 
nitrogen, and the octahedral coordination sphere is completed by the C-terminal 
aspartate, which wraps around to participate in the metal binding (Figure S3.8, center). 
Thus, we have observed four different metal-bound structures of the MID1 dimer: 
MID1-zinc, MID1-H12E-zinc, MID1-H35E-zinc, and MID1-cobalt.  In all four cases the 
overall binding orientation is similar as dictated by the two metal sites, but variations in 
sidechain packing and helix crossing angles suggest that there is some plasticity to the 
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designed interface (Figure 3.7).  In addition to observing varied sidechain packing in the 
four crystal structures, the absence of NMR peaks for residues at the dimer interface in 
the 2D [15N, 1H]-HSQC of MID1 indicates that residues are exchanging between 
multiple environments on the NMR timescale.  Although sidechain positions showed 
variability and deviated from the prediction, these residues were still critical for affinity 
(compare MID1-zinc and 1YZM-4His + zinc in Figure 3.3C), likely due to the increased 
hydrophobicity of the design (Figure S3.11).  Taken together these results suggest that 
atomic-level design of sidechain-sidechain interactions was not critical in this metal-
mediated approach to interface design.  Instead, providing roughly complementary 
nonpolar surfaces may have been sufficient.  This less-stringent approach to interface 
design may improve the success rate while also maintaining affinity and orientation 
specificity due to metal binding.  Similar observations have been made by Tezcan and co-
workers when using metal to template helix bundle assemblies.  They found that surface 
metal sites were sufficient to drive metal-mediated oligomerization at high protein 
concentrations (>100 µΜ) [33], and that subsequent computational redesign of 
surrounding residues to be more hydrophobic promoted oligomerization at lower protein 
concentrations [34].   
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Figure 3.7.  Superimposition of four metal-bound MID1 crystal structures. 
MID1-zinc (cyan), MID1-cobalt (orange), MID1-H12E-zinc (green), and MID1-H35E-
zinc (purple) were aligned by chain A to the wild-type 1YZM scaffold (gray) to compare 
the relative orientation of chain B.  A) Cylinder representations of helices show slightly 
different binding orientations for each dimer.  B) Sidechain placements are slightly 
different for each dimer.  These minor differences suggest that the MID1 dimer interface 
may have plasticity and exchange among multiple orientations.   
 
 
3.5 Discussion  
 
We have described the computational design of a metal-mediated protein-protein 
interaction, and this result is unique in several ways.  First, we simultaneously engineered 
the metal-binding site and the protein-protein contacts, as opposed to the metal-
templating strategy utilized by Salgado et al., where first, metal-binding sites were 
incorporated, followed by crystal structure determination of the resulting low-affinity 
complex and its use in rationally redesigning protein-protein contacts in a stepwise 
manner [34].  Second, we rationally designed toward a certain binding mode and were 
able to obtain crystal structures to test the accuracy of our model – structure 
determination of a complex can be an elusive step in characterizing de novo designed 
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interactions [13, 14].  Third, we achieved the desired orientation – the work by 
Karanicolas et al. demonstrates that alternative orientations can degrade the accuracy of 
designed interactions [16].  Finally, we achieved high affinity (Kd < 30 nM) using only 
computational design, without subsequently optimizing the interaction with directed 
evolution techniques – when Fleishman et al. tested 73 computational designs, the two 
best hits had Kd’s > 2000 nM, and evolution by yeast display was required to achieve 
high affinity [3]. 
 Our strategy to use metal binding to promote protein interaction was chosen to 
address two major pitfalls caused by modeling inaccuracies, weak binding and 
nonspecific binding orientation.  Our strategy was successful: in the absence of metal, the 
MID1 design dimerized only weakly and with two types of nonspecific orientations.  In 
the presence of metal, the desired binding orientation was achieved with high affinity, 
despite minor discrepancies at the atomic level between the computational model and the 
crystal structure.  Metal binding can thus improve robustness of computationally 
designed interactions.  
A compelling reason for performing protein design is to rigorously test our 
understanding of protein energetics, and by performing multiple rounds of design coupled 
with experimental validation it may be possible to improve understanding.  The crystal 
structure of MID1 showed that only three of the four histidines participated in metal 
binding.  This result prompted us to reexamine the composition of zinc binding sites in 
the PDB.  Although histidines at positions i and i+4 on a helix make up a common zinc 
coordination motif, a zinc binding site with four histidine ligands is a rare occurrence.  
Our own survey of the Protein Data Bank (Supplemental Methods) revealed that only 7 
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out of 1705 zinc binding sites have a 4-histidine arrangement with no instances of an all-
helical 4-histidine arrangement.  By contrast, there are 185 instances of 3-histidine 1-
aspartate/glutamate arrangements (Table S3.5).  Having a negatively charged ligand, 
such as aspartate or glutamate, to coordinate the metal2+ ion may be more energetically 
favorable than four neutral ligands.  Interestingly, in both the MID1-zinc and MID1-
cobalt crystal structures, we observe a strong preference for carboxylate coordination to 
complete the primary coordination sphere of a metal2+ ion – all four metal ions are 
coordinated by a carboxylate group (Figure S3.7).  The Tezcan group also intended to 
engineer 4-histidine zinc binding sites but observed a 3-His/1-Asp coordination sphere 
instead [33].  These findings prompted us to repair the MID1 metal binding site by 
mutating one of the histidines to glutamate.  Indeed, crystal structures of MID1-H12E-
zinc and MID1-H35E-zinc showed the desired tetrahedral coordination of zinc and the 
binding orientation of MID1-H12E-zinc was very close to our original design model. 
These results suggest that future designs should feature zinc sites with 3-histidines and 1-
aspartate/glutamate, or 2-histidines and 2-aspartate/glutamates. 
Including aspartates and glutamates when designing zinc binding sites should also 
allow our interface design protocol to be applied to more scaffolds.  Including aspartates 
and glutamates during RosettaMatch simulations more than doubles the number of 
potential two-residue zinc matches on a protein surface (59 vs. 228 on the 1YZM 
scaffold), and because matches are paired combinatorially, having more two-residue zinc 
binding sites would greatly increase the number of match pairs (1,711 vs. 25,878 on the 
1YZM scaffold) and the number of designable starting structures.  Thus, this approach 
should be useful for designing dimers even when limited to a single scaffold. 
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We also experimentally tested designs with 4-cysteine sites, the most common 
arrangement for zinc coordination (Table S3.5); however, these designs did not lead to 
successful dimers but instead formed higher-order oligomers.  While we could not 
determine if oligomer formation was due to misfolding or nonspecific association, we 
may have been at high risk of nonspecific association when using cysteines, which are 
hydrophobic, to coordinate zinc at a hydrophobic interface.  Previous studies have shown 
that homodimeric interfaces tend to be more hydrophobic than heterodimeric interfaces 
[57], though perhaps more polar character would help us avoid high-order nonspecific 
oligomerization in future designs. 
In conclusion, we have computationally designed a metal-mediated homodimer 
with high affinity and orientation preference.  We have gained important insights to guide 
future design efforts; an aspartate/glutamate should accompany histidines in the 
coordination sphere, all-atom interface design may not be necessary with this approach, 
and designs with 4-cysteine zinc sites should have more polar character.  We will 
continue to pursue the design of symmetric metal-mediated protein-protein interactions 
because this strategy could be a powerful approach to modulate the pharmacokinetics of 
injected protein therapeutics.  If activity is observed for a monomer, then metal-mediated 
oligomerization could be a means to increase retention and lead to prolonged activity of 
the therapeutic protein. 
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3.6 Supporting Information 
 
Table S3.1.  Computed parameters for eight designs selected for experimental testing 
 
scaffold Å #res #mut C/H metal ΔGbin
d 
ΔSASA ratio pack unsat polar  SS  
1RZ4 2.10 213 13 0/4 2.12 -28 1490 -0.019 0.52 2 apolar H 
1YZM 1.50 46 10 0/4 0.84 -23 1230 -0.019 0.58 0 apolar H 
1G2R 1.35 94 15 4/0 0.17 -33 1930 -0.017 0.70 6 mix H,E,L 
2IL5 2.30 162 18 4/0 0.42 -37 2430 -0.015 0.76 6 apolar E 
             
2A9O 1.65 117 8 4/0 0.24 -26 1360 -0.019 0.67 4 mix H,L 
2Q0V 2.40 140 6 4/0 0.53 -39 1490 -0.026 0.57 4 polar L 
2D4X 1.90 214 7 4/0 0.09 -48 2300 -0.021 0.61 6 polar H,L 
1HE9 2.40 131 12 2/2 0.74 -38 2140 -0.018 0.59 4 apolar H 
Column headings: 
Å: resolution of crystal structure 
#res: number of residues 
#mut: number of mutations in the design 
C/H: how many cysteines versus histidines in designed the zinc binding sites 
metal: computed geometric score of zinc binding site 
ΔGbind: computed binding energy 
ΔSASA: computed interface size 
ratio: ΔGbind / ΔSASA 
pack: computed packstat score (0 to 1, where 1 is best) 
unsat: number of buried polar atoms without a hydrogen bond 
polar: qualitative statement of polar vs. nonpolar character of the designed interface 
S.S.: predominant secondary structure elements at the designed interface (H = helix, E = strand, L = loop) 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S3.2.  Experimental end-results for the eight tested designs 
scaffold # zinc sites 
in model 
Experimental result 
1RZ4 2 No expression 
1YZM 2 Dimer with zinc, weak dimer without zinc 
1G2R 2 Higher-order oligomer with and without zinc 
2IL5 2 Higher-order oligomer with and without zinc 
   
2A9O 1 ~1/3 dimeric without zinc, ~2/3 dimeric with zinc, poor solubility of the 
MBP fusion protein) 
2Q0V 1 Monomer without zinc, small oligomer (larger than dimer) with zinc, poor 
expression 
2D4X 1 Monomer with and without zinc 
1HE9 1 Higher-order oligomer with and without zinc 
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Table S3.3.  Crystallographic data collection and refinement statistics 
 
       
Data collection       
Protein MID1-apo1 MID1-apo2 MID1-zinc MID1-
cobalt 
MID1- 
H12E-zinc 
MID1- 
H35E-zinc 
 
PDB code 3V1A 3V1B 3V1C 3V1D 3V1E 3V1F 
 
Wavelength 
 
0.9794 0.9794 0.9180 0.9494 1.000 1.000 
Space group 
 
P212121 P212121 P212121 P1 P212121 P212121 
Cell dimensions  
a, b, c (Å) 
α, β, γ (degrees) 
25.3,  
33.0,  
42.9 
90.0,  
90.0,  
90.0 
 
25.4,  
41.9,  
67.2 
90.0,  
90.0,  
90.0 
25.3,  
29.8,  
105.4 
90.0,  
90.0,  
90.0 
27.7,  
45.5,  
62.1 
90.04,  
90.0,  
90.0 
27.1,  
47.4,  
55.8 
90.0,  
90.0,  
90.0 
37.2,  
46.5,  
62.3 
90.0,  
90.0,  
90.0 
Resolution (Å) 18.18 – 0.98 21.7 – 1.28 19.3 – 1.13 45.5 – 1.24 23.72 – 1.00 26.35 – 1.15 
Rmerge (%) 6.9 (18.0) 5.0 (37.4) 8.9 (49.0) 6.8 (42.9) 11.3 (59.3) 5.9 (65.0) 
I/sI 11.1 (4.6) 38.8 (2.5) 31.4 (2.0) 18.1 (2.0) 35.6 (2.8) 42.8 (2.1) 
Unique reflections 20,751 19,067 30,296 81,186 36,098 38,608 
Completeness (%) 97.2 (77.6) 99.8 (99.8) 97.8 (97.8) 94.3 (94.3) 91.4 (49.4) 98.6 (83.1) 
Redundancy 10.0 (3.6) 8.2 (8.2) 7.3 (7.3) 2.5 (2.5) 7.2 (4.2) 6.3 (4.6) 
Wilson B-factor (Å2) 7.3 11.3 12.4 10.2 10.7 14.1 
       
Refinement       
Resolution (Å) 
 
18.18 – 0.98 21.7 – 1.28 19.3 – 1.13 45.5 – 1.24 23.72 – 1.00 26.35 – 1.15 
No. of reflections 
work/free 
20,588 / 
1,057  
18,922 /  
973  
30,257 / 
1,523  
81,041 / 
1,136 
34,274 / 
1,824 
37,684 /  
787 
Cut-off (s) None None None None None None 
Rwork / Rfree 
 
0.0938 /  
0.1134 
0.1623 / 
0.2027 
0.1468 / 
0.1763 
0.1467 / 
0.1941 
0.1455 / 
0.1591 
0.1608 / 
0.1863 
No. of atoms       
 Protein 468 833 819 3449 766 692 
 Ions + ligands 0 6 19 72 2 18 
 Water 58 63 115 410 111 153 
B-factors (Å2)       
 Overall 7.8 16.1 14.1 11.6 11.3 20.8 
 Protein 6.3 5.6 12.7 10.3 9.2 17.4 
 Water 17.8 29.1 24.3 22.2 23.6 34.4 
R.m.s. deviations       
 Bond lengths (Å) 0.017 0.016 0.013 0.012 0.009 0.010 
 Bond angles (°) 1.640 1.535 1.241 1.323 1.316 1.244 
Ramachandran       
 Favored (%) 100 100 100 98.3 97.83 97.65 
 Generally 
Allowed (%) 
0 0 0 1.7 2.17 2.35 
 Disallowed (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Missing residues 0 2 3 0 10 9 
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Table S3.4.  Zinc-coordination geometry as observed in the MID1-zinc crystal structure 
compared to the designed MID1-zinc model 
 
Residue number 12 16 35 36   
Distance to zinc xtal 2.01 2.02 1.97 2.02   
Distance to zinc model 2.07 2.08 2.07 2.07   
Angle at nitrogen xtal 127 128 112 129   
Angle at nitrogen model 125 128 117 126   
Dihedral xtal 157 177 176 4   
Dihedral model 179 180 180 176   
Residue number pairs 12 & 16 12 & 35 12 & 39 16 & 35 16 & 39 35 & 39 
Angle at zinc xtal 101 97 116 116 108 118 
Angle at zinc xtal 102 105 107 119 109 114 
Angle at zinc model 107 109 111 113 111 104 
 
 
 
 
Table S3.5.  Number of occurrences of ligating-residue combinations in known zinc-
binding sites 
 
Histidine # occurrences Cysteine # occurrences Asp/Glu # occurrences 
4H 7 4C 668 4DE 11 
3H, 1C 9 3C, 1H 311 3DE, 1H 67 
3H, 1DE 185 3C, 1DE 28 3DE, 1C 0 
2H, 2C 191 2C, 2H 191 2DE, 2H 162 
2H, 2DE 162 2C, 2DE 1 2DE, 2C 1 
2H, 1C, 1DE 4 2C, 1H, 1DE 42 2DE, 1H, 1C 6 
Notation: 
  4H: zinc binding site with 4 histidines 
  3H, 1C: zinc binding site with 3 histidines and 1 cysteine 
  3H, 1DE: zinc binding site with 3 histidines and 1 aspartate or glutamate 
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Figure S3.1.  Ideal geometry for zinc coordination by histidine and cysteine. 
Coordination geometry is defined by coordination bond lengths, angles about zinc, angles 
about the ligating atom, and dihedral angles that put the zinc in the same plane as the 
histidine ring.  Standard deviations are based on statistics we obtained from 1705 four-
coordinated zinc binding sites in structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank.  To 
evaluate the quality of zinc-binding geometry, the differences between actual and ideal 
values are normalized by standard deviation, squared and summed.  Thus, since there are 
four geometric features to consider, a score less than 4 would reflect a metal site that on 
average is within standard deviation. 
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Figure S3.2.  Ribbon diagrams of the eight experimentally tested designs. 
Four designs have two interface zinc sites, and four have one interface zinc site.  The 
binding orientations are shown in cartoon, and significant intermolecular interactions are 
shown in sticks.  Wild-type scaffold PDB codes of each design are A) 1RZ4.  B) 1YZM.  
C) 1G2R.  D) 2IL5.  E) 2A9O.  F) 2Q0V.  G) 2D4X.  H) 1HE9. 
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Figure S3.3.  Size exclusion chromatography of 1YZM-WT, MID1-apo, and MID1-
zinc provides an initial indication of dimer formation. 
The scaffold protein (PDB code 1YZM) was previously characterized as a monomer (5.3 
kDa).  MID1-apo and MID1-zinc elute slightly earlier than 1YZM-WT, likely due to 
dimer formation. 
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Figure S3.4.  NMR 1H15N HSQC of MID1-zinc. 
MID1-zinc has 48 residues, but only 26 backbone amide peaks were observed.  Only 
residues near the helical hairpin were assignable.  These residues (colored red) are not at 
the interface, suggesting possible plasticity at the interface that causes broadening and 
loss of other backbone amide peaks. 
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Figure S3.5.  High-resolution crystal structure of MID1-apo1. 
A) The structure of MID1-apo1 confirms that mutations did not significantly alter the 
backbone conformation.  B) The MID1-apo1 monomer structure was determined using 
reflections to 0.98 Å.  The electron density is contoured at 2.5σ and resolves individual 
atoms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S3.6.  Two possible dimerization modes for MID1-apo. 
MID1-apo crystallized in two different crystal forms. The two crystal forms are related, 
but the arrangement of the molecules in the crystal lattices is slightly different. A) In 
MID1-apo1, the asymmetric unit contains one monomer. A dimer is formed by a 
symmetry-related molecule through a 1000-Å2 interface that features several hydrogen 
bonds.  The histidines are very distant from each other and do not create metal-binding 
sites.  B) In MID1-apo2, the asymmetric unit contains two monomers that form a dimer 
through a 1050-Å2 interface that also features several hydrogen bonds and good packing 
interactions.  These two binding modes were unpredicted and do not resemble the design 
model.  
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Figure S3.7.  High-resolution electron density reveals carboxylate-metal interactions 
in the zinc- and cobalt-coordination spheres. 
2Fo-Fc electron density (contouring level = 2.0σ).  A) In the MID1-zinc crystal structure 
(cyan), one zinc is coordinated by the C-terminal aspartate from a symmetry-related 
molecule.  B) The second zinc is coordinated by a tartrate molecule from the 
crystallization buffer (yellow).  C) In the MID1-cobalt crystal structure (orange), one 
cobalt is coordinated by the C-terminal aspartate.  The other cobalt is coordinated by the 
C-terminal carboxyl group from a symmetry-related molecule. 
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Figure S3.8.  Comparison of the MID1-zinc model to the MID1-cobalt crystal 
structure.  
Right panel: the global alignment of metal-bound dimers, spheres indicate metal ions.  
Center panel: the observed metal-coordination geometry compared to the model.   
Right panel: observed interface sidechain contacts compared to the model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S3.9.  The position of phenylalanine at residue 42 deviates from the 
computational model due to helix unwinding. 
This unexpected backbone movement allows Phe42 from the MID1-H12E-zinc crystal 
structure (green) to fill empty space present at the interface in the design model (tan).  
The empty space in the design model is apparent in Figure 3.1B of the main article.  
Thus, instead of Phe42 only contacting the opposing helix as predicted, Phe42 directly 
interacts with its symmetric counterpart in the MID1-zinc, MID1-cobalt, and MID1-
H12E-zinc crystal structures.   
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Figure S3.10.  Glutamate point mutations result in four-coordination of zinc. 
Electron density (contour level = 2.0σ) at the coordination sphere of zinc in MID1-H12E 
(green) and MID1-H35E (purple) conclusively shows glutamate-zinc coordination and 
four-coordination of zinc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S3.11.  QUILT analysis of hydrophobic patch size of the 1YZM wild-type 
scaffold compared to the MID1 design. 
The position of the MID1 interface is outlined in a black square, and the largest 
hydrophobic patch identified by QUILT is shown in green.  The designed interface 
residues of MID1 form the largest hydrophobic patch (right), whereas the largest 
hydrophobic patch of the wild-type 1YZM scaffold is located elsewhere (center). 
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Supporting Methods 
 
scaffold pdb code list: 
These scaffolds were obtained from a query of the Protein Data Bank, specifying no 
disulfides, no nucleic acid, less than 250 residues, resolution < 2.5 Å, and eliminating 
proteins with >70% sequence identity. 
 
1A58, 1A7S, 1AKY, 1ALY, 1AYE, 1C81, 1CKE, 1E58, 1E5K, 1E9M, 1EX7, 1F4P, 1F9Y, 1FDR, 1FKB, 
1FM4, 1FMK, 1G2R, 1G8A, 1GMI, 1GMX, 1GNU, 1GWM, 1H0P, 1H1D, 1H68, 1H6H, 1H7C, 1HBK, 
1HE9, 1HH8, 1HQV, 1HTJ, 1HXI, 1HZ5, 1I1N, 1I2A, 1I39, 1I5G, 1I76, 1I8A, 1IAP, 1ID0, 1IFR, 1IJT, 
1IKT, 1IM5, 1IMJ, 1IO2, 1IPC, 1IQZ, 1IU9, 1IUH, 1IUK, 1IXV, 1J2A, 1J3A, 1J84, 1JBE, 1JF8, 1JG1, 
1JHS, 1JJV, 1JL1, 1JMW, 1JOS, 1JRL, 1JUV, 1JVW, 1JWQ, 1K1B, 1K6K, 1K7J, 1KGS, 1KMQ, 1KMV, 
1KON, 1KR7, 1KSK, 1KW4, 1KY3, 1KZF, 1KZL, 1L2H, 1L3K, 1LB4, 1LFP, 1LM6, 1LMB, 1LQY, 
1LU4, 1LVG, 1M2K, 1MB3, 1MG4, 1MIJ, 1MJ4, 1MK0, 1MQO, 1MR3, 1MVE, 1MVO, 1N3Y, 1NB9, 
1NEG, 1NH9, 1NIO, 1NNX, 1NQZ, 1NWZ, 1NZN, 1O08, 1O1Z, 1O4R, 1O6D, 1O8V, 1O8X, 1O9G, 
1OAP, 1OCS, 1OD3, 1OH4, 1OJQ, 1OPD, 1OSH, 1P2F, 1P4P, 1P4X, 1P5F, 1P5S, 1P90, 1PA7, 1PAQ, 
1PBK, 1PI1, 1PKO, 1PMH, 1PZ4, 1Q1U, 1Q7H, 1Q7R, 1Q8B, 1QCY, 1QF9, 1QV1, 1QWZ, 1QZM, 
1R18, 1R26, 1R2D, 1R2Q, 1R6J, 1R6N, 1R9H, 1R9W, 1RIS, 1RKB, 1RLJ, 1RM8, 1ROC, 1RW1, 1RW7, 
1RWJ, 1RYB, 1RZ3, 1RZ4, 1S1E, 1S21, 1S29, 1S2O, 1S2X, 1S35, 1S3G, 1S3P, 1S68, 1S69, 1S7Z, 
1S8N, 1S9U, 1SAU, 1SBX, 1SDI, 1SEN, 1SGW, 1SH6, 1SQW, 1SU0, 1SVI, 1T00, 1T3Y, 1T4W, 1T95, 
1TA0, 1TEN, 1TEV, 1TFF, 1TKE, 1TOV, 1TQ3, 1TQ5, 1TQH, 1TS9, 1TT8, 1TTZ, 1TUH, 1TUV, 1TYJ, 
1U02, 1U2P, 1U3G, 1U61, 1U6T, 1U7O, 1U7U, 1U84, 1U9C, 1U9P, 1UHN, 1UI0, 1UJC, 1ULR, 1UMH, 
1UNQ, 1UOH, 1UOW, 1UPQ, 1URN, 1URR, 1UX8, 1UXX, 1UY4, 1UYL, 1UZ0, 1V0A, 1V5H, 1V77, 
1V7R, 1VAJ, 1VE4, 1VG1, 1VJF, 1VJK, 1VJX, 1VK1, 1VK2, 1VKB, 1VKK, 1VKU, 1VMB, 1VR3, 
1VR8, 1VSR, 1VYF, 1VZW, 1W0H, 1W0N, 1W1D, 1W24, 1W2L, 1W41, 1W4S, 1W66, 1W8G, 1W9W, 
1WBE, 1WD5, 1WJ9, 1WJX, 1WL8, 1WLF, 1WLJ, 1WOJ, 1WPA, 1WQG, 1WR2, 1WRI, 1WRM, 
1WS0, 1WS6, 1WU3, 1WUB, 1WV3, 1WVH, 1WVN, 1WZW, 1X0T, 1X1R, 1X3O, 1X6O, 1X6Z, 1X8H, 
1XBI, 1XBN, 1XBS, 1XCL, 1XDZ, 1XE1, 1XJ3, 1XK5, 1XKR, 1XMT, 1XS5, 1XT0, 1XTQ, 1XW3, 
1XWW, 1Y02, 1Y63, 1Y6I, 1Y81, 1Y88, 1Y8C, 1Y93, 1Y9Q, 1YD0, 1YE8, 1YIO, 1YN4, 1YQB, 1YSP, 
1YSQ, 1YUL, 1YVD, 1YZL, 1Z06, 1Z0F, 1Z0I, 1Z0W, 1Z1S, 1Z2A, 1Z2M, 1Z2U, 1Z3X, 1Z4R, 1Z67, 
1Z6G, 1Z95, 1ZAT, 1ZD8, 1ZD9, 1ZDE, 1ZI8, 1ZMA, 1ZN6, 1ZV9, 1ZZK, 1ZZO, 2A0J, 2A1I, 2A1V, 
2A2K, 2A4V, 2A5J, 2A7B, 2A7M, 2A8E, 2A90, 2A9O, 2AAK, 2AAN, 2ACY, 2AF0, 2AJ6, 2AMH, 
2AMY, 2AP3, 2AR1, 2AR5, 2ATZ, 2AVK, 2AVR, 2AWG, 2AWK, 2AZW, 2B0C, 2B5H, 2BBR, 2BDV, 
2BEP, 2BF0, 2BFW, 2BH4, 2BK8, 2BK9, 2BKF, 2BL1, 2BL7, 2BL9, 2BM3, 2BMD, 2BMM, 2BMV, 
2BOO, 2BRF, 2BSN, 2BWQ, 2BYO, 2BZ7, 2BZG, 2C1F, 2C2P, 2C3G, 2C53, 2C60, 2C71, 2CAL, 2CB9, 
2CBZ, 2CDN, 2CE2, 2CFE, 2CHD, 2CJJ, 2CKK, 2CKX, 2CM5, 2CMT, 2CU9, 2CUL, 2CWR, 2CWS, 
2CWY, 2CX1, 2CXH, 2CXV, 2CY2, 2CYJ, 2CYY, 2D1E, 2D2E, 2D3D, 2D3Y, 2d4x, 2D4X, 2D58, 
2D6O, 2DCH, 2DHO, 2DJH, 2DWR, 2E1F, 2E6M, 2EI9, 2ESA, 2ESB, 2ETD, 2ETJ, 2EVE, 2EW0, 
2EW1, 2EW5, 2EXU, 2EYI, 2F1W, 2F21, 2F9L, 2FCF, 2FCK, 2FCL, 2FDJ, 2FDR, 2FE5, 2FF7, 2FFQ, 
2FGO, 2FI1, 2FIW, 2FJ9, 2FL7, 2FM9, 2FN4, 2FQ3, 2FSQ, 2FSX, 2FU2, 2FUF, 2FUK, 2FUP, 2FVV, 
2FWH, 2FYG, 2FZ4, 2G3R, 2G3Y, 2G6B, 2G7B, 2G9F, 2GBN, 2GF9, 2GKG, 2GKP, 2GO2, 2GU3, 
2GUI, 2GW2, 2GWM, 2GWR, 2H17, 2H5P, 2HAZ, 2HB5, 2HBW, 2HCF, 2HCU, 2HDO, 2HDZ, 2HE4, 
2HHZ, 2HIA, 2HJE, 2HNX, 2HP7, 2HPJ, 2HPK, 2HQK, 2HS5, 2HSB, 2HW4, 2HWV, 2HXM, 2HXP, 
2HZC, 2I0M, 2I5H, 2I5U, 2I6C, 2I6J, 2I6V, 2I88, 2I9C, 2I9W, 2IA7, 2IAF, 2IAY, 2IBB, 2IBJ, 2ICI, 
2IDV, 2IGP, 2IHD, 2IJE, 2IL1, 2IL5, 2IMG, 2IN3, 2IOR, 2IPQ, 2IQC, 2IS9, 2IU1, 2IUG, 2IWD, 2IWN, 
2IYV, 2J13, 2J1A, 2J1L, 2J22, 2J44, 2J49, 2J5A, 2J6A, 2J8K, 2J9V, 2JC7, 2JD9, 2JDC, 2JEK, 2JEX, 
2JFR, 2JG6, 2JHS, 2JIN, 2NLY, 2NN5, 2NN8, 2NQ3, 2NQW, 2NR9, 2NS0, 2NS6, 2NSQ, 2NSZ, 2NYV, 
2O2G, 2O2X, 2O37, 2O71, 2O7A, 2O9U, 2OC5, 2OCS, 2ODH, 2ODV, 2OFZ, 2OGQ, 2OJ4, 2OLM, 
2OML, 2ONU, 2OPC, 2OQK, 2OQZ, 2OSS, 2OT9, 2OVJ, 2OZF, 2P0D, 2P0T, 2P2E, 2P3H, 2P57, 2P8G, 
2PA1, 2PAG, 2PC1, 2PCS, 2PE8, 2PHC, 2PKT, 2PL1, 2PL3, 2PLU, 2PLW, 2PNM, 2PNY, 2POE, 2POI, 
2PPX, 2PV4, 2PWQ, 2PWW, 2PXX, 2Q0V, 2Q3H, 2Q7B, 2Q9V, 2QG1, 2QGG, 2QGU, 2QJL, 2V0S, 
2V1L, 3EUG 
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Running SurfaceGroups in Rosetta 
File: rosetta/rosetta_source/src/apps/pilot/rjha/SurfaceGroups.cc 
Command line: ./SurfaceGroups.linuxgccrelease –database 
/path_to/rosetta_database –jd2:no_output –l pdblist.txt –
local:surface_residue 18 (cutoff for number of neighbors by distance that qualifies a 
residue as surface)  
 
 
Running ZincMatchFilter in Rosetta 
File: mini/src/apps/pilot/rjha/MatchFilter.cc 
Command line: ./ZincMatchFilter.linuxgccrelease –database 
/path_to/rosetta_database –jd2:no_output –l matchlist.txt  
 
 
Running RosettaMatch in Rosetta 
 
The zinc-binding constraint file used in RosettaMatch is given below.  For a detailed 
explanation of this file, refer to the Rosetta documentation in 
rosetta/rosetta_source/doc/public/enzyme_design.dox 
 
 
ZNX.cst (matcher geometric constraint file for zinc binding sites) 
 
#block 1 of 2 
VARIABLE_CST::BEGIN 
#Block 1 His, trying to make it work for both NE2 and ND1 at the same time 
(torsion_AB = 0 +/- 180) 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_name: ZN V1 V2 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue3:  ZNX 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: Nhis 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue3:  HIS 
 
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:   2.05   0.15  40.0  0 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:   109.5  15.0  40.0  360. 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:   125.0  15.0  40.0  360. 
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:   0.0    15.0  40.0  10.0 
  CONSTRAINT:: torsion_AB:   60.0   15.0  40.0  120. 
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_B:   0.0    15.0  40.0  180. 
CST::END 
 
#Block 1 Cys 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_name: ZN V1 V2 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue3:  ZNX 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: S 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue1:  C 
 
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:   2.33   0.15  40.0  0 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:   109.5  15.0  40.0  360. 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:   109.5  15.0  40.0  360. 
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:   0.0    15.0  40.0  10.0 
  CONSTRAINT:: torsion_AB:   60.0   15.0  40.0  120. 
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  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_B:   0.0    15.0  40.0  10.0 
CST::END 
VARIABLE_CST::END 
 
 
ZNX.params (parameter file that describes the zinc transition state with zinc and 
virtual atoms) 
 
NAME ZNX 
IO_STRING ZNX Z 
TYPE LIGAND 
AA UNK 
 
ATOM ZN   Zn2p  X   2.0 
ATOM  V1  VIRT  X   0.0 
ATOM  V2  VIRT  X   0.0 
ATOM  V3  VIRT  X   0.0 
ATOM  V4  VIRT  X   0.0 
 
BOND  ZN   V1 
BOND  ZN   V2 
BOND  ZN   V3 
BOND  ZN   V4 
 
NBR_ATOM  ZN  
NBR_RADIUS 0.0 
 
ICOOR_INTERNAL    V1     0.000000    0.000000    0.000000   V1    ZN    V2  
ICOOR_INTERNAL    ZN     0.000000    0.000000    1.000000   V1    ZN    V2  
ICOOR_INTERNAL    V2     0.000000   70.500000    1.000000   ZN    V1    V2 
ICOOR_INTERNAL    V3  -120.000000   70.500000    1.000000   ZN    V1    V2 
ICOOR_INTERNAL    V4   120.000000   70.500000    1.000000   ZN    V1    V2 
 
 
 
 
RosettaMatch options file (command line) 
 
-database rosetta/rosetta_database 
-match::lig_name ZNX 
-match::grid_boundary /path_to/gridlig.txt 
-match::scaffold_active_site_residues /path_to/pos.txt 
-match::geometric_constraint_file /path_to/ZNX.cst 
-match::output_matchres_only 
-extra_res_fa /path_to/ZNX.params 
-output_matches_per_group 10 
-ex1, ex2 
-euclid_bin_size 1.0 
-euler_bin_size 10.0 
-bump_tolerance 0.5 
-match:output_format PDB 
-match:consolidate_matches 
-match:output_matchres_only 
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Running SymMetalInterface_TwoZN_setup 
File: rosetta/rosetta_source/src/apps/pilot/bder/Zinc2_HomodimerSetup.cc 
Command line options: 
-database rosetta/rosetta_database 
-jd2:no_outupt 
-s 1YZM_WT.pdb 
-match1 1YZM_1_H12H16_1_ZNX.pdb 
-match2 1YZM_1_H35H39_1_ZNX.pdb 
-angle_rotation_increment 5.0 
-ddG_centroid_cutoff 0.0 
-zn_zn_distance_cutoff 10.0 
-tetrahedral_angle_sumsq_cutoff 1800 
  
 
 
Running SymMetalInterface_TwoZN_design 
File:  
rosetta/rosetta_source/src/apps/pilot/bder/Zinc2_HomodimerDesign.cc 
Command line options: 
-database rosetta/rosetta_database 
-jd2:no_output  
-symmetry:symmetry_definition symmdef.txt 
-s 1YZM_1_H12H16_1_ZNX.1YZM_1_H35H39_1_ZNX_360_INPUT.pdb 
-repackmin_iterations 5 
-fav_nat_bonus 1.5 
-nstruct_iterations 10 
 
 
 
Fluorescence polarization homodimeric equilibrium binding equations 
 To obtain apparent Kd’s from fluorescence polarization titration experiments, 
polarization values were correlated to fraction-bound values using the following 
equations in SigmaPlot.  These equations assume that affinity is equivalent between 
labeled and unlabeled MID1, and they assume that the concentration of labeled protein 
remains constant throughout the titration (~20 ml added to 3000 ml starting volume). 
 
; variables are Kd, Polmax, Polmin 
; X data column is final concentration of titrant 
; Y data column is polarization 
 
labled=0.01; [MID1-GC-Bodipy]=10 nM, assumed constant 
Ptotal=labled+X; Ptotal=total protein, X=[titrant] 
deltaPol=Polmax-Polmin; polarization change 
a=2, b=Kd, c=-Ptotal*Kd 
MonomerConc=(-b+sqrt(b*b-4*a*c))/(2*a) 
DimerConc=(Ptotal-MonomerConc)/2 
;write heterodimer conc as fraction of total protein 
HeteroDimer=2*(labled / Ptotal)*(X/Ptotal)*DimerConc 
fractionHet=HeteroDimer / labled 
Y=deltaPol*fractionHet+Polmin 
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PDB survey of zinc binding sites 
 The Protein Data Bank was queried for entries containing zinc atoms and <70% 
homology.  For each zinc atom, the number of histidine, cysteine, aspartate, and 
glutamate sidechains with a non-carbon atom within 3 Å of the zinc atom was counted.  
If this number equaled four, it was marked as a four-residue zinc binding site, and the 
coordinating residue types are given in Supplemental Table 3.S5. 
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CHAPTER 4 4 
 
CATALYSIS BY A DE NOVO ZINC-MEDIATED PROTEIN INTERFACE: 
IMPLICATIONS FOR NATURAL ENZYME EVOLUTION AND RATIONAL 
ENZYME DESIGN 
 
 
 
4.1 Overview 
Here we show that a recent computationally designed zinc-mediated protein 
interface is serendipitously capable of catalyzing carboxyester and phosphoester 
hydrolysis.  Although the original motivation was to design a de novo zinc-mediated 
protein-protein interaction (called MID1-zinc), we observed in the homodimer crystal 
structure a small cleft and open zinc coordination site.  We investigated if the cleft and 
zinc site at the designed interface were sufficient to form a primitive active site that can 
perform hydrolysis. MID1-zinc hydrolyzes 4-nitrophenyl acetate (4NPA) with a rate 
acceleration of 105 and a kcat/KM of 630 M-1s-1, and 4-nitrophenyl phosphate (4NPP) with 
a rate acceleration of 104 and a kcat/KM of 14 M-1s-1.  These rate accelerations by an 
unoptimized active site highlight the catalytic power of zinc and suggests that the clefts 
formed by protein-protein interactions are well-suited for creating enzyme active sites.  
                                                
4 This article previously appeared as an article in the journal of Biochemistry ACS.  The original citation is 
as follows: Der BS, Edwards DR, Kuhlman B.  “Catalysis by a de novo zinc-mediated protein interface”.  
Biochemistry.  2012 May;51(18):3933-40. 
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This discovery has implications for protein evolution and engineering:  from an 
evolutionary perspective, 3-coordinated zinc at a homodimer interface cleft represents a 
simple evolutionary path to nascent enzymatic activity; from a protein engineering 
perspective, future efforts in de novo design of enzyme active sites may benefit from 
exploring clefts at protein interfaces for active site placement. 
 
 
4.2 Introduction 
 
De novo protein design provides a rigorous approach for discovering the minimal 
determinants of protein structure and function, and helps to shape our understanding of 
protein evolution.  Design studies can be particularly informative when the designed 
proteins exhibit behavior that was not explicitly encoded during the design process. For 
instance, most protein design algorithms do not consider folding kinetics when designing 
sequences, and yet many designed proteins fold with rates comparable to naturally 
occurring proteins [1].  These results suggest that stabilizing the native state is sufficient 
for achieving fast folding rates, and that folding kinetics of small proteins are not a strong 
constraint on the sequence space sampled by evolution.  In this paper, we report catalytic 
activity by a de novo designed zinc-mediated homodimer, even though we did not 
explicitly design the protein to be a catalyst.  This serendipitous result highlights the 
intrinsic catalytic power of zinc and provides further evidence that protein-protein 
interfaces are fertile ground for placing active sites.      
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Enzyme active sites commonly occur at protein-protein interfaces: 
triosephosphate isomerase, thymidylate synthase, and tyrosine aminotransferase are a few 
examples [2].  Approximately one-sixth of oligomeric enzymes are estimated to have 
active sites at the subunit interface [3]. Generic protein-protein interactions feature clefts 
at the interface periphery (Figure 4.1A), and cavities on average are twice as common 
and twice as large at a protein interface compared to a monomer surface [4].  Thus, 
protein dimerization is a high-probability evolutionary route to a cleft for a new active 
site [5].  Despite the frequent occurrence of interface active sites in nature, most efforts in 
rational enzyme design have focused on placing the catalytic and substrate-binding 
sidechains within an existing monomeric protein scaffold [6-11].  A small set of protein 
folds have been used for most design studies – the TIM barrel, periplasmic binding 
protein, lipocalin, jelly roll, and beta propeller [7] – but with the goal of using protein 
design to catalyze a large breadth of reactions, the diversity of scaffolds for active site 
design should be expanded.  Native and de novo protein interfaces may provide one route 
for expanding the set of scaffolds for creating new active sites. 
Enzyme active sites commonly contain metal ions (estimated 40%), covering all 
six classes of enzymes: oxidoreductases, transferases, hydrolases, lyases, isomerases, 
ligases [12].  Most artificial metalloenzymes are oxidoreductases [13-19], but hydrolases 
have been recently engineered [10, 20].  In addition to promoting catalysis, protein-
protein interactions can also be strengthened by metal ions.  For example, the Tezcan 
group showed that a monomer could be converted to a low-affinity tetramer by adding 
histidines to coordinate zinc at points of contact in the monomer crystal lattice [21].  
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Additionally, we recently designed a homodimeric protein interface in which zinc 
improves the homodimer binding affinity by >100-fold (4 mM to <30 nM) [22]. 
Combining these observations, metal-mediated protein interfaces should be an 
effective recipe for natural evolution and de novo engineering of enzyme active sites 
(Figure 4.1A).  The formation of clefts at protein interfaces, the intrinsic catalytic power 
of metals, and the ability of metals to promote protein interactions, formulate a 
hypothesis that mutations favoring metal binding and/or protein dimerization have a high 
probability for gain of catalytic function.  Thus, we hypothesize that a metal-mediated 
protein interface has a high probability of catalytic function.   
In this work, we investigate this hypothesis by examining the catalytic properties 
of a protein that we previously engineered to form a zinc-mediated homodimer (named 
MID1-zinc, for metal interface design with zinc) [22].  The starting monomeric scaffold 
for MID1-zinc was a 5 kDa helical hairpin, and the computational model for the zinc-
mediated homodimer featured two zinc-binding sites at the protein interface, each with 
four tetrahedrally-arranged histidines and no second-shell interactions (Figure 4.1B). The 
crystal structure of MID1-zinc (PDB code 3V1C) shows two sites of tetrahedral zinc 
coordination at the dimer interface, both zinc ions ligated by three histidine residues 
instead of four (Figure 4.1C).  The fourth coordination site is occupied by a tartrate 
molecule from the crystallization buffer (Figure S4.1). The co-crystallization of tartrate 
with the protein revealed a small molecule binding pocket and a Zn(His)3O zinc binding 
site, a common catalytic motif.  Thus, co-crystallization of tartrate suggested to us that 
the de novo protein interface might display esterase activity. 
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Figure 4.1.  A metal-mediated protein interface as a minimalist route to a new active 
site.   
A) A zinc-mediated protein homodimer is a simple recipe for an active site: dimer 
interfaces naturally contain peripheral clefts (red dashes), metal binding can promote 
protein interactions, and metal is an effective catalytic motif.  Black lines represent 
histidines, and gray spheres represent zinc ions.  B) The computational predictive model 
of MID1-zinc.  Design of MID1-zinc was structurally motivated, the goal was to engineer 
a de novo zinc-mediated protein-protein interaction.  C) In the crystal structure, we 
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observed only three of the four histidines actually participated in zinc coordination.  D) 
Because we observed a cleft (red mesh) and an open zinc coordination site at the MID1-
zinc interface, we investigated MID1-zinc as a primitive enzyme. 
 
 
We investigated the ability of MID1-zinc to catalyze the hydrolysis of 4-
nitrophenyl acetate (4NPA) and 4-nitrophenyl phosphate (4NPP).  Zinc enzymes often 
catalyze hydrolysis [12], and the small cavity in MID1-zinc (~6 Å wide and ~4 Å deep) 
might provide a serviceable binding pocket for these substrates.  Furthermore, 4NPA has 
been frequently employed in catalytic studies involving artificial enzymes and therefore 
allows for direct rate comparisons [20, 23-30].  Esterase activity was observed and 
characterized, and here we report the serendipitous discovery of a de novo active site at a 
zinc-mediated protein interface that catalyzes carboxyester and phosphoester hydrolysis.  
The serendipitous nature of this de novo active site is a compelling illustration of 
evolutionary plausibility, as evolution relies on selection of happenstance mutations.  In 
addition to providing a plausible path of natural enzyme evolution, high probability of 
catalysis by a metal-mediated interface is an attractive feature for future efforts in rational 
enzyme engineering. 
 
 
4.3 Methods 
 
4.3.1 Cloning and purification of the MID1-zinc enzyme 
The computational design of MID1-zinc was derived from the Rab4-binding 
domain of rabenosyn (PDB code 1YZM), a 46-residue helix-turn-helix.  The gene for 
MID1-zinc was ordered from GenScript, USA with an N-terminal BamHI restriction site, 
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a C-terminal stop codon, a C-terminal SalI restriction site, and codon-optimized for 
expression in E. coli.  The sequence of MID1-zinc is:  
GSPLAQQIKNIHSFIHQAKAAGRMDEVRTLQENLHQLMHEYFQQSD.   
The expression vector (pQE-H6MBP) was derived from the pQE-80L vector, 
supplemented with an N-terminal 6x-His tag and an MBP fusion with a TEV protease 
cleavage site.  Insertion of the gene into the pQE-H6MBP vector was confirmed by DNA 
sequencing analysis.  BL21(DE3) pLysS cells were transformed with the plasmid for 
gene expression.  Cells were grown to OD600 = 0.6-0.8 (37 oC, LB broth, 67 mg/L 
ampicillin) and expression was induced with 0.3 mM IPTG and proceeded at 18 oC for 16 
hours.  Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 20 minutes (Sorvall RC-3B 
series).  Cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM 
NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.5 mM PMSF, and 1 mM benzamidine).  Cells were 
lysed by sonication, and the lysate was treated with 2 units of RNase and DNase.  
Centrifugation at 15 000 rpm for 20 minutes (Sorvall RC-5B Plus series) cleared the 
lysate, which was then subjected to immobilized-metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) 
using a Ni-NTA HisTrap HP column (GE Healthcare).  The His-column loading buffer 
contained 20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 25 mM imidazole, and His-column elution 
buffer was similar except for having 500 mM imidazole.  DTT and EDTA (1 mM) were 
added to the eluted protein, and TEV proteolysis (0.05 mg/ml TEV) occurred overnight at 
4oC.  The cleaved protein was concentrated for size exclusion chromatography on a 
Superdex-75 column (GE Healthcare, HiLoad 16/60 prep grade). Appropriate fractions 
were combined and concentrated (Amicon Ultra, Millipore).  The column buffer 
contained 40 mM HEPES pH 7.5 and 50 mM NaCl, and the enzyme was stored in this 
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buffer at 4oC.  Purity near 100% was estimated using SDS-PAGE, and protein 
concentrations were estimated by absorbance at 280 nm using the theoretical molar 
extinction coefficient 2980 M-1cm-1 for the dimer.  A 277 µM aqueous stock solution of 
MID1 was prepared containing 50 mM NaCl and 40 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.5, and 
zinc sulfate was added in equimolar concentration to generate MID1-zinc for use in 
kinetic experiments. 
 
4.3.2 Kinetics of 4NPA hydrolysis 
Kinetic experiments were initiated by the addition of an aliquot of 4NPA (100 
mM in CH3CN) to an aqueous solution containing 50 mM NaCl, 40 mM buffer and 2.5 
µM MID1-zinc in a standard 1 cm pathlength quartz cuvette at 25oC. The buffer system 
for reactions run from pH 7 to 9 was HEPES, whereas potassium hydrogen carbonate was 
used for reactions at higher pH values.  4-nitrophenyl acetate (4NPA) hydrolysis was 
monitored by UV-Vis spectrophotometry at 400 nm for the production of 4-
nitrophenoxide. Initial rates were determined from linear fits of the absorbance versus 
time data (<5% conversion) corrected for the rate of uncatalyzed hydrolysis under 
otherwise identical conditions. Observed rate constants were calculated from Equation 
4.1 where the extinction coefficient of 4-nitrophenoxide was corrected for incomplete 
ionization under the pH conditions where appropriate. Similar methods were used to 
measure the kinetics of MID1-zinc catalyzed hydrolysis of 4-nitrophenyl phosphate 
(4NPP).  pH-dependent profiles of catalytic activity for 4NPA and 4NPP hydrolysis were 
fit to Equation 4.2, giving values for a pH-independent kmax and a pKa.   
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4.4 Results 
 
4.4.1 MID1-zinc hydrolyzes 4NPA with Michaelis-Menten kinetics 
The kinetic parameters of MID1-zinc hydrolysis of 4NPA were determined 
spectrophotometrically by the method of initial rates (Equations 4.1 and S4.1) following 
4-nitrophenoxide production at 400 nm (Figure S4.2).  Notably, MID1-zinc is capable of 
multiple turnovers as indicated by 4-nitrophenoxide production to a turnover number >50 
(Figure S4.2).  Control experiments demonstrate a lack of observable buffer effects 
throughout this series of experiments.  Shown in Figure 4.2 is a plot of kobs versus 
[4NPA] determined at 2.5 µM MID1-zinc dimer, which is fully formed at this 
concentration (Figures S4.3 and S4.4).  A fit of the data at pH 8.5 to the Michaelis-
Menten equation yielded the kinetic parameters kcat = 0.22 s-1 and KM = 0.47 mM. 
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Figure 4.2.  Michaelis-Menten kinetics of MID1-zinc hydrolysis of 4NPA. 
A fit of kobs versus [4NPA] to a standard binding equation indicates a kcat of 0.22 ± 0.01 s-
1 and a KM of 0.47 ± 0.07 mM.  Rates were determined at 25oC in the presence of 2.5 µM 
MID1-zinc buffered with 40 mM HEPES pH 8.5 and 50 mM NaCl. 
 
4.4.2 The pH-dependence and overall rate enhancement 
The MID1-zinc catalyzed hydrolysis of 4NPA was investigated as a function of 
pH.  The plots of kobs versus [4NPA] determined from pH 7 – 9 showed saturation 
binding.  At each pH, the first-order rates (s-1) were computed by converting units of 
Abs/second to concentration/second, then dividing by enzyme concentration (2.5 mM).  
Catalytic rate constants are compared to the observed uncatalyzed rate constants (s-1) in 
identical buffer conditions, giving values of kcat/kbuffer of up to 104 (Table 4.1).  Also at 
each pH, the second-order rate constants were calculated as k2 = kcat/KM.  Reactions run at 
pH > 9 did not show evidence of saturation, and accordingly, the k2 values for these 
reactions were determined as the gradients of the plots of kobs versus [4NPA].  Shown in 
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Figure 4.3 is the plot of log(k2) versus pH, which when fit to Equation 4.2 provides a 
kinetic pKa of 8.2 and a maximum rate constant of kmax = 630 M-1s-1 along the high pH 
plateau.  The high pH plateau represents the pH-independent regime, where the catalytic 
species (MID1-zinc-OH) is fully formed.  To calculate rate acceleration [31], pH-
independent rate was compared to the kneutral rate (neither acid nor base catalyzed) of 
4NPA hydrolysis, 4.3 x 10-7 s-1 [32].  Thus, we calculate a rate acceleration of 7 x 105 for 
4NPA hydrolysis. 
 
Figure 4.3.  Enzymatic hydrolysis of 4NPA by MID1-zinc becomes pH-independent 
at high pH. 
NLLSQ fitting of log(k2) vs pH gives a pKa of 8.2 ± 0.1 and a kmax of 630 ± 90 M-1s-1. 
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Table 4.1.  Parameters of MID1-zinc hydrolysis of 4NPA 
 
pH KM (mM) kcat (s-1) k2 (M-1s-1) kcat/kbuffer1 
7.0 1.18 ± 0.10 0.042 ± 0.001 35 1.2 × 104 
7.5 0.90 ± 0.10 0.081 ± 0.003 90 1.1 × 104 
8.0 0.82 ± 0.16 0.15 ± 0.009 190 9.3 × 103 
8.5 0.47 ± 0.07 0.22 ± 0.009 470 5.4 × 103 
9.0 0.42 ± 0.10 0.28 ± 0.017 660 2.6 × 103 
10.0 no data no data 500 no data 
1 The catalyzed rate of 4NPA hydrolysis (kcat) divided by the observed rate under identical conditions in the 
absence of catalyst (kbuffer).  The rate acceleration (7 × 105) was determined using kcat at the high pH plateau 
(0.3 s-1) and the pH-neutral uncatalyzed rate constant (kneutral) at 25oC (4.3 × 10-7 s-1) [32]. 
 
4.4.3 Control experiments verify the zinc binding site and cleft as the catalytic entity 
A number of control experiments were performed to support our assertion that 
MID1-zinc is responsible for the observed catalysis.  First, MID1-zinc was subjected to 
size-exclusion chromatography and the collected fractions were tested for catalytic 
activity against 4NPA (Figure S4.5).  The catalytic activity of the collected fractions co-
eluted with a UV-visible peak at 280 nm corresponding to the expected molecular weight 
for MID1-zinc (11 kDa), supporting that MID1 is the catalytic entity. 
Secondly, to confirm that the zinc site at the designed protein interface was 
responsible for 4NPA hydrolysis rather than another unforeseen mechanism, several 
MID1 mutants were prepared and tested for catalytic activity (Figure 4.4).  We tested 
MID1 in the absence of zinc (MID1-apo), a version of MID1 where each histidine was 
mutated to alanine (MID1-noHis), the wild-type scaffold with each MID1 histidine 
included (1YZM-4His), and free zinc.  None of these variants showed activity 
significantly above background levels, indicating that the interface pocket and zinc-
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binding site are both required for catalysis (Figure 4.4a).  Furthermore, four different 
single point mutants (H12E, H16E, H35E, H39E) were hypothesized to either complete 
four-ligand coordination of zinc or inactivate zinc by a zinc-carboxylate interaction.  By 
solving crystal structures, we observed that the open coordination site and cleft in MID1-
zinc (Figure 4.5a) is closed by the H12E mutation (Figure 4.5b) as well as the H35E 
mutation (Figure 4.5c) [22].  Loss of activity in each of these histidine-to-glutamate 
mutants (Figure 4.4b) structurally supports the proposed structural mechanism of a 
protein interface cleft containing 3-histidine-coordinated zinc with an open zinc 
coordination site.  Lastly, our data suggests that the MID1-zinc homodimer, which is 
slightly asymmetric [22], has only one active site: only one tartrate molecule was 
observed in the crystal structure (Figure S4.1), dimer is fully formed at 5 mM protein 
and 2.5 mM zinc (Figure S4.3a), and rates of catalysis do not differ when zinc is present 
in 1:2 molar ratio instead of 1:1 molar ratio (Figure S4.6). 
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Figure 4.4.  Enzymatic hydrolysis of 4NPA by MID1-zinc requires three-histidine-
coordinated zinc with an open zinc coordination site. 
Shown are plots of Abs400 nm versus time for the hydrolysis of 1 mM 4NPA at pH 8.0 and 
25oC in the presence of 2.5 µM of the indicated protein.  MID1-zinc catalyses 4NPA 
hydrolysis (red squares), while the following variants are not catalytic: A) MID1-apo 
(without metal), MID1 with all four histidines mutated to alanine (MID1-noHis) with 
zinc, the wild-type scaffold (1YZM) with the four histidine mutations (1YZM-4His) with 
zinc, and free zinc.  B) Four histidine-to-glutamate point mutants lead to significant 
decrease in activity.  Note: relative slopes of catalyzed v. uncatalyzed timecourses do not 
indicate the magnitude of rate acceleration because catalyzed hydrolysis must be divided 
by catalyst concentration for comparison of kcat to kuncat (Equation S4.1).  Thus, the 
reported 10,000-fold increase in rate is not apparent in the slopes of these raw data plots. 
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                  MID1-zinc                           H12E mutant  H35E mutant 
                    catalytic                           loss of catalysis                    loss of catalysis 
Figure 4.5.  Crystallographic evidence for the catalytic mechanism. 
A) The MID1-zinc crystal structure (PDB code 3V1C) reveals a cleft and open zinc 
coordination site.  B) The H12E mutation (PDB code 3V1E) and C) the H35E point 
mutation (PDB code 3V1F) close the cleft and complete the four-coordination of zinc, 
and these mutants demonstrate loss of catalytic activity. 
 
4.4.4 Phosphoester hydrolysis of 4-nitrophenyl phosphate 
In addition to 4NPA, MID1-zinc also catalyses the hydrolysis of 4-nitrophenyl 
phosphate (4NPP). 4NPP is intrinsically less reactive than 4NPA by several orders of 
magnitude, and reactions catalyzed by MID1-zinc were performed to measure 
phosphoester hydrolysis.  The rate increases from pH 6.5 to 8.0 but becomes pH-
independent from pH 8.0 to 9.5 (Figure 4.6a).  At pH 10.0 and higher, the catalyst is 
degraded as observed by a very steep drop-off in rate.  The kinetic parameters of MID1-
zinc for 4NPP hydrolysis were determined as the following: kcat = 2 x 10-4 s-1, KM = 12 
µM, and kcat/KM = 14 M-1s-1, rate acceleration = 1 × 104 (Figure 4.6b).  The 4NPP KM is 
50-times lower than 4NPA, likely due to a favorable electrostatic interaction between the 
negatively-charged phophspate group in 4NPP and the positively-charged active site zinc. 
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Figure 4.6.  MID1-zinc catalyses 4NPP hydrolysis. 
A) pH rate profile for the MID1-zinc catalyzed hydrolysis of 4-nitrophenyl phosphate 
determined by monitoring product formation at 400 nm. The data from pH 6.5 to 9.5 
(squares) were fit to Equation 4.2, giving a kcat = (3.5 ± 0.09) × 10-6 s-1 and a pKa = 7.1 ± 
0.03. The data obtained at pH > 9.5 (inverted triangles) indicate a slope of < -1 
suggesting catalyst instability at high pH.  The high pH points were excluded from the 
NLLSQ fit of the data.  Reaction conditions were: 2.5 µM MID1-zinc, 40 µM 4NPP, 40 
mM buffer (HEPES for pH 6.5 - 8.5, or potassium hydrogen carbonate for pH > 8.5), 50 
mM NaCl, and 37oC.   B) Plot of kobs versus [4NPP] for MID1-zinc catalyzed hydrolysis 
at pH 8.5 and 37oC.  A fit of the data to a standard binding equation gives kcat = (1.8 ± 
0.05) × 10-4 s-1 and KM = (12 ± 2) µM.   
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4.4.5 Catalytic mechanism elucidated by Brønsted analysis 
Given the minimalist characteristics of this enzyme, it is useful to consider the 
MID1-zinc hydrolytic mechanism.  Shown in Scheme 4.1 is a mechanism for the 
catalytic hydrolysis of 4NPA consistent with the available data.  In the first mechanism, 
upon formation of the Michaelis complex, there is intramolecular delivery of a zinc-
hydroxide nucleophile [33, 34].  A kinetically equivalent process posits that upon 
Michaelis complex formation, nucleophilic attack occurs by an external hydroxide.   
 
Scheme 4.1.  Proposed reaction mechanisms for the MID1-zinc catalyzed hydrolysis of 
4NPA 
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a) intramolecular delivery of hydroxide.  b) external hydroxide nucleophile. 
 
To discern which mechanism is more likely, we performed a limited Brønsted 
analysis using three substrates to investigate accumulation of charge on the aryloxide 
leaving group in the transition state. The Brønsted equilibrium coefficient (Beq) for 
hydrolysis of aryl acetates is estimated to be -1.7 [35].  In the uncatalyzed mechanism of 
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aryl acetate cleavage in aqueous conditions where hydroxide addition is the rate-limiting 
step, the Brønsted coefficient (β) is -0.45 [32], corresponding to a Leffler parameter α = 
β/βeq = 25%.  In our limited Brønsted analysis plotting log(kcat) versus pKa, we observe a 
Brønsted coefficient of βLG = -1.2 ± 0.07 (Figure S4.7), corresponding to a Leffler 
parameter α = βLG/βeq = 70%, indicating that bond cleavage in the enzymatic transition 
state has progressed ~3-times further than that of the uncatalyzed transition state.  Thus, 
while hydroxide addition is the rate-limiting step in the uncatalyzed mechanism, the large 
negative βLG indicates that bond cleavage and breakdown of the tetrahedral intermediate 
is rate-limiting in the enzymatic reaction (Figure S4.8).  This Brønsted analysis suggests 
that the mechanism of carboxyester hydrolysis by MID1-zinc likely proceeds as depicted 
in Scheme 1a rather than Scheme 1b: in order for the tetrahedral intermediate to 
preferentially partition backwards such that aryloxy bond cleavage is rate limiting, the 
zinc ion must directly interact with the hydroxide to promote the rapid dissociation of 
hydroxide from the tetrhadetral intermediate. 
 
 
4.5 Discussion 
 
Protein engineering is a valuable approach to uncover minimal requirements for 
protein structure/function.  MID1-zinc is a minimalist engineered protein – it was derived 
from a 5 kDa helical hairpin monomer, and the zinc coordination features no second-shell 
interactions (hydrogen bonds to backside histidine nitrogens).  It offers a compelling 
example for the evolutionary benefits of metal coordination in protein structure/function: 
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requiring only a limited number of mutations, zinc binding confers significant stability 
(Tm increase of 24oC), homodimer binding affinity (>100-fold increase), and catalytic 
function (hydrolytic rate acceleration of 105).  The gains in stability and homodimer 
affinity were contrived goals of this computational zinc-based design, though the 
discovery of carboxyester and phosphoester hydrolysis was serendipitous.  Although the 
catalytic activity was serendipitous, this actually strengthens our assertion of the 
evolutionary plausibility of a primordial enzyme featuring a zinc-mediated homodimeric 
interface; the arrangment of a zinc binding site at a homodimeric protein interface 
embodies what we consider to be a minimalist evolutionary path to a cleft containing a 
catalytic motif.  First, clefts are larger and more common at protein interfaces than 
monomer surfaces.  Secondly, the easiest way to form a primordial interface is through a 
symmetric homodimer – symmetry is energetically favorable in primordial complexes 
[36], and co-evolution of two genes for a heterodimer is not required.  Third and fourthly, 
metal binding sites effectively mediate both protein interactions and catalytic function. 
Previously reported activities by artificial enzymes allow us to investigate a 
correlation between minimialist active site properties and catalytic rates.  First we 
investigate zinc-containing artificial hydrolases to assess the impact of the binding cleft 
(Table 4.2).  Macrocyclic amine Zn(II) complexes contain an activated zinc but no 
binding cleft, and these catalysts have weak activity for 4NPA (second-order rate 
constants <1 M-1s-1).  Rates significantly improve when these catalysts are used in apolar 
solvents, simulating the apolarity of an active site cleft [37].  A zinc hydrolase was 
created by building a Zn(His)3O zinc binding site at the center of a 3-helix coiled-coil 
trimer – in our assessment, the zinc within the trimer is not very accessible to a substrate 
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(the catalytic form is likely to be partially dissociated), and this artificial enzyme has a 
kcat of 0.04 s-1 and a kcat/KM of 23 M-1s-1.  MID1-zinc has a shallow but easily accessible 
cleft, and the pH-independent values are kcat = 0.3 s-1 and kcat/KM = 630 M-1s-1.  The 
kcat/KM of MID1-zinc surpasses by 66-fold the base-catalyzed rate of 9.5 M-1s-1 [32], 
which is further evidence (in addition to saturable kinetics) for an actual substrate binding 
event rather than simply providing a hydroxide nucleophile.  The naturally occurring 
enzyme carbonic anhydrase II contains a Zn(His)3O site and features a buried tunnel-like 
active site, and hydrolysis of 4NPA, a nonnatural substrate, proceeds with a kcat of 53 s-1 
and kcat/KM of 2,550 M-1s-1.  The difference in rates is likely explained by more than just 
the structure of the cleft – for example, the three active-site histidines in CAII each have 
a backside hydrogen bond (second shell interaction), and other sidechains in the active 
site cleft may also play a functional role in mediated binding/catalysis/release.  
Nevertheless, in primordial zinc-based enzyme models, we make an overall observation 
that cleft formation is a major determinant of catalytic rates. 
Comparing MID1-zinc to metal-free artificial hydrolases provides only a crude 
persepective on the catalytic power of zinc given the unique features of each enzyme.  
However, given that MID1-zinc is an unoptimized primitive active site, we can use 
MID1-zinc as a metric for sophistication in other examples of artificial esterases (Table 
4.2).  The catalytic peptides KO-42 [26] and JNIIRO [38]  do not show saturable kinetics 
and have slow second-order rate constants (0.29 M-1s-1 and 0.056 M-1s-1, respectively). A 
catalytic antibody S-824 from an unselected library (kcat = 0.005 s-1) [25] and a 
computationally designed metal-free esterase ECH13 (kcat = 0.018 s-1, Richter et al., 
Baker lab, personal communication) do show saturable kinetics but are only moderately 
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active.  The 43C9 catalytic antibody [39] hydrolyses 4NPA with an impressive kcat = 25 s-
1 and kcat/KM = 4.7 × 105 M-1s-1; however, as with many catalytic antibodies, 43C9 
experiences product inhibition, Ki = 1 µM [28].	  
 
 
Table 4.2.  Comparison of rates of 4NPA hydrolysis by artificial esterases. 
 
name	   reference	   molecule type	   kcat (s-1)	   KM (mM)	   k2 (M-1s-1)	  	  
Zinc esterases (4NPA)	   	   Zinc esterases (4NPA)	  
MID1-zinc	   [22]	   helix-turn-helix dimer	   0.30	   0.42	   630	  
Macrocyclic amine 
Zn(II) complexes	   [33, 40, 41]	   small molecule --	   --	   < 1	  
[Hg(II)]s 
[Zn(II)(H2O/OH-)]N 
(TRIL9CL23H)3n	   [20]	   trimeric peptide	   0.04	   1.7	   23	  
Carbonic anhydrase 
II	   [42]	   natural protein, unnatural substrate	   53	   21	   2,550	  	  
Metal-free esterases (4NPA)	   	   Metal-free esterases (4NPA)	  
-OH	   [32]	   hydroxide ion	   --	   --	   9.5	  
KO-42	   [26]	   helix-turn-helix dimer	   --	   --	   0.29	  
JNIIRO	   [38]	   peptide	   --	   --	   0.06	  
S-824	   [25]	   unselected catalytic 
antibody 
0.0054	   3	   2	  
ECH13	   a	   protein monomer	   0.018	   0.057	   320	  
43C9	   [28]	   selected catalytic antibody	   25	   0.05	   470,000	  
PDZ2	   [30]	   thioredoxin redesign	   0.0005	   0.17	   3	  
a Richter, Baker, personal communication	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To compare rates of 4NPP hydrolysis, a recent work describes a large 
supramolecular cyclen complex containing eight zinc and two copper ions that mimicks a 
protein nanostructure – this complex is less efficient than MID1-zinc in hydrolysis of 
4NPP: kcat = 1.5 x 10-5 s-1, KM = 470 mM, kcat/KM = 0.03 M-1s-1 [43].  Additionally, a 
histidine-containing pseudopeptide hydrolyses 4NPP with a similar rate constant, kcat = 
2.1 x 10-5 s-1 [44].  A natural and highly proficient (often diffusion-limited) enzyme, 
alkaline phosphatase, is much more efficient than MID1-zinc in hydrolysis of 4NPP: kcat 
= 40 s-1, KM = 7 mM, kcat/KM = 5 x 106 M-1s-1 [43]. 
The above same-substrate comparisons with 4NPA and 4NPP used kcat and 
kcat/KM as the metric for comparison. The catalytic rate acceleration, defined as kcat/kneutral, 
has been instrumental in measuring the power of a large number of enzymes that catalyze 
a variety of reactions [45, 46].  The pH-neutral uncatalyzed hydrolysis [31] of 4NPA has 
a reported kneutral of 4.3 × 10-7 s-1 at 25oC [32], so we calculate a MID1-zinc rate 
acceleration of 7 x 105.  A 105 rate acceleration is better or comparable to previously 
reported de novo enzymes [7, 8, 10, 11, 16, 18, 26, 27, 30, 38, 47-49] and many catalytic 
antibodies [50].  However, MID1-zinc achieves only a modest fraction of the rate 
accelerations observed in natural hydrolases [31, 51]. 
In conclusion, a metal-mediated protein interface has a high probability of having 
catalytic function given the requirements of a cleft and a catalytic motif, which is 
supported by our serendipitous discovery of hydrolysis by our computationally designed 
zinc-mediated protein homodimer.  This recipe for catalysis may have been a critical 
route for evolution of natural enzymes and may provide an effective strategy for rational 
engineering of new catalytic activities.   
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4.6 Supporting Information 
 
 
 
Figure S4.1.  Crystal structure of MID1-zinc (PDB code 3V1C), a computationally 
designed de novo zinc-mediated interface [22].   
Tartrate (yellow) from the crystallization buffer co-crystallized with MID1-zinc, bound to 
the open coordination site of zinc at the protein-protein interface.  A) Several MID1 
sidechains (sticks) contact tartrate, including an arginine from a symmetry-related 
molecule (white).  B) High-resolution electron density (mesh) reveals the location of 
tartrate at the interface cleft. 
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Figure S4.2.  UV-Vis spectra monitor the MID1-zinc catalyzed hydrolysis of 4NPA. 
4NPA initial concentration was 100 µM, and the reaction took place at pH 8.0 and 25oC. 
The loss of 4NPA and formation of 4-nitrophenoxide are observed at 280 and 400 nm, 
respectively, and an isobestic point is observable at 315 nm.  Based on an extinction 
coefficient of ε400 = 15,755 Abs M-1 cm-1 at pH 8.0 and a MID1-zinc concentration of 2.5 
µM, a turnover number of 50 is calculated.  
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Figure S4.3.  MID1 is fully bound to zinc to form MID1-zinc at 5 µM concentration.   
A) In the presence of 5 µM MID1 protein (2.5 µM dimer concentration), dimer is fully 
formed when zinc titration reaches 5 µM (dashed red line).  In fact, dimer is fully formed 
when zinc titration reaches 2.5 µM, suggesting that only one zinc is required for 
dimerization.  B) In the presence of 5 µM zinc, dimer is fully formed when MID1 
titration reaches 5 µM (dashed red line).  In both experiments, dimer formation is 
monitored by increase in fluorescence polarization.  A glycine-cysteine extention was 
added to the C-terminus of MID1, and this construct was fluorescently labeled with thiol-
reactive Bodipy (excitation 508 nm, emission 545 nm).  MID1-GC-Bodipy was diluted to 
10 nM in 3 ml sample volume using a 1 cm quartz cuvette, buffer conditions were 20 mM 
MOPS pH 6.9, 50 mM NaCl.  Refer to the methods section in Der et al., JACS 2012 for 
additional experimental details. 
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Figure S4.4.  MID1-zinc catalysis of 4NPA is first-order in enzyme concentration. 
Linear correlation between catalyst concentration and rate indicates that the MID1-zinc 
catalyst is fully formed at 2.5 mM dimer concentration.  The kinetic assays were carried 
out at 25oC in the presence of 2 mM 4NPA and buffer containing 40 mM HEPES, pH 8.5 
and 50 mM NaCl. 
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Figure S4.5.  Absorbance and catalytic activity correlate closely in fractions 
collected by gel filtration. 
A gel filtration chromatogram indicates protein concentration by absorbance at 280 nm 
(left axis, line). Initial velocities of 4NPA hydrolysis were determined under the 
following conditions: 4 µl of each fraction was added to a 200 µl buffer containing 50 
mM NaCl and 40 mM HEPES at pH 8.0. Reactions were then initiated by the addition of 
4NPA (1 mM final concentration) and product formation was assayed at 400 nm.  Initial 
rates (right axis, triangles, units of M/s) track closely with absorbance, supporting that the 
eluted MID1 protein is the catalytic entity. 
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Figure S4.6.  Indication that the MID1-zinc enzyme has one active site instead of 
two. 
Despite having two zinc binding sites at the dimer interface (Figure 4.1), the active form 
of the MID1-zinc dimer only requires one zinc instead of two, indicating that the MID1-
zinc enzyme has one active site instead of two.  This conclusion is supported by the 
observation of only one tartrate molecule in the crystal structure (Figure 4.S1) and 
binding data showing that dimer has fully formed upon addition of one-half molar ratio of 
zinc (Figure 4.S3a).  We also note that binding of the second zinc does not inhibit 
catalysis.  Experiments were performed at 25oC with 2 mM 4NPA in buffer containing 40 
mM HEPES, pH 8.5 and 50 mM NaCl. 
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Figure S4.7.  Brønsted analysis of MID1-zinc hydrolysis of aryl acetate substrates. 
A plot of log rate (s-1) versus leaving group pKa gives a slope of -1.2 ± 0.07.  This 
Brønsted coefficient gives an enzymatic Leffler parameter α = βLG/βeq = 70%, whereas 
the uncatalyzed Leffler parameter α = β/βeq = 25% [32, 35].  Thus, the transition state has 
progressed ~3-times further in the MID1-zinc catalyzed mechanism compared to the 
uncatalyzed mechanism. 
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Figure S4.8.  Proposed reaction coordinate for the mechanism of MID1-zinc 
catalysis of aryloxy acetate hydrolysis based on limited Brønsted analysis data. 
In the uncatalyzed mechanism, hydroxide addition (Leffler parameter α = 25%) is the 
rate-limiting step [32, 35].  In the MID1-zinc catalyzed mechanism, the zinc ion promotes 
hydroxide addition, and the bond cleavage event becomes rate limiting (Leffler parameter 
α = 70%).  
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Equation S4.1.   Calculation of rate acceleration kcat/kbuffer. 
The 400 nm extinction coefficient for 4-nitrophenoxide is 18,320 M-1s-1, but this number 
depends on pH (eeff) according to the relative amount of 4-nitrophenoxide versus 4-
nitrophenol as calculated using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation and a 4NPA pKa of 
7.14.  Note: For enzyme concentrations used in these rate calculations, we assumed one 
active site per MID1-zinc dimer (Figure S4.8). 
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CHAPTER 5  
 
SECOND SHELL HYDROGEN BONDS REARRANGE THE INTENDED 
PRIMARY COORDINATION SPHERE IN A DESIGNED ZINC SITE 
 
 
 
5.1 Overview 
 
Computational protein design can generate novel starting points for artificial 
enzymes.  As the first step toward engineering an artificial hydrolase, we computationally 
designed a three-histidine zinc-binding site in the deep cleft of a beta-barrel scaffold.  
While one of three designs demonstrated zinc binding, a crystal structure shows that the 
atomic-level features of the zinc site differ dramatically from the model.  A 
conformational rearrangement of all three histidine residues was driven by the formation 
of unanticipated hydrogen bonds to their second shell nitrogen atoms.  While previous 
efforts have successfully employed the minimum geometric and steric requirements for 
metal binding, we observed that second-shell interactions could override the intended 
primary coordination sphere.  In response, we analyzed the second-shell and third-shell 
interactions in 800 zinc-containing proteins to provide a broad demonstration that the 
majority of native zinc binding sites feature second-shell and even third-shell 
interactions.  Previous computational protocols for metal site design have considered 
second-shell interactions as an optional bonus, but we conclude that the second shell 
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should receive close attention for more robust design.  Accordingly, we have initiated a 
second round of computational design that incorporates second-shell hydrogen bonds to 
support the histidine residues in the primary shell. 
 
 
5.2 Introduction 
 
Metal binding sites impart diverse functions in natural proteins, and they are a 
focal point for engineering artificial proteins with novel functions [1-4].  For example, 
metal binding has been used to engineer crystal contacts [5], conformational switches [6], 
protein-protein interactions [7-9], redox enzymes [10-12], and hydrolytic enzymes [13, 
14].  De novo enzyme design in its most ambitious form requires simultaneous design of 
substrate binding residues and catalytic residues [15-17].  To work around the complexity 
of this design goal, using a native catalytic motif isolates the design task to the substrate 
binding residues (Figure 5.1A).  This was the approach of a recent computer-based 
designed of a hydrolase [18], and it is the approach of most directed evolution efforts.  
For example, the cytochrome P450 BM3 scaffold has impressive versatility when altering 
the substrate binding residues and peripheral residues while maintaining the same 
catalytic metal [19-21].  In this work, we instead pursued the design of a novel metal site 
and thus focused on designing new catalytic residues.   
In designing catalytic residues and not substrate binding residues, we do not 
necessarily expect catalysis from our initial metal site design.  However, we previously 
observed serendipitous hydrolytic rate enhancement (kcat/kuncat = 105) from a three-
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histidine zinc site at an unoptimized shallow cleft at a designed protein interface [14].  In 
this example, the shallowness of the cleft may have been beneficial for nonspecific 
substrate binding but would probably limit the potential rate enhancement upon 
optimization by directed evolution.  Thus, we pursued the computational design of a 
three-histidine zinc site in deeper clefts of known enzyme scaffolds (Figure 5.1B). 
 
 
Figure 5.1.  Design concept and motivation for designing a zinc site in a deeper 
native cleft.   
A shallow cleft as observed in the designed MID1 homodimer is likely advantageous for 
nonspecific and moderate hydrolysis, but a faster enzyme will require a deeper cleft.  
Rather than design a new catalytic site and new substrate binding residues, we are 
simplifying the task by isolating the design of a new catalytic site. 
 
 
Design of new metal binding sites has been accomplished using a variety of 
approaches, including predictive computational design [7, 22-25], empirical rational 
design [8, 9], and grafting/repurposing of native metal sites in new protein scaffolds [26-
28].  Although computational design of new metal binding sites in a fixed protein 
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scaffold has been a longstanding result dating back two decades [29], there are relatively 
few reports of such designs given this timeframe, and there are even fewer are 
accompanied by crystallographic validation (Table 5.1).  Nevertheless, prior successes 
set a precedent for design using minimal requirements: a primary shell that does not clash 
with other protein atoms and that satisfies the geometric coordination requirements [30, 
31].  These geometric requirements include ideal values and standard deviations for 
specific coordination distances, angles, and dihedrals (Figure S5.1).  Following this 
precedent, we placed a strict geometric filter on the primary shell designs, and 
neighboring side chains were trimmed to remove steric clashes.   
Thus, as a first step toward enzyme design, we designed a three-residue zinc site 
in the cleft of a beta-barrel scaffold.  Although one of our designs binds zinc, a crystal 
structure revealed unanticipated second-shell interactions that dramatically altered the 
primary-shell arrangement, which required unanticipated backbone and side-chain 
conformational changes.  Expanding on this engineering result, we also include a broad 
study of 800 native zinc binding proteins to emphasize the importance of second-shell 
interactions for metal binding.  Then, with these added lessons from native zinc sites, we 
undertook a second round of computational design that incorporated backside hydrogen 
bonds to two or more histidines.  Initial design models have been generated, but 
experimental testing and crystallographic studies remains as ongoing work / future 
directions. 
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Table 5.1.  Novel metal binding sites by computational design. * 
 
Title Last Author Year PDB code 
De novo design of a Zn2+ binding protein DeGrado 1990 none 
Construction of new ligand binding sites in proteins of 
known structure Hellinga 1991 none 
Conversion of a maltose receptor into a zinc biosensor 
by computational design Hellinga 2001 none 
Converting a maltose receptor into a nascent binuclear 
copper oxygenase by computational design Hellinga 2002 none 
Computational design of a Zn2+ receptor that controls 
bacterial gene expression Hellinga 2003 none 
Metal-mediated affinity and orientation specificity in a 
computationally designed protein homodimer Kuhlman 2012 3V1C, 3V1E 
Combined computational design of a zinc binding site 
and protein-protein interaction Kuhlman 2013 none 
Engineering a zinc binding site into the de novo 
designed protein DS119 with a βαβ structure. Lai 2011 none 
A tetrahedral zinc(II)-binding site introduced into a 
designed protein Regan 1990 none 
Novel metal binding proteins by design Regan 1995 none 
A designed metal-binding protein with a novel fold Sollazzo 1993 none 
De novo design of a non-natural fold for an iron–
sulfur protein: Alpha-helical coiled-coil with a four-
iron four-sulfur cluster binding site in its central core Noy 2010 none 
Design of a Calcium-Binding Protein with Desired 
Structure in a Cell Adhesion Molecule Yang 2005 NMR, 1T6W 
Computational Design of an Unnatural Amino Acid 
Dependent Metalloprotein with Atomic Level 
Accuracy Baker in press 4IWW 
 
*non-heme metal binding sites 
*computational design with atomic-level structural prediction 
*excludes grafting/repurposing of native coordination sites 
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5.3 Methods 
 
Computational design of zinc sites 
A set of 85 monomeric enzyme scaffolds folds was obtained from previous 
computational enzyme design studies [15, 16] as the starting point for design of a three-
coordinate zinc site.  Residues that define the largest pockets in the protein were 
determined using open-source software called Fpocket.  These residue positions were 
inputs for the RosettaMatch algorithm, which was used identify side chain combinations 
that can meet the geometric criteria required for zinc coordination.  These geometric 
criteria were defined using a constraints file and ligand parameter file (Supporting 
Information).  Instead of using a single zinc atom as our ligand, we used a zinc atom with 
a coordinating histidine residue.  RosettaMatch excludes potential matches in which the 
ligand clashes with the protein backbone, so the presence of the histidine helped to rule 
out potential zinc sites that could not accommodate a small substrate.  All zinc-binding 
“match” outputs were minimized (moving only the side-chain chi angles) using harmonic 
constraints that maintain favorable coordination distances, angles, and dihedrals.  
Matches that fell within one standard deviation of ideal coordination geometry were 
retained. 
 The local environment of each designed zinc site was optimized using a Rosetta 
protocol called EnzDes.  The zinc coordination residues were fixed, but the rest of the 
protein could undergo subtle backbone movements (minimization only) and nearby side 
chains were designed to accommodate the newly incorporated coordination residues.  Ten 
separate runs were performed for each zinc site, and each design was evaluated for the 
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presence of one or more “buried-unsatisfied” second-shell polar atoms.   A second-shell 
polar atom was considered buried if it was not accessible to a 1.2 Å solvent probe, and it 
was considered unsatisfied if there was no hydrogen bond to that atom as determined by 
the Rosetta score function.  While EnzDes could design second-shell hydrogen bonds, the 
more common result was removal of steric clashes with the zinc coordination residues.  
Among the designs that passed the primary-shell geometry filter and the second-shell 
buried-unsatisfied filter, visual inspection was used to choose designs with zinc sites that 
were in a deep cleft but that also seemed accessible to a substrate.  For the three designs 
we chose to experimentally test for zinc binding and 4NPA hydrolysis, visual inspection 
was also used to revert mutations incorporated by EnzDes that were not near the zinc 
coordination sphere. 
 
Cloning, protein expression, and protein purification 
 Three genes encoding our designed protein sequences were synthesized by PCR 
assembly of many oligonucleotides [55].  The 5’ and 3’ flanking oligonucleotides 
contained BamHI and SalI restriction sites for cloning into a pQE-80L vector (Qiagen) 
containing an N-terminal 6xHis purification tag and MBP (maltose binding protein) 
expression tag.  The 6xHis-MBP-design fusions were expressed in BL21(DE3)pLysS 
(Invitrogen) cells induced with 333 µM IPTG for six hours at 25oC, and they were 
purified using Ni2+-NTA affinity chromatography (HisTrap columns, GE Healthcare 
Biosciences).  The eluted protein was supplemented with 1 mM DTT to prevent disulfide 
formation and 0.5 mM EDTA to scavenge metal ions, and the 6xHis-MBP tag was 
cleaved by overnight incubation by TEV protease.  The cleaved 6xHis-MBP tag and 
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uncleaved protein were removed using an amylose column for MBP binding.  The 
designed protein in the flow-through was concentrated (Amicon Ultra, Millipore) to 2 ml 
for gel filtration in buffer containing 40 mM HEPES, pH 8.0 and 50 mM NaCl (Superdex 
75 Hiload 16/60 column from Amersham Biosciences).  The appropriate fractions were 
combined and concentrated.  High purity was confirmed using SDS-PAGE, and protein 
concentrations were estimated using the A280 theoretical molar extinction coefficients.   
 
Isothermal titration calorimetry 
Zinc binding affinity and stoichiometric binding ratio were determined using 
isothermal titration calorimetry (MicroCal Auto-ITC, GE Healthcare).  360 µl of 50 µM 
protein was loaded into the sample chamber, and 750 µM ZnSO4 for injection was diluted 
from a high concentration stock using the protein dialysis buffer.  18 titrations of 5 µl 
volume with 150 seconds equilibration generated titration curves that were fitted using 
one-site binding in the Microcal Origin 5.0 software. 
 
Circular dichroism 
Secondary structure and thermal stability were measured using circular dichroism 
(JASCO J-815 CD spectrometer with the temperature controlled by a JASCO Peltier 
device and water bath).  A 1-mm cuvette was used for samples containing 200 µl of 15 
µM protein in a buffer containing 40 mM MOPS pH 8.0 and 50 mM NaCl.  Zinc was 
added at 1.1-fold molar ratio (16.5 µM).  Helical content was monitored at a wavelength 
of 222 nm for thermal denaturation to provide estimates of the melting temperature, Tm.  
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The temperature was raised at a constant rate of 3oC/min, and ellipticity measurements 
were recorded every 1oC.   
 
Kinetic assays 
The hydrolysis of 4-nitrophenyl acetate (4NPA) at 25oC was measured using a 
UV-Vis spectrophotometer, as the 4-nitrophenoxide product absorbs light at 400 nm.  
The extinction coefficient of 4-nitrophenoxide was corrected for incomplete ionization 
under the pH conditions where appropriate.  4NPA stock solutions were prepared in 
acetonitrile, and kinetic experiments were initiated by the addition of 4NPA to an 
aqueous solution containing 40 mM HEPES, pH 8.5 and 50 mM NaCl.  The ZE2 protein 
concentration was 30 µM, and zinc was added to equimolar ratio.  Initial rates were 
determined from linear fits of the absorbance versus time data (<5% conversion) 
corrected for the rate of uncatalyzed hydrolysis under buffer-only conditions.  Initial rates 
were obtained for substrate concentrations from 0 to 8 mM, and values for kcat and KM 
were obtained by fitting to the Michaelis-Menton equation.   
 
X-ray crystallography 
For crystallization, ZE2 protein was prepared in 100 mM ammonium acetate, pH 
7.0 at a concentration of 15 mg/ml with addition of zinc sulfate at equimolar ratio (545 
µM).  Crystallization solutions with protein:buffer ratios of 2:1, 1:1, and 1:2 at 0.3 µl 
drop size were used in hanging-drop vapor diffusion at 20oC.  Crystal growth was 
reproduced in buffer containing 0.1 M succinate, pH 7.0 and 20% PEG 3350.  Crystals 
were looped from the 0.3 µl drops and were plunged into liquid nitrogen for 
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cryoprotection.  Datasets were collected at beamlines 23IDB or IDD (GM/CA-CAT) at 
the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Argonne, IL.  
Data were processed using the program HKL2000 [56], and molecular replacement with 
Phaser [57] used the wild-type scaffold (PDB code 1A53) as the search model.  Structure 
refinement using Phenix [58] was iterated with manual revisions using Coot [59].  
Refinement statistics are listed in Table 5.S1. 
 
PDB survey and analysis of native zinc sites 
A set of 800 zinc-containing proteins were downloaded from the Protein Data 
Bank.  Our query specified an X-ray resolution <2.5 Å, a number of residues < 600, and 
sequences with 70% identity were removed.  Custom Rosetta applications were used to 
identify three- and four-coordinate zinc sites, to identify second-shell and third-shell 
hydrogen bonds, and to measure solvent accessibility.  For each zinc atom, coordinating 
residues were identified by distances < 3.0 Å from zinc to the nearest polar atom of His, 
Cys, Asp, and Glu residues.  For cysteine residues, second-shell hydrogen bonds were 
identified by hydrogen (NH, OH) to sulfur distances < 3.0 Å.  For histidine, aspartate, 
and glutamate residues, second-shell hydrogen bonds were identified by polar heavy-
atom to polar heavy-atom distances < 3.1 Å.  To measure solvent accessibility of the 
backside atoms of histidine, aspartate, and glutamate, a solvent probe of 1.2 Å radius was 
used as a “rolling ball” [60].  Nitrogen and oxygen atoms were only considered solvent-
exposed if they had an accessible surface area >0.5 Å2. 
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Computational design of zinc sites with backside hydrogen bonds 
 Our approach for designing zinc sites with second-shell hydrogen bonds consists 
of two steps.  In the first step, RosettaMatch is used to search native enzyme active site 
for combinations of residue positions that can simultaneously accommodate three 
histidines coordinating a zinc ion, and that can provide hydrogen bonds to the backside 
nitrogen of two out of three histidines.  An example input file for ‘secondary matching’ is 
included in the Supporting Information.  Briefly, the input file specifies an ideal 
hydrogen bond distance, an ideal 125o angle at the histidine nitrogen, an ideal 109o or 
120o angle at the acceptor oxygen, and a dihedral angle that ensures the oxygen lies in the 
same plane as the histidine ring.  A secondary match contains one zinc, three histidines, 
and two hydrogen bonding groups.   
In the second step, the five residues and zinc ion are grafted onto the enzymatic 
scaffold, and surrounding residues are designed using the default rotamer placement 
algorithm in Rosetta.  Some mutations incorporate smaller side chains for steric 
accommodation of the match residues, while more desirable mutations form additional 
favorable interactions with the match residues.  For example, third-shell hydrogen bonds 
are often necessary to fully satisfy the hydrogen bond potential when aspartate, 
glutamate, asparagine, or glutamine occupy the second shell.  These four residues have an 
additional polar atom that may require a third-shell hydrogen bond.  After a first round of 
mutation, backbone minimization is used to optimize the hydrogen bond geometry and 
other contacts in the altered cleft.  As previously described, distance, angle, and dihedral 
harmonic constraints are used to maintain proper zinc coordination geometry.  
Additionally, to optimize hydrogen bond geometry in the second shell, the donor-
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acceptor distance, the acceptor-hydrogen-donor angle, the base-acceptor-hydrogen angle, 
and the acceptor chi torsion are harmonically constrained to their optimal values (~2.8 Å, 
180o, 120o, and 180o, respectively).  In total, the protocol iterates five times between side-
chain packing and backbone and side-chain minimization.   
 
 
5.4 Results 
 
Computational design of zinc-binding sites 
 We performed a computational search of 85 enzyme active sites to design a three-
residue zinc binding site as a potential catalytic motif.  Using RosettaMatch [32, 33], we 
searched for potential three-histidine sites accommodated by the enzyme clefts.  A small 
number of three-histidine (HHH) hits prompted us to also search for HHD, HHE, HHC, 
and HCC residue combinations.  Geometric filtering of zinc-binding “matches” from 
RosettaMatch resulted in 500 high-quality matches (HHH = 108, HHD = 193, HHC = 
102, HCC = 98).   
RosettaMatch only disregarded residue conformations that clashed with the 
protein backbone, so a separate Rosetta protocol called EnzDes was used to remove 
clashes between coordination residues and other side chains [33].  While this protocol 
aimed to design favorable interactions with the coordinating residues, potential hydrogen 
bonds were usually not identified, and the optimization primarily removed steric clashes 
with neighboring side chains.  Thus, our designs followed the precedent of focusing on 
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primary shell geometries and steric accommodation, with second shell hydrogen bonds 
considered an optional bonus. 
Although we did not require second shell hydrogen bonds, we eliminated models 
with one or more “buried-unsatisfied” backside polar atoms.  In other words, a buried-
unsatisfied backside atom is inaccessible to a solvent probe and does not form a hydrogen 
bond.  Among 500 matches, optimization by EnzDes resulted in 118 zinc sites having 
zero out of three buried-unsatisfied backside atoms, where only four of these were HHH 
sites.  In addition, we also filtered potential zinc sites based on rotamer energies [34]; 
zinc sites requiring rare rotameric side-chain conformations were eliminated.  Among the 
remaining designs, visual inspection was used to identify zinc sites that were sufficiently 
buried in the native cleft and sufficiently accessible for a hypothetical substrate (see 
Methods for additional details regarding the computational design process).  Three 
designed zinc sites were selected for experimental testing: HHH in an alpha-beta cleft, 
HHH in a loop-gated beta-barrel cleft, and HHC in an open beta-barrel cleft (Figure 
S5.2). 
 
Measurements of zinc binding by ZE2 
 Three designs selected for testing (ZE1, ZE2, ZE3) were cloned, expressed, and 
purified as described in the Methods section.  Size exclusion chromatography was the 
final purification step, and ZE1 and ZE2 eluted from the size exclusion column at their 
expected monomeric sizes (Figure S5.3).  ZE3 eluted in the void volume due to 
formation of soluble aggregates, so this design was excluded from additional 
characterization. 
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 As a first test of zinc binding, we used circular dichroism to monitor thermal 
denaturation in the presence and absence of zinc.  ZE1 was destabilized in the presence of 
zinc, indicating that some unfolding of the native state may be required for zinc binding.  
ZE2 was thermostabilized by 5oC in the presence of zinc, indicative of successful zinc 
binding.   Since the Tm of this beta-barrel scaffold was near the boiling point of water, 
and since the protein aggregated upon unfolding, non-denaturing levels of guanidine 
(1.75 M and 2.5 M) were added to prevent aggregation and achieve complete melting at 
temperatures below 100oC (Figure 5.2A). 
 
Figure 5.2.  Zinc binding by ZE2. 
A) Thermal denaturation monitored using circular dichroism shows a 5oC increase in 
thermostability in response to zinc.  B) Isothermal titration calorimetry was fit to a molar 
ratio of N = 1.6 and a binding affinity of Kd = 3 µM.   
 
The binding affinity of ZE2 for zinc was measured using isothermal titration 
calorimetry (ITC).  Zinc titration resulted in exothermic heat release, and the titration 
curve was fitted to a Kd of 3 µM and a stoichiometric ratio of 1.6 zinc ions per protein 
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molecule (Figure 5.2B).  3 µM affinity indicates relatively weak binding for a three-
residue zinc site. 
 
Hydrolysis of 4NPA 
 Although the designed cleft was not optimized for catalysis, we previously 
observed that a three-histidine zinc site in a protein cleft was capable of moderate 
hydrolysis of a model substrate, 4-nitrophenyl acetate (4NPA).  Thus, we investigated 
whether a three-histidine site in a deep cleft would also be capable of moderate 
hydrolysis.  At pH 8.5, ZE2 has a catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) of 52 M-1 s-1 in the 
presence of zinc and 25 M-1 s-1 in the absence of zinc.  This low level of rate 
enhancement is primarily due to the presence of a protein cleft, as addition of zinc only 
improves the catalytic efficiency 2-fold (Figure 5.3).  These catalytic rates are 
significantly slower than our previously characterized unoptimized zinc esterase [14], 
possibly due to a weaker zinc binding affinity.  However, lack of optimization of a deep 
cleft may interfere with nonspecific substrate binding in a catalytically relevant 
orientation. 
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Figure 5.3.  Hydrolysis of 4NPA by ZE2. 
A) Initial rates.  B) Michaelis-Menten kinetics in a rate vs. substrate concentration plot.  
Rates of hydrolysis by ZE2 are very slow, and do not increase in the presence of zinc.  
The mechanism of catalysis is most likely a nonspecific result from the cleft in the TIM-
barrel-like scaffold.  A deeper zinc site may be less likely to demonstrate catalysis 
without optimization of substrate binding. 
 
Crystal structure of ZE2 bound to zinc 
To evaluate the atomic-level accuracy of our computationally designed zinc 
binding site, we solved the crystal structure of ZE2 (Figure 5.4).  A zinc coordination site 
was formed by the three designed histidines, and the presence of a substrate-accessible 
zinc coordination site was confirmed by the presence of a zinc-coordinating succinate 
molecule from the crystallization buffer (Figure S5.4).  Astonishingly, the zinc ion 
migrated 4 Å from the design model to the crystal structure, and all three histidines 
underwent a conformational change.  The most dramatic change was observed for 
His183, whose C-alpha carbon migrated 10 Å from the model to the crystal structure.  
This movement required a dramatic conformational change in a loop and helix spanning 
20 residues in the TIM-like barrel scaffold (Figure 5.4C). 
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Figure 5.4.  Inaccuracy of the ZE2 computational model compared to the crystal 
structure.   
A) Second shell interactions were absent from the design model.  B) Two unintended 
second shell interactions formed in the crystal structure.  C) The zinc migrated 4 Å from 
the model to the crystal structure, the red histidine C-alpha atom migrated 10 Å, the 
orange histidine changed rotamer, and the green histidine rotated.  The wild-type 
backbone is shown in white, and the crystal structure backbone is shown in blue where 
there are notable differences from wild-type.  The red histidine migrated 10 Å due to a 
dramatic conformational change in the loop and helix shown in blue. 
 
 
While the conformational change involving His183 was most dramatic, this was 
likely a response to the conformational changes involving the other two histidines, 
His179 and His210.  A rotameric change of His179 and a moderate backbone and side-
chain conformational change of His210 were driven by the formation of unanticipated 
hydrogen bonds to the second-shell nitrogen atoms of these histidine side chains.  His179 
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forms a hydrogen bond with Asn160, and His210 forms a hydrogen bond with Glu50.  
Furthermore, Glu50 forms two third-shell hydrogen bonds to Lys52 and Ser80 (Figure 
5.4, Figure S5.5).  Thus, although our design model featured a geometrically favorable 
and sterically allowed primary shell, unanticipated second-shell interactions resulted in 
an entirely different primary shell than intended.   
 
Second-shell analysis of zinc binding in the Protein Data Bank 
 Although second-shell hydrogen bonds have previously been discussed in the 
metalloprotein literature [35-40], it remained unclear to us how optional or essential these 
secondary interactions are when designing a new metal site.  We analyzed 800 zinc-
containing proteins in the Protein Data Bank as a systematic and broad study of second-
shell hydrogen bonds for zinc binding.  Among 127 three-histidine zinc sites, 3 have no 
backside hydrogen bonds, 26 have one, 66 have two, and 32 have three backside 
hydrogen bonds.  In other words, three-histidine zinc sites average 2 backside hydrogen 
bonds, and 98% of HHH sites have at least one backside hydrogen bond (Figure 5.5A).   
 Histidine, aspartate, and glutamate all have second-shell polar atoms that should 
not be buried without a hydrogen bond [41, 42].  Considering all individual histidine, 
aspartate, and glutamate residues that coordinate zinc (N = 3,025), 54% have a backside 
hydrogen bond and 42% are exposed to solvent.  4% are thus considered buried-
unsatisfied (unexposed to solvent, no hydrogen bond, Figure 5.5B).  The most common 
hydrogen bond partners for histidine are backbone oxygen, Asp, and Glu.  The most 
common hydrogen bond partners for Asp and Glu are backbone nitrogen, Arg, and His 
(Figure S5.6).  Furthermore, among the second-shell side chains that have two polar 
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heavy atoms (Asp, Asn, Glu, Gln, His), the third-shell atoms also require a hydrogen 
bond or solvent exposure (Figure 5.5, Figure S5.5).  Thus, there should be a strict 
requirement of zero buried-unsatisfied backside atoms in the second shell and third shell 
of a designed coordination sphere. 
 
Figure 5.5.  Second shell hydrogen bonds to zinc-coordinating histidines at native 
zinc sites. 
A) Three-histidine zinc sites most often have two of three histidines with a backside 
hydrogen bonds.  One or three coordination bonds are also common, but zero 
coordination bonds are rare.  B) The histidine second shell nitrogen can also interact with 
solvent, but burial without a hydrogen bond is rare. 
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 Cysteine residues are the most common ligand for zinc, though cysteines are 
usually found in four-residue structural zinc sites as opposed to three-residue catalytic 
zinc sites.  Hydrogen bonds to the sulfur atom in metal-coordinating cysteines are a 
striking and perhaps underappreciated second-shell interaction (Figure 5.6A) [37, 43-48].  
For example, the classical Cys2His2 zinc finger motif features three backside hydrogen 
bonds (Figure S5.7).  Other cysteine-based zinc sites demonstrate sophisticated second-
shell networks, and hydrogen bonds are donated by backbone amide, side-chain amino, 
and side-chain hydroxyl groups (Figure 5.6B).  Interestingly, although there are >1 
hydrogen bonds per zinc-coordinating cysteine on average, hydrogen bonds are 
uncommon in free cysteines or disulfide cysteines (Figure 5.6B).  
 
 
Figure 5.6.  The second shell of cysteine residues. 
A) Cysteine residues have proton-sulfur distances of 2.5 Å, and a donor-proton-sulfur 
angle that is ideally 180o.  Histograms are corrected for volume effects, counts are higher 
for larger distances and 90o angles.  B) Number of backside hydrogens per sulfur, and 
preferred donor groups.  On average, more than one hydrogen bond forms with each 
sulfur atom.  The amide backbone is the most common donor group.  Disulfide cysteines 
and free cysteines do not form hydrogen bonds, hydrogen bond formation is unique to 
zinc-coordinating cysteines.   
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Computational design of three-histidine zinc sites with two or more hydrogen bonds 
 This large-scale analysis of second-shell hydrogen bonds revealed an average of 
two hydrogen bonds at a three-histidine zinc site.  This observation prompted our 
development of a protocol to design three-histidine zinc sites with two or more backside 
hydrogen bonds.  In the same way we generated our previous zinc site designs, the 
geometric hashing algorithm in RosettaMatch was used to design the primary 
coordination histidines; however, we also used geometric hashing to place second-shell 
hydrogen bonding residues.  The ‘secondary matching’ protocol is described in the 
Methods, and an example input file is given in the Supporting Information.  Among 55 
enzymatic scaffolds, 36,000 secondary matches were generated.   
Each secondary match was grafted onto its starting scaffold, and a custom Rosetta 
protocol was used to mutate nearby residues to accommodate the match residues, iterated 
with backbone minimization.  During backbone minimization, harmonic constraints for 
zinc coordination and second-shell hydrogen bonds were used to guide the designed 
sequence and structure to form favorable interactions in the primary and secondary shells.  
Favorable designs were identified by filtering based on zinc coordination geometry, 
hydrogen bond geometry, and low RMSD between the minimized backbone and the 
starting scaffold backbone.  These favorable designs were then subjected to stricter 
filtering followed by visual inspection to obtain a list of four design models for future 
experimental testing (Figure 5.7).   
The first two design models feature three histidine residues on beta strands in the 
center of TIM-barrel-like scaffolds.  The first design has serine and asparagine hydrogen 
bonding residues in the second shell, and the second design as threonine and aspartate 
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hydrogen bonding residues in the second shell.  The third design model features three 
histidine residues on beta strands in a beta propeller scaffold, where there is one missing 
propeller.  Serine forms a second-shell hydrogen bond, glutamate forms the other second-
shell hydrogen bond, and arginine forms a third-shell hydrogen bond with the glutamate.  
The fourth design model features three histidine residues in the beta strands of a curved 
beta sandwich.  All three histidines have a second-shell hydrogen bond, and a second-
shell glutamate has two third-shell hydrogen bonds.  These design models incorporated 
the intended second- and third-shell interactions with only minor changes to the backbone 
conformations, though experimental validation is still pending.   
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Figure 5.7.  Computational design models featuring three-histidine zinc 
coordination and two or more second-shell hydrogen bonds. 
In each design model, histidine side chains (red) are positioned on beta strand residues: 
two in a TIM-barrel-like scaffold, one in a beta propeller with one propeller missing, and 
one in a curved beta sandwich.  Other designed residues (orange) either form second-
shell interactions with the histidines, or are necessary to sterically accommodate the 
match residues. 
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5.5 Discussion 
 
In our design of a new zinc binding site, we followed mainstream design 
approaches that focus on geometric and steric considerations in the primary shell. 
However, from the structural inaccuracy of our designed site, and from a subsequent 
broad study of native zinc binding sites, we emphasize the importance of second-shell 
interactions in the coordination sphere.  There has been a long-standing awareness of 
second-shell interactions in native metal sites, but in designed metal sites this additional 
level of sophistication has received far less attention than primary shell features for 
several reasons.  First, available software for metal site design focuses on the primary-
shell geometries [22, 32, 49].  Secondly, prior successes in primary-shell design may 
have led to misperceptions of the robustness of this design approach (Table 5.1).  
Thirdly, an overall lack of crystallographic validation may have hidden inaccuracies in 
previously published primary-shell designs (Table 5.1).  Fourthly, if software users 
emphasize the need for second-shell hydrogen bonds, this more stringent requirement 
would drastically reduce the number of hits.  Fifthly, design of hydrogen bonds remains a 
challenge in the field of protein design [50].  And finally, papers characterizing native 
metal sites generally focus on the primary-shell, which is more concretely definable [51-
54]. 
The best strategy to incorporate second-shell hydrogen bonds is not yet 
determined.  While geometric hashing can be used to place second-shell residues in 
addition to coordination residues, we were initially unconvinced that any matches with 
five constraints could be generated (three histidines and two hydrogen bonds).  Upon 
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testing this method, we found enough matches in a set of 55 enzymatic scaffolds to 
proceed using this approach.  A fixed backbone was sufficient for generating initial 
matches, but as anticipated, the hydrogen bond quality in these matches was poor.  We 
therefore used backbone minimization to optimize hydrogen bond geometries, though our 
protocol only incorporated modest changes to the backbone to mitigate the daunting 
challenge of accurately modeling and designing backbone conformational changes.  
Because the number of secondary matches was not limiting (36,000 among 55 scaffolds), 
we might favor secondary matches with short second-shell side chains such as serine or 
aspartate, and disfavor long second-shell side chains such as glutamate.  Along these 
lines, we might favor secondary matches with most residues positioned on regions of 
stable secondary structure (strands and helices), and disfavor match residues on loop 
regions.  We view this protocol as a relatively conservative approach to address two 
major challenges simultaneously, design a new metal center and design two buried 
hydrogen bonds.  Initial design models are encouraging, but the success of this design 
strategy can only be confirmed by future efforts to biophysically test and crystallize a 
second round of designs. 
In summary, there is a rich history of metalloprotein design that spans several 
decades.  However, there have been relatively few computer-based designs of new metal 
binding sites (excluding designs that graft/repurpose native coordination sites in new 
protein scaffolds), even fewer with crystallographic validation.  Here we hope to remove 
potential misperceptions that metal site design is a solved problem, and we emphasize the 
need for second-shell interactions for more robust design of new metal sites.  
Furthermore, as we were pursuing metal site design as the first stage in a stepwise 
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approach to enzyme design, we also emphasize the complexity of rational design of novel 
active sites. 
 
 
5.6 Supporting Information 
 
Figure S5.1.  Ideal geometries for zinc coordination determined by statistical 
measurements of native zinc sites. 
A) Illustration of distance, angle, and dihedral geometries for individual histidine 
residues.  B) Histidine geometries.  C) Cysteine geometries.  D) Aspartate and glutamate 
geometries.   
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Figure S5.2.  Computational models of the three zinc site designs that were 
experimentally tested. 
These potential zinc esterases were named ZE1, ZE2, and ZE3.  ZE2 and ZE3 were 
designs in TIM-barrel-like scaffolds.  Additional mutations that accommodate the metal 
binding residues are not shown. 
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Figure S5.3.  Size exclusion chromatography as the last purification step of ZE2.   
The single Gaussian peak at 70 ml elution volume indicates a pure and monomeric 
species. 
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Figure S5.4.  Electron density of the three histidines and succinate coordinating zinc 
in the ZE2 crystal structure. 
The histidine positions and coordination geometry is well-defined by the electron density, 
and the presence of succinate indicates an open zinc-coordination site as a potential 
catalytic motif that can sterically accommodation a potential substrate molecule.  
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Figure S5.5.  Illustration of the primary shell, second shell, and third shell from the 
ZE2 crystal structure. 
The primary shell refers to the side chains that directly coordinate metal, the second shell 
refers to residues that form hydrogen bonds with the primary shell residues, and the third 
shell refers to residues that form hydrogen bonds with the second shell residues. 
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Figure S5.6.  Residue preferences for second shell hydrogen bonding interactions. 
The most common partners for the backside histidine donor are the backbone oxygen, 
aspartate, and glutamate.  The most common partners for the aspartate and glutamate 
backside oxygen are the backbone amide, arginine, and histidine.  However, all possible 
donor-acceptor pairs are observed in native zinc sites. 
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Figure S5.7.  Cysteine backside hydrogen bonds. 
These hydrogen bonds to the cysteine sulfur usually form with a backbone amide proton 
donor, as demonstrated in the classical zinc finger fold. 
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Input file for secondary matching: incorporation of second-shell hydrogen bonds 
 
The following section of a RosettaMatch input file shows one ‘constraint’ specifying a 
histidine-zinc interaction, and a second ‘variable constraint’ specifying a histidine-hbond 
interaction to a backbone carbonyl oxygen, aspartate, glutamate, asparagine, glutamine, 
serine, or threonine. 
 
 
#First Histidine, primary shell 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_name: ZN V2 V3 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue3:  ZNX 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: Nhis 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue3:  HIS  
  
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:   2.10   0.15  40.0  0    1 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:   109.5  20.0  40.0  360. 1 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:   120.0  30.0  40.0  360. 3 
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:  -120.0  20.0  40.0  360.  
  CONSTRAINT:: torsion_AB:     0.0  20.0  40.0   20.   
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_B:   180.0  20.0  40.0  360. 1 
 
  #ALGORITHM_INFO:: match 
    #CHI_STRATEGY:: CHI 1 EX_FOUR_HALF_STEP_STDDEVS 
    #CHI_STRATEGY:: CHI 2 EX_ONE_STDDEV 
  #ALGORITHM_INFO::END 
 
CST::END 
 
 
 
 
 
#secondary match for CST 1 
VARIABLE_CST::BEGIN 
 
#backbone oxygen 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_type: Ntrp 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue1: H 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: OCbb 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 is_backbone 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue1: ACDEFGHIKLMNQRSTVWY 
 
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:    2.80   0.50  40.00  0      1 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:  125.10  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:  120.00  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:  180.00  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
 
  ALGORITHM_INFO:: match 
    IGNORE_UPSTREAM_PROTON_CHI 
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    SECONDARY_MATCH: UPSTREAM_CST 1 
  ALGORITHM_INFO::END 
CST::END 
 
#Asn/Gln oxygen 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_type: Ntrp 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue1: H 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: ONH2, 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue1: NQ 
 
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:    2.80   0.50  40.00  0      1 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:  125.10  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:  120.00  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:  180.00  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
 
  ALGORITHM_INFO:: match 
    SECONDARY_MATCH: UPSTREAM_CST 1 
  ALGORITHM_INFO::END 
CST::END 
 
#Asp/Glu oxygen 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_type: Ntrp 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue1: H 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: OOC , 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue1: DE 
 
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:    2.80   0.50  40.00  0      1 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:  125.10  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:  120.00  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:  180.00  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
 
  ALGORITHM_INFO:: match 
    IGNORE_UPSTREAM_PROTON_CHI 
    SECONDARY_MATCH: UPSTREAM_CST 1 
  ALGORITHM_INFO::END 
CST::END 
 
#Ser/Thr oxygen 
CST::BEGIN 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_type: Ntrp 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 1 residue1: H 
 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_type: OH  , 
  TEMPLATE::   ATOM_MAP: 2 residue1: ST 
 
  CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:    2.80   0.50  40.00  0      1 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_A:  125.10  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
  CONSTRAINT::    angle_B:  109.00  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
  CONSTRAINT::  torsion_A:  180.00  45.00  40.00  360.00 2 
 
  ALGORITHM_INFO:: match 
    IGNORE_UPSTREAM_PROTON_CHI 
    SECONDARY_MATCH: UPSTREAM_CST 1 
  ALGORITHM_INFO::END 
CST::END 
 
VARIABLE_CST::END 
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